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Die vorliegende Arbeit ist der theoretischen Beschreibung von Festk orpersystemen gewid-
met, deren elektronische Eigenschaften wesentlich durch Korrelationen beein
ut werden.
In diesem Zusammenhang sind Korrelationen als der wechselseitige Ein
u der Elektronen
mittels der Coulombabstoung zu verstehen, der sich nicht durch ein auf alle Elektronen
wirkendes, gemitteltes Potential beschreiben l at. Die Dynamik der Elektronen wird dabei
durch den tats achlichen, d.h. nicht nur mittleren, Abstand zu den anderen {insbesondere
benachbarten{ Elektronen bestimmmt. Diese Korrelation bein
ut die Physik der betroe-
nen Materialien in mannigfaltiger Weise: in vielen F allen verhalten sich die Ladungstr ager
in Transportmessungen und spektroskopischen Experimenten wie bewegliche Elektronen
im Metall, jedoch mit stark erh ohten eektiven Massen, die bis um das Tausendfache  uber
den Massen freier Elektronen liegen. F ur noch st arkere Korrelationen erfolgt eine weite-
re Einschr ankung der Beweglichkeit bis hin zu einem Metall-Isolator  Ubergang. Weitere
Eigenschaften sind reichhaltige Phasendiagramme als Funktion von Temperatur, Druck
und Dotierung, sowie magnetische, elektronische und strukturelle Eigenschaften, die sich
durch hohe Empndlichkeit gegen uber  aueren Bedingungen wie dem angelegten magne-
tischen Feld auszeichnen. Der am intensivsten untersuchte Eekt ist jedoch die unkonven-
tionelle Hochtemperatursupraleitung, die in verschiedenen Klassen korrelierter Materialien
auftritt, wobei Wirkungsprinzipien und Zusammenh ange mit elektronischen Korrelationen
weiterhin ungekl art sind.
Andererseits entziehen sich Korrelationen der Beschreibung durch herk ommliche Band-
strukturmethoden wie der Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) in der lokalen Dichten aherung
(LDA), die die Coulombwechselwirkungen zwischen den Elektronen nur auf der Ebene
eines zeitlich gemittelten Potentials ber ucksichtigen. Diese Mittelung ist notwendig, da
sich das durch die paarweisen Wechselwirkungen bedingte kombinatorische Problem auf-
grund der enormen Anzahl an Elektronen in einem Festk orper nicht direkt behandeln l at.
Als Ansatz zur L osung dieses Problems hat sich seit Beginn der 1990er Jahre die dyna-
mische Molekularfeldtheorie (DMFT) etabliert, die in der Lage ist, einen Grenzfall von
korrelierten Elektronensystemen exakt zu behandeln, n amlich den Grenzfall unendlicher
Dimensionalit at. Dort besitzt jedes Elektron eine unendliche Anzahl direkt benachbarter
Elektronen, wodurch r aumliche Fluktuationen einzelner Nachbarn unwichtig werden und
die elektronische Umgebung durch ein r aumlich strukturloses, jedoch zeitabh angiges {also
dynamisches{ Feld beschrieben ist. Es ndet somit eine r aumliche, jedoch keine zeitliche
Mittelung des Potentials statt, und die zeitliche Dynamik jedes Elektrons bleibt erhalten.
Obwohl dieser Grenzfall in realen System oensichtlich nicht realisiert werden kann, hat
er sich als sehr n utzlich erwiesen und liefert in vielen F allen qualitativ und quantitativ
zuverl assige Ergebnisse.
Zun achst blieb die Anwendung der DMFT auf die Behandlung minimaler Modelle wie des
Hubbardmodells beschr ankt. In vielen korrelierten Systemen, einschlielich der in dieser
Arbeit untersuchten Materialien, wird das Verhalten jedoch mageblich durch das Zusam-
menspiel der Korrelationen mit den mikroskopischen Details {wie der exakten Kristall-
struktur und der elektronischen Bandstruktur{ bestimmt, die wiederum zuverl assig durch
Bandstrukturrechnungen beschrieben werden. Seit der Jahrtausendwende sind daher ver-
schiedene Ans atze zur Kopplung von Bandstrukturmethoden und DMFT enstanden, ins-
besondere f ur die Kombination von DFT und DMFT, genannt LDA+DMFT. Diesermethodische Rahmen erm oglicht heute im Prinzip ab-initio Rechnungen, d.h. Rechungen
ohne freie Parameter, auch f ur korrelierte Systeme.
Im ersten Kapitel f uhren wir zun achst den mikroskopischen Hamiltonian im Festk orper
ein, von dem wir Gittermodelle zur vereinfachten Beschreibung der elektronischen Struk-
tur ableiten; wir gelangen so zum Hubbardmodell, dem paradigmatischen Modell f ur kor-
relierte Elektronen. Wir geben zudem eine knappe Einf uhrung in die im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit untersuchten Materialien, wobei es sich um Eisenpniktide sowie Ladungstransfersal-
ze handelt. Bei beiden Klassen von Materialien handelt es sich um geschichtete Systeme,
die bei tiefen Temperaturen (und zum Teil bei Dotierung oder unter Druck) unkonven-
tionelle Supraleitung zeigen und in denen die niederenergetischen Elektronen in r aumlich
eng begrenzten atomaren Eisen-d Orbitalen (im Falle der Eisenpniktide) bzw. Orbitalen
mit molekularem Charakter (im Falle der Ladungstransfersalze) sitzen und dadurch eine
starke Wechselwirkung erfahren.
Im zweiten Kapitel schliet sich eine Beschreibung der DFT an, der Standardmethode zur
Berechnung struktureller und elektronischer Eigenschaften von Festk orpern. Dabei gehen
wir insbesondere auf die N aherungen ein, die bei der Umsetzung der {formal exakten{
DFT in nutzbare Implementierungen erfolgen und diskutieren die resultierenden Schwach-
stellen im Hinblick auf die Beschreibung korrelierter Systeme. Eine Abminderung dieser
Schw achen kann im Rahmen der sogenannten LDA+U Methode erfolgen, einer Erweiterung
der DFT, die wir im letzten Teil des Kapitels diskutieren.
In Vorbereitung auf die Untersuchung optischer Eigenschaften korrelierter Systeme in den
weiteren Kapiteln f uhren wir dann die mikroskopischen Grundlagen der optischen Leit-
f ahigkeit im dritten Kapitel ein. Wir zeigen die Verbindung zwischen der optischen Leit-
f ahigkeit und experimentell zug anglichen Gr oen wie der Re
ektivit at auf und leiten den
Formalismus f ur die Berechnung in DFT sowie LDA+DMFT her.
Im vierten Kapitel wenden wir uns den Eisenpniktiden zun achst im Rahmen einer DFT-
Untersuchung zu, wobei der Schwerpunkt auf der Beschreibung der optischen und ma-
gnetischen Eigenschaften in der sogenannten SDW-Phase liegt, einer magnetisch geord-
neten Phase, in der viele undotierte Eisenpniktide bei tiefen Temperaturen vorliegen.
Die SDW-Phase ist der supraleitenden Phase im Phasendiagramm benachbart (wobei
die Supraleitung unter Verdr angung der magnetischen Ordnung unter Druck oder bei
Dotierung eintritt), ist im Gegensatz zu dieser jedoch durch die DFT theoretisch zug anglich.
Allerdings f uhren Quanten
uktuationen in den Eisenpniktiden zu einer starken Reduzie-
rung der magnetischen Momente gegen uber den Vorhersagen aus DFT-Rechnungen. Wir
schlagen daher einen Ansatz zur Reduzierung der magnetischen Momente bei gleichzeitiger
Erhaltung der elektronischen Struktur im Rahmen der LDA+U Methode vor. Damit sind
wir in der Lage, f ur verschiedene Eisenpniktide Trends in den magnetischen Momenten
zu reproduzieren und die wesentlichen Merkmale der optischen Leitf ahigkeit korrekt zu
beschreiben, allerdings unter Verwendung freier Parameter, n amlich der Wechselwirkungs-
st arke U sowie einer Massen- bzw. Energierenormierung. Wir stellen jedoch fest, da diese
Parameter f ur die untersuchten Systeme nur geringe Materialabh angigkeit aufweisen und
damit eine einheitliche Beschreibung m oglich machen.
Das f unfte Kapitel beginnt mit einer Beschreibung der Grundlagen der DMFT und der
Herleitung des zugeh origen Formalismus. Ausgehend vom Grenzfall der unendlichen Di-
mensionalit at l at sich die L osung des urspr unglichen Gitterproblems darin auf die L osung
eines (zu bestimmenden) Quantenst orstellenproblems abbilden, was zu einer erheblichen
konzeptionellen und numerischen Vereinfachung f uhrt. Im Anschlu gehen wir auf dieKopplung von DFT und DMFT ein, wobei der Schwerpunkt auf der Konstruktion einer
f ur DMFT ben otigten r aumlich lokalisierten und orthogonalen Basis aus den in DFT er-
mittelten Wellenfunktionen liegt. Zuletzt beschreiben wir den zur eigentlichen L osung des
Quantenst orstellenproblems benutzten Quanten-Monte-Carlo Algorithmus.
Der Quanten-Monte-Carlo Algorithmus ist in imagin arer Zeit bzw. imagin aren Frequenzen
formuliert und die Auswertung der gelieferten Korrelationsfunktionen erfordert daher eine
analytische Fortsetzung von der imagin aren auf die reelle Achse in der komplexen Ebene.
Aufgrund der analytischen Struktur der Korrelationsfunktionen ist diese Fortsetzung in der
Praxis sehr empndlich gegen uber dem statistischen Rauschen aus dem Monte-Carlo Sam-
pling und die Ergebnisse sind oft stark methodenabh angig. Im sechsten Kapitel stellen wir
den am weitesten verbreiteten Ansatz f ur die analytische Fortsetzung vor, die Maximum
Entropy Methode, und vergleichen Varianten und Erweiterungen derselben. Dabei behan-
deln wir auch den Fall bosonischer Korrelationsfunktionen, wie er z.B. f ur die optische
Leitf ahigkeit auftritt.
Der so entwickelte methodische Rahmen f ur LDA+DMFT wird im siebten Kapitel auf das
Eisenpniktid LiFeAs angewandt. Dort wird der Ein
u der durch die DMFT ber ucksich-
tigten Korrelationen auf verschiedene Aspekte der elektronischen Struktur und insbeson-
dere auf die Fermi
 achen untersucht, was schlielich eine vereinheitlichte Interpretation
verschiedener Experimente an diesem Material erlaubt.
Im achten Kapitel setzen wir die LDA+DMFT Studien an zwei weiteren Eisenpniktiden
{LaFePO und LiFeP{ fort und machen die Vorhersage, da diese beiden Systeme {obwohl
nach verschiedenen Kriterien als schwach korreliert zu bewerten{ eine topologische  An-
derung ihrer Fermi
 achen bei Ber ucksichtigung elektronischer Korrelationen zeigen. Wir
setzen dieses Ergebnis in Beziehung mit den beobachteten Charakteristika der Supraleitung
in diesen Systemen.
Im neunten Kapitel dieser Arbeit pr asentieren wir die ersten LDA+DMFT Rechnungen
an dem molekularen Kristall -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, welcher zur Klasse der or-
ganischen Ladungstransfersalze geh ort. Dazu stellen wir als Erweiterung des Konzepts
der lokalisierten Basis mit atomarem Charakter die Konstruktion einer Basis mit moleku-
larem Charakter vor. Wie im vierten Kapitel wenden wir uns hier der Untersuchung op-
tischer Eigenschaften zu. Im Unterschied zu den Eisenpniktiden nden wir Signaturen
starker Korrelationen in Teilen des Spektrums und identizieren die Herkunft experi-
mentell beobachteter Anregungen in der optischen Leitf ahigkeit.Abstract
The study of systems whose properties are governed by electronic correlations is a cor-
ner stone of modern solid-state physics. Often, such systems feature unique and distinct
properties like Mott metal-insulator transitions, rich phase diagrams, and high sensitivity
to subtle changes in the applied conditions. Whereas the standard approach to electronic
structure calculations, density functional theory (DFT), is able to address the complex-
ity of real-world materials but is known to have serious limitations in the description of
correlations, the dynamical mean-eld theory (DMFT) has become an established method
for the treatment of correlated fermions, rst on the level of minimal models and later in
combination with DFT, termed LDA+DMFT.
This thesis presents theoretical calculations on dierent materials exhibiting correlated
physics, where we aim at covering a range in terms of systems {from rather weakly cor-
related to strongy correlated{ as well as in terms of methods, from DFT calculations
to combined LDA+DMFT calculations. We begin with a study on a selection of iron
pnictides, a recently discovered family of high-temperature superconductors with varying
degree of correlation strength, and show that their magnetic and optical properties can be
assessed to some degree within DFT, despite the correlated nature of these systems. Next,
extending our analysis to the inclusion of correlations in the framework of LDA+DMFT,
we discuss the electronic structure of the iron pnictide LiFeAs which we nd to be well
described by Fermi liquid theory with regard to many of its properties, yet we see dis-
tinct changes in its Fermi surface upon inclusion of correlations. We continue the study of
low-energy properties and specically Fermi surfaces on two more iron pnictides, LaFePO
and LiFeP, and predict a topology change of their Fermi surfaces due to the eect of
correlations, with possible implications for their superconducting properties. In our last
study, we close the circle by presenting LDA+DMFT calculations on an organic molecu-
lar crystal on the verge of a Mott metal-insulator transition; there, we nd the spectral
and optical properties to display signatures of strong electronic correlations beyond Fermi
liquid theory.Contents
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In this chapter, we will rst discuss the microscopic Hamiltonian for the electron dynamics
in solids and discuss common simplications in form of models. We will then give a brief
introduction to the actual materials under investigation in this thesis.
1.1 From the Ab-initio Hamiltonian to the Hubbard Model
The ab-initio Hamiltonian governing the electronic properties in solids is given by
H =
Ne X
i
"
 
~2
2me
r2
i
| {z }
T
 
e2
40
NI X
I
ZI
jri   RIj
| {z }
V
#
+
1
2
e2
40
Ne X
i6=j
1
jri   rjj
| {z }
U
; (1.1)
for a system of Ne electrons and NI ions where ri (RI) denotes the position of electron
i (ion I) with electric charge  e (eZI) and mass me, respectively. The Hamiltonian thus
consists of three terms, the kinetic energy of the electrons T, the electron-ion Coulomb
interaction V , and the electron-electron Coulomb interaction U. We already employed the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation here, namely that the ions can be treated as spatially
xed due to their large mass and the electrons as moving in the electrostatic potential of
the static ionic lattice.
The diculty in solving the Hamiltonian (1.1) lies in the combinatorics of the two-particle
electron-electron interaction which prevents separating H into a sum of one-particle Hamil-
tonians: while the electron-ion interaction V can be cast into a potential (termed lattice
potential or external potential) in which the electrons move independently, the same is not
true for the electron-electron interaction.
There is a fundamental dichotomy between two approaches dealing with this problem. The
rst approach deals with the Hamiltonian (1.1) directly by employing dramatic approxi-
mations on the U term. This approach is followed by density functional theory 1 (DFT),
1More exactly, it is followed by practical implementations of DFT, in particular through approximations
made for the exchange-correlation energy. As a theory, DFT is exact.2 1. Introduction
as described in Ch. 2. This approach is free of parameters and allows calculations based
only on rst principles (ab-initio).
The other approach makes simplications already on the level of the Hamiltonian by
investigating minimal models which (ideally) capture the relevant interaction physics. By
denition, these models require parameterization, though, thereby losing the ab-initio
character of the original problem and introducing a potential source of ambiguity.
A rst simplication is achieved by the mapping of the continuum problem (1.1) onto a
lattice model in a basis of localized Wannier states. In second quantization, the resulting
Hamiltonian reads
H =  
X

X
ij
X

t

ij c
y
i;; cj;; +
1
2
X
00
X
ijkl
X
0
V
00
ijkl c
y
i;; c
y
j;;0 cl;0;0 ck;0; ; (1.2)
where the creation (annihilation) operator c
y
i;; (ci;;) creates (annihilates) an electron
with spin  in the band  at the site Ri. The Hamiltonian (1.2) consists of a hopping term
parameterized by the t's, re
ecting the noninteracting dispersion due to the kinetic energy
and the potential in Eq. (1.1), and an interaction term parameterized by the V 's. How-
ever, even this simplied model contains an innite number of parameters ft

ij ;V
00
ijkl g.
In order to limit the number of parameters, often only the largest contributions to the
Hamiltonian are kept. From the Wannier functions, it can be shown that for the interac-
tion term the onsite contribution largely dominates,
V
00
ijkl = U00
ijikil ; (1.3)
leading to the Hamiltonian
H =  
X

X
ij
X

t

ij c
y
i;; cj;; +
1
2
X
00
X
i
X
0
U00
c
y
i;; c
y
i;;0 ci;0;0 ci;0; : (1.4)
This is the model that is eectively solved in Chs. 7, 8, and 9 in the framework of
LDA+DMFT (within the approximations imposed by LDA, DMFT, and the employed
solver, cf. the respective chapters). If the Hamiltonian is furthermore restricted to one
band ( = 0 =  = 0 = 1), one arrives at
H =  
X
ij
X

tij c
y
i; cj; + U
X
i
ni;"ni;# ; (1.5)
(with ni; = c
y
i;ci;) which will be used in Ch. 5 to motivate and derive the equations for
DMFT and the employed impurity solver.
Finally, if only nearest neighbor (NN) terms are considered in the hopping,
tij =

t if i NN of j
0 otherwise
; (1.6)
one obtains the Hubbard model,
H =  t
X
hi;ji
X

 
c
y
i;cj; + h.c.

+ U
X
i
ni;"ni;# ; (1.7)
the paradigmatic model for strongly correlated fermions on a lattice; hi;ji restricts the sum
to nearest neighbor pairs. Although appearing simple (in the grand canonical ensemble, the1.2. Iron Pnictides 3
model is fully specied by the parameters t and U, the underlying lattice, the temperature,
and the lling), an exact solution for the Hubbard model is not available, except for the
case of one dimension[Bethe31, Lieb68], and the study of this model has evolved into
a whole eld of research on its own. The charge and spin degrees of freedom of the
Hubbard model give rise to a variety of dierent phases like Fermi liquid, Mott insulator,
antiferromagnet, charge- and spin-density wave, superconductor, and others. The diculty
in solving the Hubbard model and {at the same time{ its rich physics both originate from
the fact that the interaction term (which is diagonal in real space) and the hopping term
(which is diagonal in k space) cannot be diagonalized simultaneously but compete with
each other: considering e.g. the half lled case at low temperatures, the system is for weak
interactions in a metallic, or Fermi liquid, phase which is described by noninteracting,
yet mass-enhanced quasiparticles. At a critical interaction strength, the charge degrees
of freedom freeze out as double occupations become energetically very unfavorable and
hopping between the sites is strongly suppressed: the system has entered an insulating
phase, called Mott insulator. Hence, in the limit of strong interactions (U=t ! 1) and for
half lling, only the spin degrees of freedom persist and the Hubbard model simplies to
the quantum Heisenberg model. For large interactions but away from half lling, double
occupancies are also forbidden, but the presence of empty sites still allows for motion of
charge carriers: this limit is described by the t   J model[Chao77].
In Ch. 5, we will rst introduce dynamical mean-eld theory as a non-perturbative ap-
proach to the treatment of the Hubbard model in a special limit, the limit of innite
dimensions, and subsequently show how to combine the ab-initio approach and model
calculations in the framework of LDA+DMFT.
1.2 Iron Pnictides
In 2008, the discovery of superconductivity at a transition temperature of 26 K in 
uorine-
doped LaFeAsO[Kamihara08] marked the beginning of a global research eort dedicated
to the study of this new class of iron-based superconductors, with observed transition
temperatures up to  56 K [Wu09b] to date. In the following, we give a very brief
overview over some basic properties of these compounds; for further reading, a number of
reviews is already available, see e.g. Refs. [Johnston10, Paglione10, Lumsden10, Stewart11,
Hirschfeld11].
The basic building blocks of the iron-based superconductors are layers of FePn/Ch tetra-
hedra where the pnictogen\Pn"stands for As or P (iron pnictides) and the chalcogen\Ch"
includes S, Se, and Te (iron chalcogenides). In the following, we refer to all these materials
as iron pnictides. In terms of crystal structures, there are currently six families of iron
pnictides known; the largest families in terms of the number of known compounds are the
\122" family (with e.g. BaFe2As2 and SrFe2As2 as representatives) and the \1111" family
(with LaFeAsO as most studied example). In all compounds, the states close to the Fermi
energy are predominantly occupied by the Fe 3d electrons where typically all ve orbitals
contribute to the low-energy physics and have to be retained in calculations. In the normal
state, the iron pnictides are metals, with two or more hole bands crossing the Fermi level
near the   point and two electron bands crossing near the M point (in most compounds).
This is re
ected by the formation of typically four or ve Fermi surface sheets.
While the superconducting pairing mechanism in the iron pnictides is not known, it may be
related to the coexistent, respectively neighboring, magnetism in the phase diagram. Most4 1. Introduction
parent (i.e. undoped) compounds exhibit a non-superconducting ground state with antifer-
romagnetic (AF) stripe-type order[Ishida09]. Upon (electron or hole) doping[Kamihara08]
or application of external pressure[Torikachvili08], superconductivity emerges (up to some
maximal doping level) and the AF order is either suppressed (e.g. in LaFeAsO) or persists
over some nite doping range (in the 122 systems). Due to the good Fermi surface nesting
in many parent compounds, the onset of the AF order is often attributed to a spin-density
wave (SDW) instability[Singh09]; however, the mechanism of the magnetic ordering is not
conclusively understood yet and might also include the formation of local moments.
As for the superconductivity in the iron pnictides, the gap symmetry is generally believed to
be of s-type, probably involving a sign change of the order parameter between the electron
and hole sheets of the Fermi surface in most materials[Hirschfeld11]; for the actual gap
structure, there is evidence for strong diversity among the dierent compounds, including
both nodal and nodeless gaps. In many cases, the angle of the bonds in the tetrahedra
as well as the height of the Pn/Ch above the Fe plane seem to be indicators for the
superconducting transition temperature[Kuroki09].
The correlation strength in the iron pnictides is subject to sizable variation between the dif-
ferent families, from rather weak correlations in the 1111 family (e.g. LaFePO) to strongly
correlated compounds in the 11 family (e.g. FeSe). LDA+DMFT studies favoring an itin-
erant scenario with rather moderate correlation strength (e.g. for the description of the
antiferromagnetically ordered state) are found e.g. in Refs. [Aichhorn09, Skornyakov09,
Skornyakov10], whereas other authors point out the eects of strong correlations[Yang09,
Si08, Haule08, Yildirim08, Han09, Ma09].
1.3 Charge Transfer Salts
The organic charge transfer salts are a family of unconventional superconductors encom-
passing a range of materials with rather dierent ground states and properties. In general,
charge transfer salts are formed when a number of donor molecules jointly donate an
electron to an anion molecule, leaving behind a hole which is shared among the donors.
Typically, the donor molecules are stacked in layers which are separated by planes of the
anion molecules. The anion layers, however, do not contribute to the low-energy physics
of the materials and the electronic properties can for many purposes be regarded as two-
dimensional. While being chemically complex, the electronic structure of the materials is
simple and is often reduced to a single-band Hubbard model on various lattices at half or
one-quarter lling[Powell06].
The charge transfer salts are uniquely well-suited as model systems as they are available in
very pure samples and allow to be nely tuned through their phase diagram by chemical
substitution, magnetic elds, or moderate pressures. They are strongly correlated and
their observed phases include {besides the superconducting phase{ metals, Fermi liquids,
Mott insulators, antiferromagnets, and spin liquids[Kanoda11, Powell11].
The superconductivity in the charge transfer salts occurs in proximity to a Mott insulating
phase and is supposed to be closely related to antiferromagnetism, like in the cuprates or
the iron pnictides. The symmetry of the superconducting gap is not settled yet, but there
is substantial evidence that the superconducting state is unconventional and experiments
suggest a nodal gap and d-wave symmetry[Arai01, Shimizu10]. Among all organic com-
pounds, the charge transfer salt -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl studied in Ch. 9 has the
highest transition temperature Tc = 12:5 K [Williams90] (at a small hydrostatic pressure
of 0.3 kbar).2. Density Functional Theory and
Extensions for Correlated Systems
In solid state physics, the most successful method for the calculation of material properties
is density functional theory (DFT). It is routinely applied for calculating lattice properties
(equilibrium volumes, lattice parameters, atomic positions, phonon spectra, elastic con-
stants) as well as electronic properties (band structures, optical excitation spectra, band
gaps). However, whereas lattice properties are usually reproduced with an accuracy of
a few percent as they are linked to the total energy of the ground state, the calculation
of electronic structures, while being suciently accurate in many cases, can suer from
systematic errors. In particular, the band gaps of insulators and semiconductors are often
underestimated, and many insulators are even metals in DFT; this is most pronounced
in materials with partially lled d- or f-shells, where {due to the short electron-electron
distance in these narrow orbitals{ electronic correlations are particularly strong.
There are dierent reasons for these limitations, both from a fundamental and a practical
point of view, that will become manifest in the discussion of DFT below but are brie
y
mentioned here. First, while constituting a formally exact theory for ground state proper-
ties, the application of DFT to excited states (like the calculation of band structures, i.e. of
excitation energies of electrons being added to or removed from the system) is not rigor-
ously justied, since the underlying Hohenberg-Kohn theorem only holds for the ground
state. Furthermore, the solution of the DFT equations typically involves mapping the
interacting system to a ctitious non-interacting system {the Kohn-Sham system{ whose
electronic structure, in principle, cannot be considered an approximation to the real elec-
tronic structure; yet its energy eigenvalues are commonly interpreted as the single-particle
energies of the real system. Moreover, in practice, approximations have to be made also
for the ground state to describe exchange and correlation eects, with the local density
approximation (LDA) as the most prominent example.
Despite these shortcomings, DFT is also tremendously successful in the calculation of
electronic properties and in many cases yields good agreement with experimental data.
Moreover, its versatility and solid theoretical foundation allow for continuous improvement
of the involved approximations within the DFT framework. Importantly, DFT is also well-
suited for the combination with many body methods like static and dynamical mean-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theories that we will use in this thesis to address the issue of strongly correlated systems.
Many reviews on density functional theory are available; the following overview is inspired
in particular by the presentation in Ref. [Capelle06].
At its most basic level, DFT rephrases the many body problem (1.1) as the problem of
minimizing a functional of the electron density (r) which is given by
(r) = h	j
Ne X
i
(r   ri)j	i : (2.1)
The promotion of (r) to the status of the key variable in DFT is based on the fundamental
theorem behind DFT, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem[Hohenberg64]. It states that for
ground states, Eq. (2.1) can be inverted, i.e. the ground state density uniquely determines
the (many body) ground state wave function and consequently all ground state observables.
At rst glance this appears to result in a tremendous loss of information, given that the
wave function is a function of Ne vectorial variables r1;:::;rNe, whereas the density is a
function of only one vectorial variable r. However, the ground state wave function must
not only reproduce the ground state density but also minimize the energy.
From this, the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem can be derived which is the most im-
portant from the point of view of practical applications: not only is the total energy a
functional of the electron density, E = E[(r)], but it is minimized at the ground state
density 0(r), i.e. E has the variational property
E0 = E[0]  E[~ ] ; (2.2)
with E0 the ground state energy and ~  a trial density which integrates to the total number
of electrons. The constraint on the total particle number obtained from  can be taken
into account by means of a Lagrange multiplier  (the chemical potential), replacing the
constrained minimization of E by an unconstrained one,


E[]   
Z
d3r (r)   Ne

= 0 ; (2.3)
from which an Euler-Lagrange equation follows,
E[]
(r)
= : (2.4)
Formally, the total energy functional can be written in terms of the three contributions
identied in the Hamiltonian (1.1),
E[] = T[] + U[] + V []; (2.5)
where T[] and U[] are universal functionals, i.e. their functional form does not depend
on the system under investigation. However, this form is not known explicitely, and we
will discuss approximation schemes below. In contrast, V [] has a known analytical form,
V [] =
Z
d3r (r) v(r) ; (2.6)
with the Coulomb potential of the ions
v(r) =  
e2
40
NIon X
I
ZI
jr   RIj
; (2.7)2.1. The Kohn-Sham Approach 7
but is material specic. In fact, all information about the material is contained in v(r).1
The unknown functional form of T[] and U[] calls for approximations. An illustrative
example is the Thomas-Fermi approximation where only the Hartree term in U[] is re-
tained,
U[]  UH[] =
1
2
e2
40
Z
d3r
Z
d3r0 (r)(r0)
jr   r0j
; (2.8)
i.e. the full interaction energy is approximated by the classical electrostatic interaction
energy of the distribution (r).
For the kinetic energy term, an analytical expression in terms of the density is known
only for a uniform electron gas (with average density n) of noninteracting electrons which
we call Thom
non (n); note that Thom
non (n) is a function, not a functional. This is exploited to
approximate T[] as
T[] 
Z
d3r Thom
non ((r)) ; (2.9)
i.e. not only is the interacting electron system taken as noninteracting, but a local density
approximation (LDA) is employed which substitutes the inhomogeneous system by a sum
(or integral) over small volume units, each with constant density.
While the local density approximation can often be applied successfully to the so-called
exchange-correlation energy that we will encounter in the following, it turns out to be
too crude of an approximation for the kinetic energy in most applications. However, the
LDA ansatz for the kinetic energy can be dropped in the framework of the Kohn-Sham
approach[Kohn65], the most widely used method for practical DFT.
2.1 The Kohn-Sham Approach
The Kohn-Sham (KS) approach does not work exclusively in terms of the density, but to
some extent returns to the language of (single-particle) wave functions. As a result, the
KS framework formally resembles a single-particle theory, although many body eects are
still included via the so-called exchange-correlation functional.
In the KS approach, the kinetic energy is decomposed into a term Tnon, representing
noninteracting particles (of density ), and the remainder Tc,
T[] = Tnon[] + Tc[] ; (2.10)
where Tnon can be expressed in terms of the single-particle KS orbitals,
Tnon =  
~2
2me
Ne X
i
Z
d3r  
i (r) r2 i(r) (2.11)
1This oers a slightly dierent point of view regarding the equivalent information contained in  and
	: being the solution to the Schr odinger equation, 	 is determined by the Hamiltonian H. However, the
specic form of H only diers with the external potential which is also a function of only one variable. In
fact, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem also states that v(r) is uniquely determined by 0, up to an additive
constant. Interestingly, this also means that 0 not only xes the ground state wave function but also that
of all excited states.8 2. Density Functional Theory and Extensions for Correlated Systems
with density (fi being the occupation of orbital i)
(r) =
Ne X
i
fi j i(r)j2 ; (2.12)
without resorting to a local density approximation or the like.2 The exact energy func-
tional (2.5) is thus given as
E[] = Tnon[f i[]g] + UH[] + V [] + T[]   Tnon[f i[]g] + U[]   UH[]
| {z }
Exc[]
; (2.13)
where all otherwise neglected terms have been cast into the universal exchange-correlation
energy Exc[]. Physically, Exc contains the contributions from the exchange energy and
from correlations (Tc is part of the correlations), hence the name. Again, the functional
form of Exc[] is unknown, and for its (approximate) determination one faces the same
problems that motivated expression (2.9) for the kinetic term, namely inhomogeneity and
the many body nature of exchange and correlation. Assuming homogeneity, the di-
culties due to the many body nature can be eciently addressed, though: the exchange
energy of the homogeneous electron gas is known exactly, and for the correlation energy
highly accurate Quantum Monte Carlo results are available[Ceperley80]. Regarding the
inhomogeneity, the local density approximation in the spirit of Eq. (2.9),
Exc[]  ELDA
xc [] =
Z
d3r xc((r)) ; (2.14)
works astonishingly well for a huge variety of systems, including many that are quite
dierent from the reference system of the LDA, namely from a system with slowly varying
electron density.
The Euler-Lagrange equation now reads
Tnon[f i[]g]
(r)
+ vH(r) + v(r) + vxc(r) =  ; (2.15)
with v(r) the external potential (2.7), vxc(r) =
Exc[]
(r) , and the Hartree potential vH(r)
following from the expression (2.8) for the Hartree energy,
vH(r) =
UH[]
(r)
=
e2
40
Z
d3r0 (r0)
jr   r0j
: (2.16)
Since Tnon[f i[]g] is now written as an orbital functional, a direct minimization with
respect to (r) is not possible, though. However, the wave functions f ig are the solutions
of a set of Ne one-electron Schr odinger equations,

 
~2
2me
r2 +
e2
40
Z
d3r0 (r0)
jr   r0j
+ v(r) + vxc(r)

 i(r) = "i  i(r) : (2.17)
These are the Kohn-Sham equations. It is important to note that, in principle, they only
serve the purpose of replacing the minimization of E[] by the solution of a noninteracting
Schr odinger equation. The noninteracting KS system is therefore purely auxiliary, only
2According to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, all  i(r) are functionals of  and so is Tnon (although with
an unknown form) which we make transparent by writing Tnon[f i[]g] henceforth.2.2. Basis Sets 9
the density (r) obtained from the KS orbitals via Eq. (2.12) is physical. In particular,
the KS eigenvalues "i are not physical single-particle energies (in fact, they are Lagrange
multipliers). Nevertheless, they typically bear a semiquantitative resemblance with the
true energy spectrum and are therefore commonly interpreted as approximations to the
real single-particle energies. Since the KS system is noninteracting, this amounts to a
mean-eld approximation, albeit with a sophisticated mean-eld vH(r) + v(r) + vxc(r).
As both (r) and vxc(r) depend on the KS orbitals, i.e. on the solution of the KS equations,
the KS equations are nonlinear and have to be solved self-consistently: starting from an
initial guess for the density, the KS equations are solved numerically, a new density is
obtained from Eq. (2.12), and a new cycle is started. This prescription is repeated until
convergence (e.g. in the energy, the density, and/or some other observable) is attained.
2.2 Basis Sets
In practice, numerical solutions of the KS equations proceed by expanding the KS orbitals
in a suitable set of basis functions fnk(r)g,
 ik(r) =
P X
n
cn
i nk(r) ; (2.18)
(with k the lattice momentum, P the number of basis functions, and cn
i the expansion coef-
cients) and solving the resulting secular equation for the coecients cn
i and the eigenvalues
(we suppress the k index here),
0
B
@
h1jHKSj1i h1jHKSj2i 
h2jHKSj1i h2jHKSj2i 
. . .
. . .
...
1
C
A
0
B
@
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i
c2
i
. . .
1
C
A = "i
0
B
@
h1j1i h1j2i 
h2j1i h2j2i 
. . .
. . .
...
1
C
A
0
B
@
c1
i
c2
i
. . .
1
C
A;
(2.19)
where HKS is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. Note that the basis functions are not neces-
sarily orthogonal; this is re
ected by the overlap matrix with matrix elements hijji on
the right hand side.
A variety of dierent basis sets exists, each with individual strengths and weaknesses.
Ideally, a basis set is both ecient, i.e. it attains high accuracy with a small number of
basis functions, and unbiased, i.e. it does not favor a particular kind of result. These
requirements are to some extent con
icting, and actual basis sets aim to balance them,
often with stronger focus on one property or the other. In this thesis, we make use of a
basis set combining augmented plane waves (APW) and linearized augmented plane waves
(LAPW); these basis sets will therefore be discussed in the following.
The (L)APW basis[Andersen75, Wimmer81] exploits the fact that close to the atomic
nuclei, the crystalline potential in a solid is similar to the one of a single atom, whereas
far away from the nuclei, the potential is weakly varying and the electrons move rather
freely. Consequently, the space is divided into nonoverlapping atomic spheres, termed
mun-tin (MT) spheres, which are located at the atomic positions, and the interstitial (I)
region between the MT spheres. Inside the MT sphere, the KS orbital is then expressed10 2. Density Functional Theory and Extensions for Correlated Systems
by atomiclike functions, whereas in the interstitial region the (L)APW simply takes the
form of a plane wave,
LAPW
G;k (r) =
8
> <
> :
1 p
V ei(k+G)r; r 2 I
P
`;m

A
;k+G
`;m u
` (r;E
1;`) + B
;k+G
`;m _ u
` (r;E
1;`)

Y`;m(#;'); r 2 MT
;
(2.20)
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, V the unit cell volume, Y a spherical harmonic (D.1),
r and f#;'g are the radial and angular parts of the position vector r, respectively, and
u
` (r;E
1;`) and _ u
` (r;E
1;`) are the solutions to the radial part of the Schr odinger equation
of an isolated atom  and their energy derivatives, respectively, evaluated at energy E
1;`.
The coecients A`;m and B`;m are determined from the requirement that the wave function
inside the MT sphere matches the plane wave outside the sphere over the complete surface
of the sphere in value (otherwise the kinetic energy would not be well-dened) and slope.3
The form of the LAPW basis is derived from the APW basis which misses the B`;m _ u` term
within the MT sphere. It turns out, however, that for an accurate description of a state in
terms of APWs, one has to set the energy E in the argument of u equal to the respective
eigenenergy, which leads to a nonlinear secular problem (the eigenenergy is part of the
solution). Therefore, the LAPW basis substitutes this energy by a linearization energy
E
1;` (the index '1' is used in order to dierentiate from an energy that appears in the
local orbitals below) and the rst term in the corresponding Taylor expansion (hence the
derivative term _ u and the matching slope as criteria for the xing of the B`;m coecients).
The linearization energies are then input parameters which are chosen close to the (at
this point unknown) energy of the respective orbital (i.e. the energy of the center of the
respective band(s) with that dominating orbital character); typically, the linearization
energies can be guessed from the solution of the respective atomic problem.
The wave function expansion in Eq. (2.20) is appropriate for valence states. In contrast,
core states are tightly bound to the nucleus and do not participate in the chemical bonding
with other atoms. Such core states are treated the same as in isolated atoms (and thus
very eciently), but subject to the potential due to the valence states. In addition, so-
called semi-core states are not completely conned in the core, but a treatment in the
basis (2.20) poses problems for the choice of the linearization energy, since the semicore
band may have the same ` quantum number as the valence band (but a dierent shell n)
and there is no choice for E1;` that ts both bands (they might be very dierent in energy).
The LAPW basis is therefore complemented by local orbitals (LO),

LAPW;LO
;`;m (r) =

A
;LO
`;m u
` (r;E
1;`) + B
;LO
`;m _ u
` (r;E
1;`) + C
;LO
`;m u
` (r;E
2;`)

Y`;m(#;');
(2.21)
which have no k-dependence and are dened only inside the MT sphere of a particular atom
. The semi-core state {described by the C`;m term{ is peaked at an energy E
2;` 6= E
1;`
(E
2;` is close to its atomic value and thus approximately known) and is described by a
single radial function u
` (there is no sum over `;m in Eq. (2.21)) due to its quasi-atomic
nature. The coecients A`;m, B`;m, and C`;m are obtained by normalizing the orbital and
setting its value and slope at the MT boundary to zero; i.e. the local orbital is completely
contained in the MT sphere.
3Strictly speaking, an exact matching cannot be attained with a limited number of A/B coecients,
but it can be made suciently accurate from a practical point of view with a reasonably small number of
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Alternatively, the energy dependence of the APW basis can be circumvented by another
linearization scheme termed APW+lo where 'lo' stands for 'local orbitals' but (confus-
ingly) of another type than the 'LO' orbitals above. The APW+lo basis set contains two
kinds of functions. The rst kind are the regular APWs, but evaluated at a xed energy
E
1;` (i.e. not at self-consistently determined KS energies, which is to be avoided due to
performance reasons),
APW
G;k (r) =
8
<
:
1 p
V ei(k+G)r; r 2 I
P
`;m A
;k+G
`;m u
` (r;E
1;`) Y`;m(#;'); r 2 MT
; (2.22)
where A`;m is again determined from the requirement for APW
G;k (r) to be continuous at the
MT sphere boundary. Since the APW basis (2.22) is known to be insuciently accurate
(which led to the construction of the LAPW basis), it is augmented with a second type of
function for the physically important orbitals which is dened only within the MT sphere,

APW;lo
;`;m (r) =

A
;lo
`;m u
` (r;E
1;`) + B
;lo
`;m _ u
` (r;E
1;`)

Y`;m(#;'); (2.23)
with A`;m and B`;m chosen such that the value and the slope of APW;lo vanish at the MT
sphere boundary.
In analogy to the LOs introduced in Eq. (2.21) for LAPW, the APW+lo basis can be
extended by LOs which, however, do not contain the B`;m _ u` term of Eq. (2.21). Again,
the two coecients A`;m and B`;m of the LOs are determined by normalization and zero
value at the MT boundary.
The LAPW and APW+lo basis functions can be employed simultaneously, as done in the
LAPW/APW+lo code WIEN2K[Blaha01] used in the present work.
2.3 LDA+U
Despite its many applications, DFT is known to yield qualitatively wrong electronic struc-
tures for some classes of systems among which we focus on those with strong electronic
correlations. There, two approximations made along the way turn out to be particularly
detrimental. The rst is the identication of the auxiliary single-particle KS system with
the many body Schr odinger equation; this is equivalent to a mean-eld approach. In an
interacting system, the electronic structure cannot be described in terms of single-particle
states and energies anymore. Instead, integrating out all but one electronic degrees of
freedom in the many body wave function yields a mixed state which can be interpreted as
result of the scattering induced by the Coulomb interactions; this manifests itself e.g. as
an energy broadening of the spectral function which cannot be reproduced by the KS
energies.
Secondly, the LDA (and other commonly used approximations to Exc) is known to miss the
derivative discontinuity in Exc with respect to the total particle number which is a central
aspect of Mott physics; this discontinuity is one among a couple of known properties of
the exact exchange-correlation functional which can serve as constraints or guides in the
construction of approximations for Exc. As a consequence, LDA underestimates band gaps
and the eect of electronic correlations. In order to (partially) overcome this limitation,12 2. Density Functional Theory and Extensions for Correlated Systems
a couple of extensions to DFT have been proposed among which we will single out and
discuss the LDA+U method in the following.
The LDA+U approach introduced by Anisimov et al. [Anisimov91] is a modication of
LDA4 that adds an intra-atomic Hubbard U repulsion term in the energy functional for
the orbitals considered correlated. In the LDA selfconsistency cycle, this additional in-
teraction term is then treated in a mean-eld (Hartree-Fock) manner. Reviews covering
many aspects of the LDA+U approach have been provided in Refs. [Anisimov93] and
[Ylvisaker09].
In general, the LDA+U functional can be written as the LDA (or LSDA, GGA etc.)
functional, augmented with a correction E,
ELDA+U = ELDA + E ; E = Hint   Edc ; (2.24)
where the interaction term takes the form of Eq. (B.19),
Hint =
X
m>m0;
(V ee
mm0mm0   V ee
mm0m0m) nm; nm0; +
1
2
X
m;m0;
Vmm0mm0 nm; nm0;  ; (2.25)
and Edc is a double counting correction that we will discuss below. In accordance with
common nomenclature, we dene Umm0  V ee
mm0mm0 and Jmm0  V ee
mm0m0m, using which
Eq. (2.25) becomes
Hint =
1
2
X
m;m0;
Umm0 nm; nm0;  +
X
m>m0;
(Umm0   Jmm0) nm; nm0; : (2.26)
The addition of the Hubbard-like interaction (2.26) necessitates a so-called double-counting
correction to account for the fact that interactions are already included in the LDA func-
tional. Since an exact expression for the interactions included in LDA is not known,5 the
double counting correction is only approximate, and dierent double counting schemes
have been proposed[Anisimov91, Anisimov93, Held07]. For all double counting correc-
tions, some averaged total energy of the system of correlated electrons is subtracted, but
the rationale for the construction of this average diers between the various schemes.
We discuss two widely used schemes, the fully localized limit and the around mean-eld
scheme. Note that the same double counting corrections are also used in LDA+DMFT,
cf. Eq. (5.25): since the form of the interaction term is general and identical in LDA+U
and LDA+DMFT, so is the double counting, i.e. on the level of the double counting there
is no dierence whether the Hubbard term is included in a static or dynamic mean-eld
way.
The original approach[Anisimov91, Czy_ zyk94] to an appropriate LDA+U functional can
be written in a 
uctuation form around the average occupation of a correlated (spin-)
orbital (we present the spin-polarized version here),
E =
1
2
X
m;m0;
Umm0(nm;  n)(nm0;   n )+
X
m>m0;
(Umm0 Jmm0)(nm;  n)(nm0;  n);
(2.27)
4Following common notation, we use LDA as synonym for the original DFT approach without reference
to the functional form of the exchange-correlation energy which can be LDA, GGA, etc..
5The one-particle Hamiltonian is not obtained from Hartree-Fock theory, i.e. from a self-consistent
mean-eld solution, but from density functional theory with an empirical one-particle potential which
prevents from dening an exact double-counting term.2.3. LDA+U 13
where  n = 1
2`+1
P
m nm;. In this form, the double counting correction is already im-
plicitely included by taking the occupations relative to the respective average occupation.
This can be transformed into the form of Eq. (2.24),
EAMF
dc =
1
2
UN2  
U + 2`J
2` + 1
1
2
X

N2
 ; (2.28)
with N =
P
m nm;; here, we used the summation rules
P
m Umm0 = (2` + 1)U and P
m Jmm0 = U + (2`)J for the (spherically averaged) parameters U and J, i.e. we are
working with what is referred to as the Slater U and J in Appendix B. This expression
for Edc is called the around mean-eld (AMF) scheme.
Another approach[Anisimov93, Czy_ zyk94] for the double counting correction takes the
total Coulomb energy of an ensemble of N electrons as starting point. Through basic
combinatorics, this energy is given by
hHintiFLL =
1
2
UN(N   1)  
1
2
J
X

N(N   1) = EFLL
dc ; (2.29)
which directly serves as double counting correction. This form of the double counting
correction is termed the fully localized limit (FLL, also called atomic limit: AL) scheme.
Importantly, since the interaction term (2.26) is universal, the dierence between dierent
LDA+U functionals stems solely from the double counting term.6
In order to identify the character of the dierent contributions to E, we separate out the
isotropic part of the interaction,
Umm0 = U + Uaniso
mm0 ; Jmm0 = J + Janiso
mm0 ; (2.30)
and write Eq. (2.26) as Hint = Hiso
int + Haniso
int , with
Hiso
int =
1
2
U
X

N(N   N) +
1
2
(U   J)
 
X

N2
  
X
m;
n2
m;
!
; (2.31)
Haniso
int =
1
2
X
m;m0;
Uaniso
mm0 nm; nm0;  +
X
m>m0;
(Uaniso
mm0   Janiso
mm0 ) nm; nm0; : (2.32)
The total (interaction minus dc correction term) LDA+U energy correction with the FLL
double counting correction then reads
EFLL =  
U   J
2
X
m;
n2
m; +
U   J
2
N + Haniso
int ; (2.33)
i.e. the isotropic part (that we will discuss in the following) only depends on an eective
parameter Ue  U   J; we make use of this fact in Ch. 4, where we use Ue as control
parameter. Note, however, that Haniso
int depends on U and J separately; using Ue = U  J
and Je = 0 as parameters amounts to Umm0 = Ue = U   J and Jmm0 = 0 for m 6= m0,
6In addition, dierent LDA+U implementations also dier in the choice of the projection method:
as LDA+U operates in a localized basis (like LDA+DMFT), the orbital occupations nm; have to be
determined by projection of the Kohn-Sham states onto the correlated orbitals. Depending on the employed
DFT basis set and implementation details, this projection is performed in dierent ways. See Sec. 5.2.1
for details of the projector construction for LDA+DMFT in the LAPW basis used in this work.14 2. Density Functional Theory and Extensions for Correlated Systems
cf. Appendix B, i.e. we are neglecting the anisotropy of the interaction and the eect of
the Hund's rule coupling. Rewriting Eq. (2.33) as
EFLL =
U   J
2
X
m;
nm;(1   nm;) + Haniso
int ; (2.34)
one observes that the energy correction is positive semidenite for Ue > 0 and only
vanishes for (spin-projected) integer occupations. This models the Mott gap, but also
favors polarized states. In Ch. 4, we make use of this property for reducing magnetic
moments (high-spin states) by means of an FLL type LDA+U correction with negative
Ue.
For the total AMF energy correction one obtains
EAMF =  
U   J
2
X
m;
n2
m; +
U   J
2(2` + 1)
X

N2
 + Haniso
int
=  
U   J
2
X
m;
n2
m; +
U   J
4(2` + 1)
(M2 + N2) + Haniso
int ; (2.35)
with M = N"   N#. Whereas the rst term  U J
2
P
m; n2
m; tends to enhance orbital
polarization as for the FLL functional, it is {with respect to magnetism{ in most cases
overcompensated by the U J
4(2`+1)M2 term which penalizes magnetism. This can be under-
stood from the 
uctuation form (2.27) which favors an even distribution of the electrons
across the spin channels.
Some more insight can be gained from the orbital potentials. In order for the energy
correction to be incorporated into the KS equations, the functional derivative @E
@nm;(r)
is used to obtain a correction to the LDA potential, representing the interaction in a
mean-eld (Hartree-Fock) manner,
Vm;(r) = VLDA(r)+Umm nm; +
X
m06=m
Umm0(nm0; +nm0;) Jmm0 nm0; V dc
m;; (2.36)
with V dc
m; =
@Edc
@nm;. Note that spin-
ip (B.7) and pair-hopping (B.6) terms cannot be cast
into this (single-particle) potential; this is the rationale for including only density-density
terms in the interaction Hamiltonian (2.25).
The orbital potentials of the double counting corrections (2.28) and (2.29) evaluate to
V dc;FLL
m; =
@EFLL
dc
@nm;
= U (N   1=2)   J (N   1=2) ; (2.37)
V dc;AMF
m; =
@EAMF
dc
@nm;
= U(N    n)   J(N    n) : (2.38)
We will also use these expressions in LDA+DMFT to obtain the double-counting-corrected
self energy from the impurity self energy.
The total orbital potential, i.e. the sum of (2.36) and (2.37), or (2.38), is then given by
V FLL
m; = VLDA(r)   (U   J)[nm;   1=2] + V aniso
m; ; (2.39)
V AMF
m; = VLDA(r)   (U   J)[nm;    n] + V aniso
m; ; (2.40)2.3. LDA+U 15
where we again separated the isotropic contribution from the anisotropic term
V aniso
m; = Uaniso
mm nm;  +
X
m06=m
Uaniso
mm0 (nm0;  + nm0;)   Janiso
mm0 nm0; : (2.41)
The orbital potential shifts the LDA orbital energies depending on the orbital occupation.
In the case of half lling, the FLL and AMF orbital potentials are identical, and the energy
shift is  U J
2 for occupied and U J
2 for unoccupied orbitals, giving rise to lower and upper
Hubbard bands with the correct energy separation.7 In the general case away from half
lling, the splitting for the AMF functional is done with respect to the (spin projected)
average occupation, whereas the FLL functional always splits occupied and unoccupied
states symmetrically.
Since quantum 
uctuations are largely suppressed in the Mott insulator, LDA+U {despite
being a mean-eld approach{ often provides a correct picture of the Mott physics. In
many cases, LDA+U therefore oers a greatly improved description of strongly correlated
materials. However, LDA+U fails to describe the (possibly strongly) correlated metallic
phase of many transition metal oxides and heavy fermion systems, which we will encounter
also among the materials under investigation in this thesis. Whereas correlation eects play
a signicant role and may even lead to the formation of Hubbard bands in these materials,
the low-energy dynamics are often still well described by long-lived, yet renormalized,
quasiparticles. In order to capture the physics of this intermediate regime, we will employ
the LDA+DMFT technique described in Ch. 5.
7This also restores the discontinuity of the exact exchange-correlation potential mentioned above, see
Ref. [Anisimov93].16 2. Density Functional Theory and Extensions for Correlated Systems3. Optical Conductivity
The study of the optical properties of materials is one of the most widely used techniques for
the investigation of the electronic structure and important for both fundamental research
as well as technological applications. Representative for the broad range of applications
of optical studies, we discuss in this thesis optical properties from dierent points of view:
in Ch. 4 for the investigation of gap features of an ordered phase in the iron pnictides
within DFT, and in Ch. 9 for the study of correlation eects (like the appearance of
Hubbard features and the suppression of the Drude weight) in the charge transfer salts
within LDA+DMFT.
In this chapter, we introduce the framework for the calculation of the optical conductivity
(!) in DFT as well as LDA+DMFT and relate it to experimentally accessible quantities.
Expressions will be given in the cgs unit system; the nal results for the optical conductivity
can easily be transformed into the SI unit system by multiplication by a factor 1=(40)
with 0 being the vacuum permittivity.
Macroscopically, the response of a medium to incident light is characterized by absorption
A, re
ection R, and transmission T of the energy of the light, with A + R + T = 1.
The frequency-dependence of A, R, and T is one of the basic experimental sources for
the electron dynamics in solid state physics. While absorption is caused by an in-phase
response to the perturbation, the transmission is associated with a phase shift of the light.
Since transmission experiments require very thin slices for a direct measurement of the
phase shift, which can not always be prepared experimentally, in many cases the optical
properties are inferred from the re
ectivity given by (for normally incident light)
R(!) =
 
 
1   ~ n(!)
1 + ~ n(!)
 
 
2
=
(n   1)2 + 2
(n + 1)2 + 2 ; (3.1)
where ~ n(!) is the complex refractive index, ~ n  n   i, with n the refractive index and 
the extinction coecient. We will see in the following how ~ n(!) is related to the relevant
microscopic quantities, namely to the dielectric function (!) and the optical conductivity
(!). Importantly, ~ n(!) is an analytic function which allows to extract n(!) and (!)
from the frequency-dependence of R(!) using Kramers-Kronig analysis.
Microscopically, if a system is subject to an external electric eld, a redistribution of
charges occurs and currents are induced. In linear response, the optical conductivity is the18 3. Optical Conductivity
response function connecting the induced current density j(q;!) and the applied electric
eld E(q;!),
j(q;!) =
X

(q;!)E(q;!) ; (3.2)
where ,  are spatial indices, i.e. (q;!) is a tensor in general. For energies in the
optical frequency range, the linear dispersion relation for photons, (q) = cjqj, implies
very small photon momenta compared to the electron momenta in the Brillouin zone. One
therefore only considers the long-wavelength limit q ! 0, and thus assumes the electronic
transitions induced by the light to be direct, i.e. occuring without a momentum transfer.
Furthermore, the dielectric function is the response function relating the electrical 
ux
density D(!) and E(!) (we already assume q = 0 here),
D(!) =
X

(!)E(!) : (3.3)
The dielectric function can directly be expressed in terms of the optical conductivity,1
(!) = 1 +
4i(!)
!
; (3.4)
and is, on the other hand, related to the complex refractive index as
(!) = ~ n2(!) : (3.5)
The knowledge of ~ n(!), e.g. from re
ectivity measurements, hence allows to obtain the
microscopic quantities (!) and (!).
In the following sections of this chapter, we will derive expressions for (!) from the
microscopic point of view {following in part the presentation in Ref. [Bl umer02]{ and
discuss the diagrammatic simplications in the DMFT limit of innite dimensions.
3.1 Optical Conductivity in Linear Response
The interaction of a charged particle (here: electron) at position r with an external electric
eld can be fully described in terms of a shift of its momentum,
p ! ~ p = p  
e
c
A(r;t) ; (3.6)
where A(r;t) is the vector potential, e the electron charge, and c the speed of light. The
electronic Hamiltonian then reads
H =
1
2m
Ne X
i=1

pi  
e
c
A(ri;t)
2
+ Hint ; (3.7)
where Hint may contain arbitrary interactions. The total current is expressed as
Z
d3r j(r;t) =
Ne X
i=1
evi ; (3.8)
1We suppress the spatial indices here.3.1. Optical Conductivity in Linear Response 19
with the current density j(r;t) and the velocity operator vi = rpiH = rkiH=~, and
evaluates to
Z
d3r j(r;t) =
e
m
Ne X
i=1

pi  
e
c
A(ri;t)

: (3.9)
The current density can be divided into a diamagnetic contribution,
jdia(r;t) =  
e2
mc
Ne X
i=1
A(ri;t)(r   ri) ; (3.10)
and a paramagnetic contribution, which in symmetrized form reads
jpara(r;t) =
e
2m
Ne X
i=1
 
pi (r   ri) + (r   ri)pi

: (3.11)
The thermal expectation value in the presence of the vector potential thus reads
hj(r;t)iA = hjpara(r;t)iA + hjdia(r;t)iA = hjpara(r;t)i  
e2
mc
A(r;t)hn(r;t)iA ; (3.12)
where n(r;t) is the electron density.
We rst calculate the diamagnetic contribution to the optical conductivity. In linear
response, only terms which are at most linear in A are included, therefore hn(r;t)iA is
evaluated in zeroth order, hn(r;t)iA = n with n the average density (since we are in the
long-wavelength limit). Assuming an applied electric eld with harmonic time dependence,
E(r;t) = E(q;!)ei(qr [!+i]t) (>0 being a convergence factor to ensure E(t! 1)=0),
the vector potential is given by
A(r;t)= 
ic
! + i
E(q;!)ei(qr [!+i]t) ; (3.13)
and the diamagnetic current density becomes
hjdia(q;t)iA =
ine2
m(! + i)
E(q;!)ei(qr [!+i]t) : (3.14)
After Fourier transform,
hjdia(q;!)iA =
Z 1
0
dt ei(!+i)t hjdia(q;t)iA =
ine2
m(! + i)
E(q;!)eiqr ; (3.15)
this yields the diamagnetic contribution to the optical conductivity (after taking the limit
q ! 0),
dia
(!;q ! 0) =
ine2
m(! + i)
 ; (3.16)
with Kronecker delta  since the response is restricted to the same vector as the per-
turbing eld as evident from Eq. (3.15).
For the evaluation of the paramagnetic contribution to the optical conductivity, the cal-
culation of hjpara(q;!)iA in linear order in A is required. In linear response theory, the20 3. Optical Conductivity
expectation value hBiA of an operator B subject to a perturbation A is given by the
correlation hhB;H0ii,
hBiA(!) = hBi0(!) + hhB;H0ii(! + i) = hBi0(!)  
i
~
Z 1
0
dth[B(t);H0(0)]i0 ei(!+i)t ;
(3.17)
where h:::i0 are unperturbed expectation values, the time evolution of B(t) is in the
interaction picture, and H0 denotes the (linear) perturbing part of the Hamiltonian,
H0(t)= 
e
mc
Ne X
i=1
pi A(ri;t)= 
1
c
Z
d3r jpara(r;t)A(r;t)= 
V
c
jpara( q;t)A(q;t); (3.18)
where for the last equality we transformed to reciprocal space, O(r) =
R
d3q O(q)eiqr,
O = fj;Ag.
Hence, we obtain for the (spatial) -component of the paramagnetic current density
hjpara
 (q;!)iA = hhjpara
 (q);H0ii(! + i)
=
iV
(! + i)
X

hhjpara
 (q);j
para
 ( q)ii(! + i)  E(q;!) ; (3.19)
from which the paramagnetic contribution to the optical conductivity follows,

para
 (!;q ! 0) =
V
~(! + i)
Z 1
0
dth[jpara
 (t);j
para
 (0)]iei(!+i)t : (3.20)
This is the formalism for the optical conductivity in the continuum case. On a lattice, we
consider the respective quantities and label the electronic states by their crystal momentum
k and spin . In the following, we rst derive expressions in the single-band case which
also serves for the discussion of the DMFT limit of innite dimensions later on. The
generalization to the multiband case follows in Sec. 3.4.
Replacing the bare electron mass by the band mass,
1
m
!
1
~2
@2
@k2k; ; (3.21)
with k; the noninteracting band dispersion, and switching to second quantization in the
momentum representation, the -component of the diamagnetic current density (3.10) is
expressed as
jdia
 (q;t) =  
e2
V ~2c
A(q;t)
X
k;
@2k+q;
@k2

c
y
k; ck+q; (3.22)
with the total volume V .
The paramagnetic current density operator (3.11) is expressed in terms of the Fermi ve-
locity which takes the role of the optical transition matrix element,2
vk+q; =
1
~
rkk+q; ; (3.23)
2Note that the optical transition matrix element can be written in the form (3.23), respectively (3.38)
only in the limit q ! 0. Otherwise, it takes a dierent form, cf. [Stauber10], Eq. (19). However, we
eventually always evaluate the matrix element in the long-wavelength limit.3.2. f-sum Rule 21
and takes the form
jpara
 (q) =
e
V
X
k;
vk+q;; c
y
k; ck+q; : (3.24)
The contributions to the optical conductivity  = dia
 + 
para
 are then given by
dia
(!;q ! 0) =
ie2
V ~2(! + i)

X
k;
hnk;i
@2
@k2

k; ; (3.25)

para
 (!;q ! 0) =
ie2
V (! + i)
X
k;k0;;0
vk;; vk0;0;hhnk;;nk0;0ii(! + i)
=
e2
V ~(! + i)
X
k;k0;;0
vk;; vk0;0;
Z 1
0
dth[nk;(t);nk0;0(0)]iei(!+i)t :
(3.26)
Important conclusions can be drawn from this form. Firstly, the paramagnetic contribution
vanishes in the noninteracting case, since
nk;(t) = eiHintt=~nk;(0)e iHintt=~ = nk;(0) for Hint = 0 ) [nk;(t);nk0;0(0)] = 0:
(3.27)
This also holds in the case of static mean-eld theories like Hartree-Fock, where Hint / P
k;k0;;0hnk0;0ink; and therefore [Hint;nk;] = 0. It is, however, not true in the Hubbard
model (and hence in DMFT) with interactions local in real space: there, Hint /
P
i ni;"ni;#,
and [ni;0;nk;] 6= 0. With vanishing paramagnetic contribution, only the diamagnetic term
is left, of which the real part reads
Re(!) =
e2
V ~2  (!)
X
k;
hnk;i
@2
@k2

k; ; (3.28)
i.e. there is no nite frequency response in the noninteracting (or static mean-eld) case.
However, note that this is only true in the single-band scenario that we consider here:
while intraband contributions to the paramagnetic term also vanish in the multiband
case, odiagonal terms corresponding to interband transitions are in general still present,
[c
y
c0;c
y
00c000] 6= 0 (cf. Sec. 3.4).
Besides these observations, there is in fact a more intimate relation between the diamag-
netic and paramagnetic conductivity: namely, one can nd a contribution to the paramag-
netic term that exactly cancels the diamagnetic term. This is discussed in more detail in
the following section on the f-sum rule.
3.2 f-sum Rule
If the paramagnetic contribution to the optical conductivity vanishes under the conditions
discussed in Sec. 3.1, the total weight of the real part of (!) is obtained by integrating
the diamagnetic term (3.28),
Z 1
0
d! Re(!) =
e2
2V ~2 
X
k;
hnk;i
@2
@k2

k; ; (3.29)22 3. Optical Conductivity
which e.g. for the case of a homogeneous gas of free electrons reduces to
Z 1
0
d! Re(!) =
ne2
2m
 ; (3.30)
recovering the well-known Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn f-sum rule[Thomas25].
In the case of a general dispersion, the sum rule (3.29) can formally still be written in the
form of Eq. (3.30), Z 1
0
d! Re(!) =
hnie2
2mopt
 ; (3.31)
hence dening an optical band mass mopt. We further note that the sum rule is linked to
the plasma frequency !p = 4hnie2=mopt,
Z 1
0
d! Re(!) =
!2
p
8
 : (3.32)
In the following, we will show, however, that the sum rule (3.29) strictly holds also in the
case of electronic interactions, i.e. for non-vanishing paramagnetic current correlation. To
that end, we express the integral in Eq. (3.20) by its spectral representation,
Z 1
0
dth[jpara
 (t);j
para
 (0)]iei(!+i)t =
i~
Z
X
nn0
hnjj
para
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni
~!   (En0   En) + i

e En + e En0

;
(3.33)
where jni;jn0i are eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian and Z the partition function
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Note that the spectral representation corresponds to the
semiclassical picture of a sum of Lorentz oscillators with resonance frequencies determined
by the electronic energy levels and oscillator strengths governed by the respective wave
functions. The delta functions in Eq. (3.33) can then be seen as the limiting case of the
Lorentz function for small damping.
Then,
Re
para
 (!) /   Im
"
lim
!0
1
! + i
 lim
!0
X
nn0
hnjj
para
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni
~!   (En0   En) + i

e En + e En0

#
= P
1
!

X
nn0
hnjjpara
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni

e En + e En0
 
~


!  
En0   En
~

+ (!) 
X
nn0
P
hnjj
para
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni
~!   (En0   En)

e En + e En0

; (3.34)
where P denotes the principal part. Integration yields
Z 1
0
Re
para
 (!) /
1
2
X
nn0
~
En0   En
hnjjpara
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni

e En + e En0
 
~
+

2
X
nn0
hnjj
para
 jn0ihn0jj
para
 jni
 (En0   En)

e En + e En0

= 0 ; (3.35)
i.e. the paramagnetic current does not contribute to the f-sum rule. The factor 1
2 stems
from the fact that the summation is limited to terms with En0 > En and terms with
En0 = En contribute only with half of their weight, due to the integration from zero3.3. Optical Conductivity in the Limit of Innite Dimensions 23
to innity. For the same reason, the Dirac delta peak in the second term of Eq. (3.34)
contributes only with half of its weight.
As can be seen from the spectral representation (3.34), the paramagnetic contribution is
composed of a delta function with negative weight at ! = 0 and a set of simple poles
at the resonance frequencies !nn0 = (En0   En)=~, which are responsible for the nite
frequency response. As the diamagnetic term exhibits only a zero-frequency response,
a nite frequency response thus signals the presence of interactions, re
ecting the nite
lifetime of the quasiparticles.
Moreover, the relative contributions of the paramagnetic and the diamagnetic term to the
total conductivity are not independent. It can be shown that the zero-frequency delta
peak of the paramagnetic optical conductivity (3.34) exactly cancels the real part of the
diamagnetic optical conductivity (3.28), cf. e.g. Ref. [Bl umer02]. For T = 0, the zero-
frequency Drude peak is thus replaced by a Drude peak with (reduced) weight due to the
(renormalized) quasiparticles that still possess innite lifetime at the Fermi surface within
Fermi liquid theory. For T > 0, all lifetimes are nite and the Drude peak broadens.
Importantly, the cancelation of the diamagnetic term allows for only considering the para-
magnetic current for the optical properties (for nite frequencies): as shown in Eq. (3.35),
the weight of the nite frequency response equals the weight of the negative delta function
at ! = 0 and thus {due to the relation to the diamagnetic current{ the total weight ac-
cording to the f-sum rule. We will therefore only consider the paramagnetic contribution
in the following.
3.3 Optical Conductivity in the Limit of Innite Dimensions
The correlation function in Eq. (3.26) can be expressed in a diagrammatic expansion in
terms of interacting Green's function lines and particle-hole irreducible vertex functions  
as shown in Fig. 3.1,
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Figure 3.1: Ladder expansion of the optical conductivity in terms of irreducible vertex
functions.
where we already went over to imaginary frequencies !+i ! i
 with bosonic Matsubara
frequency 
 (the current operators have bosonic correlations relations),3
3Fermionic Matsubara frequencies are labeled by !n in the following.24 3. Optical Conductivity
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(3.36)
However, in the limit d ! 1 it can be shown[Georges96] that the irreducible vertex   be-
comes a purely local quantity (like , cf. Sec. 5.1), i.e. exhibits no momentum dependence,
thereby decoupling the two momentum summations over k;k0 in Eq. (3.36). Assuming in-
version symmetry, i.e.  k; = k;, the current vertices possess odd parity with respect to
k, v k; =  vk;, while the Green's functions have even parity, and summations involving
only one (decoupled) current vertex vk; vanish for q ! 0. This leaves only the bubble
contribution, i.e. the rst term in the expansion (3.36),

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e2
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X
k;;!n
vk;; vk;; Gk;(i!n + i
) Gk;(i!n) : (3.37)
We note that interactions only enter via the evaluation of the (interacting) Green's func-
tions. The Fermi velocity (3.23), on the other hand, is independent of the interaction.
3.4 Multiband Case
In the general case of multiple bands labeled by band index , the generalized Fermi
velocity is given by the dipole matrix element,
v0
k;;(q) =
1
m
hk;;jpjk + q;0;i ; (3.38)
with p the momentum operator along the electric eld polarization of the incoming light.
The form in Eq. (3.38) reduces to the one in Eq. (3.23) for  = 0. In fact, the odd
parity with respect to momentum which is necessary for the disappearance of the vertex
corrections for d ! 1 only holds for the diagonal elements  = 0; for the odiagonal
elements, the parity depends on the crystal symmetry, so that in general the full four-point
correlation function has to be evaluated, which in imaginary time reads
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)0
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E
:
(3.39)
By choosing to neglect vertex corrections, this can be cast into the form of Eq. (3.37):
in Wicks' theorem, the correlation function (3.39) is given by a product of single-particle3.4. Multiband Case 25
Green's functions with all possible pairings and with the sign given by the number of times
two fermion operators are interchanged,
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where we used that Gk;k0;;0 / k;k0 ;0. With
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we obtain (after Fourier transform of ()) the generalization of Eq. (3.37),
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where we omitted the argument q = 0 in the Fermi velocities. This is the nal expression
for the optical conductivity as used in our LDA+DMFT optical studies presented in Ch. 9;
see Sec. C.4 for details on the actual numerical calculation of  and the subsequent analytic
continuation to real frequencies.
We will furthermore derive a common expression for the optical conductivity in real fre-
quency space in terms of spectral functions. Since G0
k;(i!n) is analytic in the upper half
plane, we can use Eq. (6.2) and write
G0
k;(i!n) =
Z 1
 1
d!
A0
k;(!)
i!n   !
; (3.43)
with the respective spectral function A(!). Having established the analytical dependence
on i!n, the Matsubara sum in Eq. (3.42) can be executed,
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with f(!) the Fermi function, f(!) = 1=(1 + e(~! )), arriving at
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In order to return to a real frequency representation, we apply Wick rotation i
 ! !+i,
Re
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Without rigorous derivation, we note that optical transitions in the dipole approximation
are tied to selection rules (n denoting the main quantum number, ` the orbital quantum
number, m the magnetic quantum number, and  the spin),
` = `0   ` = 1 ; m = m0   m = 0;1 ;  = 0    = 0 ; (3.47)
stating that transitions can only occur if the initial state jn;`;m;i and the nal state
jn0;`0;m0;0i dier by `, m, and . The reason for the ` selection rule is the odd
parity of the dipole operator (3.38) which only couples states of dierent parity, whereas
the m selection rule depends on the polarization of the incident light beam (m = 0 for
linearly polarized light, m =  1 for right-hand circularly polarized light,4 and m = 1
for left-hand circularly polarized light). On the other hand, the electric dipole operator
does not depend on the spin, therefore the component of the electron spin is not changed
by absorption or emission of dipole radiation, hence  = 0. Other transitions are called
forbidden and can only be induced by higher-order terms in the multipole expansion of
the vector potential, i.e. quadrupole terms, octupole terms etc.. In the following we will
demonstrate how these selection rules enter when calculating the optical conductivity in
the LAPW basis.
3.5 Optical Conductivity in LAPW
Here, we provide some notes on the calculation of the optical conductivity in the framework
of DFT and specically for the LAPW basis set.
Instead of writing the optical conductivity in terms of spectral functions (i.e. densities
of states in DFT) on an energy continuum, we want to express (!) by the discrete
Kohn-Sham energies 
k;. In DFT, the Green's functions in Eq. (3.42) are (formally)
noninteracting and diagonal in Bloch space,
G0
k;(i!n) =
0
i!n   
k;
; (3.48)
and we obtain in analogy to Eq. (3.45),
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and, after continuation to real frequencies,
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(3.50)
with the two contributions to the paramagnetic current that we already identied in
Eq. (3.34) and of which we only consider the nite frequency response.
As a remark to the optical selection rules mentioned above, we brie
y sketch how the
angular and magnetic momentum selection rules in Eq. (3.47) are realized in LAPW
[Ambrosch-Draxl06].
4Here, light is considered right-hand (left-hand) circularly polarized if the electric eld vector circulates
clockwise (anti-clockwise) when looking towards the light beam.3.5. Optical Conductivity in LAPW 27
Due to the split representation of the LAPW basis functions (2.20), the momentum matrix
element (3.38) is a sum of contributions from the atomic MT spheres as well as from the
interstitial region,
hk;jpjk;0i =
X

hk;jpjk;0iMT + hk;jpjk;0iI : (3.51)
Here, we only analyze the matrix elements between initial and nal states with pure angular
momentum character, i.e. the matrix elements between the LAPW basis states within the
MT spheres, and dene

`0;m0
`;m  hw`0;m0Y`0;m0jpjw`;mY`;mi; (3.52)
where w`;m is the radial part, i.e. includes the A and B terms of Eq. (2.20). We express
p =  i~r in spherical coordinates,
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By evaluating @x  i@y instead of @x and @y separately, the derivatives of the spherical
harmonics take a simpler form; the x- and y- component will then be calculated as linear
combinations. We demonstrate the evaluation of Eq. (3.52) for the rst component @x+i@y
in the following. By using the relations for the spherical harmonics given in Appendix D,
the application of @x + i@y yields
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where the denitions for F(1) and F(2) are given in Appendix D. Here and in the following,
we dropped the argument of the radial part w; for our purpose, w(r) is a numerically given
function and w0 denotes its derivative. The matrix element then reads
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where we used the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, and R and T are dened as
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The selection rules are re
ected by the Kronecker deltas in Eq. (3.56): transitions are only
allowed between initial and nal states that dier by 1 in angular momentum, ` = 1.
Also, we obtain m = 1, the reason being that the component @x + i@y of the dipole
matrix element describes the response to left-hand circularly polarised light.4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides
in the Spin Density Wave Phase
J. Ferber, Y.-Z. Zhang, H. O. Jeschke, and R. Valent ,
Phys. Rev. B. 82, 165102 (2010)
In this chapter, we study the optical conductivity of LaFeAsO, BaFe2As2, and SrFe2As2
in the spin-density wave (SDW) state within DFT in the framework of the spin-polarized
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and GGA+U. We nd two quantities to be
essential for the optical features, the Fe magnetic moments and the renormalization of
the kinetic energy. In order to recover the small Fe magnetic moments observed experi-
mentally, GGA+Ue with a suitable choice of negative on-site interaction Ue = U   J
was considered. Reminiscent of the fact that GGA+Ue with a positive Ue is a simple
approximation for reproducing a gap with correct amplitude in correlated insulators, a
negative Ue can be understood as a way to suppress magnetism as we will show below.
Moreover, we apply a renormalization of the kinetic energy to the resulting spectra, which
mimics the mass enhancement of the charge carriers due to electronic correlations. With
these considerations, the resulting optical spectra reproduce the SDW gap and a number
of experimentally observed features related to the antiferromagnetic (AF) order as well
as the optical conductivity in the normal state. Also, an orbital-resolved analysis of the
optical conductivity reveals signicant contributions from all Fe 3d orbitals.
4.1 Introduction
As laid out in Sec. 1.2, in several families of the iron pnictides high temperature supercon-
ductivity emerges in close proximity to an AF ground state with stripe-type order. The
AF transition is induced by an SDW instability below a critical temperature TSDW which
is either preceded or coincidental with a structural transition from a tetragonal to an or-
thorhombic phase. Upon doping or application of pressure, the AF order is suppressed
and superconductivity emerges.
Many features of the electronic structure of the iron pnictides are directly re
ected in their
optical properties: the low-frequency region of the conductivity spectrum is governed by30 4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides in the Spin Density Wave Phase
the itinerant carrier contribution and directly shows the eect of correlations in the area
under the Drude region which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the electrons; the
infrared regime above the Drude peak is dominated by gap features induced by either the
SDW gap (cf. Fig. 4.1) or the superconducting gap; nally, the visible part of the spec-
trum re
ects the band structure in the normal state. Consequently, a number of experi-
mental studies have been performed on the optical properties of the iron pnictides in the
normal state, the SDW state, as well as in the superconducting state[Hu08, Drechsler08,
Nakajima10, Chen10, Wu10, Wu09a, Gorshunov10, Lucarelli10, Dusza11]. The SDW state
is characterized by (i) the appearance of a peak in the optical conductivity at the SDW
gap frequency, (ii) an anisotropic dc response, and (iii) an almost isotropic response in the
infrared and optical region of the spectrum. On the other hand, while several theoretical
works based on LDA[Qazilbash09] and LDA+DMFT[Haule08, Laad09] have been done on
the paramagnetic phase, there is still a lack of DFT calculations for the optical conduc-
tivity in the SDW state (with the exception of Ref. [Sanna11] which appeared after our
publication).
Here we report optical studies in the framework of density functional theory on three iron
pnictides in the SDW state, namely the 1111 compound LaFeAsO, and the 122 compounds
AEFe2As2 (AE=Ba,Sr). This provides an insight into the microscopic origin of the optical
features in the SDW state and allows for an assessment of DFT regarding its applicability
to the iron pnictides.
EF EF EF
+ =
F E F E F E
DOS Fe2 DOS total DOS Fe1
Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the formation of a gap in the density of states (DOS)
due to the antiferromagnetic order. Fe1 denotes the iron site with majority spin down
whereas Fe2 is the site with majority spin up.
4.2 Computational Details
We performed electronic structure calculations with the full potential linearized augmented
plane wave method as implemented in WIEN2K[Blaha01]. The selfconsistency cycle em-
ployed 2048 k points in the full Brillouin zone (FBZ) using GGA in the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof variant for the exchange-correlation potential[Perdew96]; the optical properties
were evaluated with 16384 k points in the FBZ. Experimental lattice parameters and
atomic positions were used for BaFe2As2[Huang08] and SrFe2As2[Tegel08]. For LaFeAsO,
the optimized structure from Ref. [Zhang10] was used. For the optical properties, the
optics[Ambrosch-Draxl06] code package in WIEN2K was modied to allow for an orbital
character resolved analysis.
We are working in the framework of `GGA+U' where `U'( Ue = U   J) describes the
competition between the (spherically averaged) on-site Coulomb interaction U and the4.3. Results 31
(spherically averaged) on-site exchange coupling J (within the Fe 3d subshell). In this
context, the FLL double counting correction (2.29) was applied. According to Eq. (2.34),
the expression for the correction to the GGA functional then reads
EFLL =
U   J
2
X
m;
nm;(1   nm;) + Haniso
int ; (4.1)
where nm; is the spin-projected occupation in orbital m. In particular, the isotropic part
of this expression (which we consider for our discussion since it is signicantly larger than
the anisotropic part) only depends on the dierence U   J.
In order to allow for the stripe-type AF order, we consider a doubled (
p
2 
p
2  1) unit
cell with AF order along the a axis of the supercell and ferromagnetic (FM) arrangement
along the b axis (i.e. the supercell is rotated 45 with respect to the original unit cell), as
observed experimentally. In the following, the orbital characters are labeled with respect
to the coordinate system of this supercell. Spin-polarized calculations with AF order are
labeled with `GGA(AF)' (`GGA+U(AF)', respectively).
Spin-orbit coupling is not taken into account in our calculations, and therefore all o-
diagonal elements  6=  in the optical conductivity (3.50) vanish due to the orthorhombic
symmetry of our materials.
As for the Drude peak, the zero-temperature delta peak is for practical calculations aug-
mented with a lifetime broadening (scattering rate)  ,
(!) !
 
(!2 +  2)
: (4.2)
According to Eq. (3.32), the weight of the Drude peak is given by !2
p=4, and the Drude
contribution to the optical conductivity is hence
D =
 !2
p
4(!2 +  2)
: (4.3)
The total squared plasma frequency is given by !2
p =
P
n; !p(n;)2 with !p(n;)2 the
squared plasma frequency for band n and spin . Note that we consider only one overall
Drude peak, despite the possibility of two or more Drude peaks due to multiple bands
crossing the Fermi surface. However, the Lorentz distribution is stable, i.e. a sum of
Lorentz distributions (4.3) is again of the form (4.3) with the total squared plasma fre-
quency as above and  tot =
P
n;  (n;). Consequently, only the carrier scattering rate
is left as a free parameter which cannot be determined within a DFT approach. For our
purposes,   is chosen close to experimental values in the SDW state[Hu08]. Given these
considerations, all relevant information about the Drude peak is contained in the plasma
frequency !p.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Density of States
Preliminary to the analysis of the optical properties of the iron pnictides, we rst start with
the discussion of the density of states (DOS), since the optical conductivity is essentially32 4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides in the Spin Density Wave Phase
the joint density of states weighted with the transition matrix element and divided by
the frequency, see Eq. (3.46). In particular, we nd that the antiferromagnetic order and
the magnitude of the magnetic moments crucially aect the optical properties which is
re
ected by the (partial) opening of a gap in the DOS.
For the iron pnictides, DFT calculations are known to strongly overestimate the mag-
netic moments on the Fe atoms in the SDW state (m  2:0 B with GGA(AF) com-
pared to 0:4B[Cruz08]{0:6B[Qureshi10] for LaFeAsO). This results in a too large SDW
gap which in turn shifts the SDW features in the spectra to erroneously high energies.
In order to reproduce the SDW gap correctly, we employ GGA+U with negative Ue
[Nakamura09a, Yi09] to reduce the overestimated magnetic moment from GGA(AF). Sim-
ilar to the application of a positive U in GGA+U calculations to reproduce the correlated
gap in Mott insulators, the negative Ue can be understood as a simple way to suppress
the tendency to magnetism within the mean-eld approximation. This can be read o
from the correction to the GGA functional in Eq. (4.1) which at negative Ue energetically
favors nm; = 1=2, i.e. the paramagnetic case, and conversely penalizes (spin-projected)
integer occupations, i.e. the fully polarized states.
The resulting Fe magnetic moments are listed in Tab. 4.1. With the same value Ue =
 1:2 eV, the magnetic moments for all materials are reproduced correctly within the range
of experimental results (LaFeAsO: m = 0:36 B [Cruz08]{0:63 B [Qureshi10]; BaFe2As2:
m = 0:87B [Huang08]{0:99B [Su09]; SrFe2As2: m = 1B [Jesche08]{1:01B [Kaneko08]).
This is a suprising improvement over the GGA(AF) calculation where not only the mag-
netic moments are overestimated but also identical for all materials, without any indication
of the correct trends.
Table 4.1: Optical parameters of the investigated compounds as obtained from the dierent
calculation methods. !
a(b)
p is the plasma frequency in a(b)-direction.
!a
p !b
p m
Compound Calc. (eV) (eV) (B)
LaFeAsO GGA 2.25 2.25 0
GGA(AF) 0.87 0.82 1.98
GGA+U(AF), Ue =  1:2 eV 1.39 1.05 0.43
BaFe2As2 GGA 2.62 2.62 0
GGA(AF) 0.62 0.65 1.98
GGA+U(AF), Ue =  1:2 eV 1.17 1.06 0.85
SrFe2As2 GGA 2.79 2.79 0
GGA(AF) 0.64 0.64 1.98
GGA+U(AF), Ue =  1:2 eV 1.07 0.88 0.96
Note that the exact form of the GGA+U functional and thus the preference of low-spin
or high-spin states depends on the double counting correction. A reduction of the mag-
netic moment can also be achieved by using positive U and around mean-eld double
counting[Ylvisaker09]. This approach was taken in Ref. [Cricchio10] and yields good
agreement with the observed magnetic moments; however, suciently large U's deplete
the density of states around the Fermi energy and suppress the low-energy features of the
optical conductivity that we are focusing on.4.3. Results 33
From this, it becomes clear that a comparison of the role of U and J with their model
counterparts is not generally valid but needs to take into account the double counting
correction under consideration.
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Figure 4.2: DOS of SrFe2As2 for dierent values of Ue. ! = 0 corresponds to the Fermi
energy. As is well known, the Fe 3d subshell dominates the DOS around the Fermi energy.
The contributions from Sr, As, and the other Fe orbitals are small.
Fig. 4.2 shows the evolution of the DOS for dierent values of Ue in SrFe2As2. Compared
to the non-spin-polarized GGA DOS, a suppression around EF is clearly visible in the
AF calculations. For the parameter regimes shown in Fig. 4.2, only a partial opening of
the gap is observed as some DOS persists around EF; full opening of the gap occurs at
positive values of Ue, i.e. for suciently strong Hubbard U. In contrast, for pronounced
negative Ue the magnetic moment is reduced and the SDW gap narrows accordingly.
Almost over the whole energy range shown in the gure, the DOS is strongly distorted
and shifted by the inclusion of the AF order compared to the non-spin-polarized GGA
DOS. However, the suppression of the magnetic moments for Ue =  1:2 eV again renders
the DOS qualitatively similar to the GGA DOS, except in the region around the Fermi
energy. Thus, the optical properties can be expected to be close to those of the GGA case
in the higher energy regions of the spectrum.
4.3.2 Optical Conductivity
As for the in-plane optical conductivity of the iron pnictides in the SDW state, experi-
mental investigations on single crystals[Wu10, Hu08, Chen10, Lucarelli10, Dusza11] con-
sistently report a number of common features, although the exact location of the fea-
tures depends on the material under investigation. These features are: metallic behavior,
i.e. the presence of a Drude-like conductivity at low frequencies (. 100 cm 1), a peak at34 4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides in the Spin Density Wave Phase
the SDW gap frequency ( 1000 cm 1-1500 cm 1), and a broad, less pronounced peak in
the mid-infrared region ( 5000 cm 1-6000 cm 1) which almost does not depend on the
temperature and is also present above TSDW. The peaks are associated with a suppression
of the spectral weight at lower energies (below  1000 cm 1 for the SDW peak, below
 5000 cm 1 for the high-energy peak), which leads to a spectral weight transfer from
lower to higher energies. Note that in the normal state the tetragonal symmetry leaves
only two independent components in the dielectric tensor and thus the conductivity is
dened as aa = bb for the Fe in-plane directions a and b, and cc for the out-of-plane
direction c perpendicular to a and b. In the SDW state, the stripe-like AF order intro-
duces an anisotropy which lifts the degeneracy of the two in-plane components. However,
whereas an anisotropic dc response is observed in detwinned samples[Chu10], no substan-
tial anisotropy is experimentally found in the nite frequency spectra.
First, we analyze the low-energy Drude region of the spectrum as characterized by the
plasma frequency. Since the SDW gap opening is only partial, the Drude peak is still
present {expressed by a nite plasma frequency{ both experimentally and in our calcu-
lations. The ratio of the kinetic energies which equals the ratio of the squares of the
plasma frequencies, Kexp=Kband = (!
exp
p )2=(!band
p )2, is commonly taken as a measure for
the renormalization eect of the electronic correlations compared to band structure cal-
culations. As specied in Tab. 4.1, the non-spin-polarized GGA value for e.g. SrFe2As2 is
!p  2:79 eV, whereas the experimental value in the normal state is !p  1:7 eV at 300
K [Hu08], yielding Kexp=Kband  0:37. In the SDW state, the experimental plasma fre-
quency is strongly reduced due to the removal of itinerant carriers from the Fermi surface
by the opening of the SDW gap. Likewise, in our calculations, the inclusion of the SDW
order reduces the number of bands crossing the Fermi surface, which also signicantly
reduces the plasma frequencies. The renormalization due to the correlations still persists,
though: since directional plasma frequencies from detwinned samples are not available, a
quantitative assessment is delicate, but a comparison with the results from Ref. [Hu08]
for BaFe2As2 and SrFe2As2 indicates renormalizations of 0.3-0.5 for the 122 compounds,
equivalent to mass enhancements of 2-3.
In the following, we therefore adopt a (heuristic) energy renormalization factor 1=R for
our optical conductivity spectra, where we choose R = 2:4 for BaFe2As2 and SrFe2As2.
For LaFeAsO, we choose R = 2 in the absence of experimental plasma frequencies in the
SDW state, which re
ects the supposedly less pronounced eect of correlations in the 1111
compounds.
In Fig. 4.3 we present an overview of the thus obtained in-plane optical conductivity
in the low-frequency region. Figs. 4.3 (a){(c) show a comparison of the experimental
results with the calculation methods introduced in the previous section; the GGA+U(AF)
results exhibit the SDW peak as the most prominent feature, located at the SDW gap
frequency. For all compounds, the SDW peak emerges at the experimentally determined
frequency only for the negative value of Ue discussed above, and otherwise moves to
higher frequencies. Fig. 4.4 displays the optical conductivity for LaFeAsO and BaFe2As2
over a larger energy range.1 As can be seen there, the GGA results without SDW order
do not show any signicant peak in the optical conductivity up to a (renormalized) energy
of  0:5 eV. This can readily be read o from the density of states, where the GGA
1To facilitate the comparison to the experimental data, we multiplied the spectrum of BaFe2As2 by a
factor of two in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The absolute value of the optical conductivity depends on the re
ectivity
of the actual sample and details of the Kramers-Kronig procedure, and can signicantly dier between
experimentals studies on the same material, cf. e.g. spectra for BaFe2As2 in Refs. [Hu08] and [Dusza11].4.3. Results 35
DOS is essentially depleted up to 1 eV above EF. For high frequencies, the GGA and
GGA+U(AF) spectra are basically identical, as is to be expected. The observed mid-
infrared peak around 0.5 eV in BaFe2As2, visible in Fig. 4.4 (b), is well reproduced in
all calculations. For LaFeAsO, the experimental data is almost 
at above approx. 0.3 eV
which may be caused by a large scattering rate. This could be described if quantum

uctuations are treated properly and consequently a frequency-dependent self-energy is
involved. However, as the focus of this work is the analysis of the features induced by the
AF ordering, we concentrate on the low-energy features.
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Figure 4.3: Real part of the optical conductivity of dierent iron pnictides in the SDW
state, for Ue =  1:2 eV and energy renormalization factor 1=R: (a),(d) SrFe2As2, R = 2:4
(experimental data taken from Ref. [Hu08]), (b),(e) BaFe2As2, R = 2:4 (Ref. [Dusza11]),
and (c),(f) LaFeAsO, R = 2 (Ref. [Chen10]). The orbital characters are sorted by their
contribution to the total conductivity, integrated over the energy range shown in the re-
spective plot, with the largest contribution at the bottom (only the rst eight contributions
are displayed; smaller contributions have been omitted).
In Figs. 4.3 (d){(f), the decomposition of the SDW peak into Fe 3d orbital characters
of the initial and nal states is shown. Following Eq. (3.50), the orbital-resolved optical
conductivity reads
mi;mf
 (!) =
e2
V !
X
v;c;k;
W
mf
k;c jvcv
k;j2 W
mi
k;v 
 
!   (c
k;   v
k;)

; (4.4)
where the band indices v (c) denote occupied (empty) states, and Wm
k; formally denotes
the relative weight of the Fe orbitals with magnetic quantum number m in the KS orbital
jk;i. Note that dipolar transitions among Fe 3d states are forbidden in the atomic limit
due to the ` selection rule (3.47). For the iron pnictides, the states around the Fermi
energy are Fe 3d dominated with some As 4p contribution. This hybridization allows
for transitions between initial and nal states which are both Fe 3d dominated but owe
their nite transition strength to Fe 3d $ As 4p transitions. This is taken into account36 4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides in the Spin Density Wave Phase
in Eq. (4.4) where the full wavefunction jk;i is used for the calculation of the matrix
element but the resulting optical conductivity is projected onto the Fe 3d subspace. In
particular, this projection omits the contribution from the interstitial region which has a
signicant DOS in the considered energy range but cannot be assigned an orbital character.
However, as can be seen from the comparison of the SDW peaks in Figs. 4.3 (a)-(c) {which
show the total optical conductivity{ to the close-up in (d)-(f) {which only show the Fe 3d
contribution{, the Fe 3d part resembles very well the structure of the total conductivity.
Therefore, the contributions from the interstitial region as well as from the other atoms
can be neglected for the orbital character analysis.
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Figure 4.4: Optical conductivity in the higher energy region for (a) LaFeAsO and (b)
BaFe2As2. Same experimental references and calculation parameters as in Fig. 4.3.
In the iron pnictides, the Fermi surface is crossed by multiple bands. Consequently, the
optical properties also have multiband nature and one can expect contributions from sev-
eral orbital characters. This is conrmed by our calculations where we observe no overly
dominating character component in any part of the spectrum. The SDW peak structure
diers from the rest of the spectrum in that it mainly contains t2g character components;
all t2g components are larger than any eg component.
As for the anisotropy due to the stripe-type SDW symmetry breaking, we nd that it is
strongly present in the GGA(AF) calculation (i.e. for Ue = 0) and for moderately negative
values of Ue, where bb {the conductivity along the FM axis{ shows a peak at signicantly
higher frequencies than aa. As Ue is decreased, the anisotropy is gradually suppressed
and for the regime shown in Fig. 4.3, no pronounced anisotropy is present anymore, in
accordance with the experimental observations. This can be understood considering the
fact that while dxz and dyz are degenerate in the high temperature tetragonal phase, below
the SDW transition temperature dierent band splittings and band shifts are produced
by dierent magnetization and occupation number on these two orbitals. Therefore, the
excitations along the x and y direction become inequivalent. As Ue is decreased, the
magnetization and consequently the symmetry breaking between the dxz and dyz orbitals
is suppressed, leading to smaller dierences between dxz and dyz orbitals and accordingly
in the excitations along the x and y direction. Anisotropy can still be seen in the weak4.4. Conclusions 37
double peak structure of LaFeAsO and SrFe2As2 in Figs. 4.3 (a) and (c), respectively (d)
and (f) (the conductivity shown in these plots is given by  = (aa + bb)=2).2
It becomes clear from the dominating dxz orbital contribution that the rst sub-peak
for SrFe2As2 and LaFeAsO is dominated by the response along the AF direction aa.
For LaFeAsO, the second sub-peak is dominated by the dyz contribution, indicating the
relation to the response along the FM direction. We wish to point out that also this
sub-peak is directly related to the AF order, though, as no peak is present in a purely
ferromagnetic calculation (with the same absolute value of the magnetic moments).
Furthermore, for all compounds, the plasma frequencies and thus the dc conductivities ex-
hibit a notable anisotropy between the a and b axes. Interestingly, the anisotropy develops
dierently in the 1111 compound than in the 122 compounds where the 1111 compound
always features a higher conductivity along the a direction. In contrast, b > a in the
122 compounds for Ue = 0, which is expected because of the larger lattice constant along
the a axis and the orientation of the SDW vector along a. Unexpectedly, this no longer
holds for negative Ue where we nd a > b also for the 122 compounds. This is in
agreement with recent experiments on underdoped BaFe2As2 where the magnetic domains
were (partially) detwinned in a magnetic eld in order to reveal the in-plane anisotropy in
the resistivity[Chu10].
4.4 Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that DFT is capable of reproducing a number of
features associated with the SDW state in iron pnictides. However, this comes at the cost
of a negative Ue in the context of GGA+U calculations and a renormalization of the
kinetic energy. This can be viewed as a route to mimic the eects of quantum 
uctuations
at the mean-eld level and therefore as a driving force for suppressing the overestimated
Fe magnetic moments obtained from GGA(AF). However, the agreement of the obtained
magnetic moments with experimental results for all materials with the same value of Ue
and the correct shape of the conductivity spectra indicate the reliability of the approach.
Therefore, we conclude that the employed GGA+U framework with negative Ue mainly
reduces the magnetic moment but does not distort the overall band structure too seriously.
We nd that all features of the experimental conductivity spectra can be identied in our
results; this, in particular, excludes the formation of Hubbard bands or large spectral
weight transfer due to correlations in these materials which would not be obtainable with
our approach. This suggests that our eective description is surprisingly well suited for
the SDW state in the iron pnictides.
2For BaFe2As2, the situation is slightly dierent as the experimental results in Ref. [Dusza11] are given
separately along the AF and FM axis where only the AF direction (in the experimental as well as in the
calculated spectra) is presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.3; we therefore do not discuss the anisotropy in BaFe2As2
here.38 4. Conductivity Spectra of Iron Pnictides in the Spin Density Wave Phase5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field
Theory for Real Materials
In Ch. 2, we pointed out the strenghts and limitations of the standard approach to elec-
tronic structure calculations, density functional theory in the local density approximation.
The known failure of DFT for materials with strong electronic correlations motivated the
introduction of the LDA+U approach, described in Sec. 2.3. However, LDA+U stays on the
level of a static mean-eld approach: in the Green's function language, it yields a self en-
ergy which is orbital-, spin-, and site-dependent but has no frequency-dependence (and no
imaginary part). This allows to mimic the energy splitting leading to the formation of Hub-
bard bands, but is insucient to describe the physics of quasiparticle bands. On the other
side, dynamical mean-eld theory (DMFT) is a method that extends the concept of static
mean-eld theories to strongly correlated electrons by retaining the frequency-dependence
of the self energy, hence the name `dynamical'. In this chapter, we will review how to com-
bine DFT with DMFT in order to account for (local) correlations beyond Hartree-Fock.
The combination of these two methods[Anisimov97, Lichtenstein98, Kotliar06, Held07]
goes under the name LDA+DMFT and has become an established method over the last
decade, with numerous successful applications, see e.g. Refs. [Savrasov01, Lichtenstein01,
Held01, Sekiyama04], to mention only a few. In the following, we start with an introduction
to DMFT.
5.1 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory
As discussed in Ch. 1, a general solution for the Hubbard model is not available. Conven-
tional analytical methods are therefore based on perturbation theory where the small
expansion parameter can be U=t (weak-coupling expansion)[Penn66, Dongen94a], t=U
(strong-coupling expansion)[Harris67, Dongen94b], or others, like 1=T (high temperature
expansion) or the density n (low density expansion). These limits are, however, not ap-
plicable for the investigation of e.g. the metal-insulator transition at half lling and low
temperatures, the `drosophila' of correlated electron physics.
DMFT provides another limit for correlated electron systems, the limit of innite dimen-
sions d ! 1[Metzner89, M uller-Hartmann89]. More exactly, the small parameter is the40 5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Real Materials
inverse coordination number 1=Z (i.e. the inverse of the number of neighboring lattice
sites) which e.g. in three dimensions takes values of 1/6, 1/8, and 1/12 for the simple
cubic, body centered cubic, and face centered cubic lattice, respectively. This limit is non-
perturbative in U or t, i.e. the competition between the kinetic energy and the Coulomb
interaction is preserved. As a tribute to the limit of innite dimensions, only the local
dynamics of the correlation problem is retained while o-site correlations are neglected.
This results in a local, i.e. momentum-independent, self energy (k;!) ! (!).
For the derivation of the DMFT equations, let us rst draw some analogy to the simple
case of the Ising model,
H =  
J
2
X
hiji
SiSj ; (5.1)
with exchange interaction J and Si the spin at site Ri. In the Weiss mean-eld approxi-
mation, H is replaced by
HMF =  hMF X
i
Si ; (5.2)
(plus a constant energy shift that we are neglecting here) with the mean-eld
hMF = J
X
j NN i
hSji = JZhSi; (5.3)
which is proportional to the thermally averaged spin of the surrounding sites. However,
in order for the energy per lattice site to remain nite in the limit Z ! 1, hMF has to
remain nite and the exchange interaction has to be scaled as J = J=Z with a constant
(i.e. Z-independent) J. It is known that then the replacement of H with HMF becomes
exact in this limit: 
uctuations in the bath of surrounding sites become unimportant for
Z ! 1 and the environment is completely described by the single number hMF. The
resulting Hamiltonian HMF is purely local and the problem reduces to an eective single-
site problem.
In order to dene a non-trivial Z ! 1 limit of the Hubbard Hamiltonian (1.7), one has to
make sure that the competition between the kinetic and the interaction energy is preserved.
Obviously, the purely local interaction as parameterized by U in Eq. (1.7) is independent
of Z (and the lattice structure). For the kinetic term, let us rst consider the case of the
hypercubic lattice which for dimension d has coordination number Z = 2d and dispersion
(k) =  2t
d X
i=1
cos(ki): (5.4)
In the limit Z ! 1 this is an innite sum over independent random numbers  2tcos(ki),
and the probability density of this sum is given by a Gaussian according to the central
limit theorem. This probability distribution, however, equals the noninteracting density
of states, D(!) =
P
k (!   k), which is hence given by
D(!) =
1
p
2 t
p
Z
exp
"
 
1
2

!
t
p
Z
2#
: (5.5)
For the density of states to have nite moments, one therefore requires the hopping t to
scale as[Metzner89]
t =
t
p
Z
; t = const. : (5.6)5.1. Dynamical Mean-Field Theory 41
In analogy to Eq. (5.6), the scaling for general lattices and arbitrary neighbor order,1
cf. Eq. (1.5), can be expressed in terms of Zjji jjj where jji   jjj denotes the distance from
site i to site j in a suitable metric,2 i.e. Z1 is the number of nearest neighbors, Z2 of
next-nearest neighbors, and so on. The scaling then reads
tij =
t
ij p
Zjji jjj
: (5.7)
In the following, we discuss the resulting diagrammatic simplications by power counting
of the respective diagrams (Green's function lines). For that purpose, the scaling of the
noninteracting and interacting Green's functions is required. While the scaling (5.7) was
obtained using the k space formulation, the following considerations are made in the real
space formulation.
In the noninteracting limit U = 0, the kinetic energy of the Hamiltonian (1.5) is given by
Ekin =  
X
ij;
tijhc
y
i;cj;i ; (5.8)
where hc
y
i;cj;i can be interpreted as the amplitude for transitions between site i and j,
whose square jhc
y
i;cj;ij2 is proportional to the probability for an electron to hop from site
i to j. Seen from site i, the sum of jhc
y
i;cj;ij2 over all neighbors in distance jji   jjj must
yield a constant and since there are Zjji jjj such neighbors, hc
y
i;cj;i must scale as
hc
y
i;cj;i  O
 
1
p
Zjji jjj
!
; hc
y
i;ci;i  O(1) : (5.9)
Note that the scalings (5.7) and (5.9) exactly cancel the scaling O(Zjji jjj) that comes from
the summation over the Zjji jjj neighbors j of site i in the sum of Eq. (5.8), hence the
kinetic energy per site stays nite for Zjji jjj ! 1, as required.
The scaling (5.9) also holds for the (one-particle) Green's function Gij() which is directly
connected to hc
y
i;cj;i via
Gij( = 0+) =  ij + hc
y
j;ci;i : (5.10)
Since the scaling does not depend on the time evolution, Gij()  O
 
1=
p
Zjji jjj

holds
at all times. This scaling of the Green's function (which we assume to hold also in the
interacting case, i.e. for the interacting Green's function; we will verify this assumption in
the end) is the origin of the diagrammatic simplications arising in the limit Zjji jjj ! 1.
Let us consider the perturbation expansion of the self energy. It consists of so-called
proper self energy diagrams, i.e. diagrams which are one-particle irreducible (they cannot
be cut into two pieces by cutting a single Green's function line). We are therefore left with
diagrams where any two vertices (that we identify with sites in the following) are connected
by two, three, or more independent Green's function lines. However, diagrams with two
Green's function lines connecting i and j can diagrammatically easily be shown to contain
1Here and in the following, we lift the restriction to nearest neighbors only, i.e. i and j are two arbitrary
lattice sites.
2E.g. in the (hyper)cubic lattice, jji   jjj =
Pd
n=1 jR
(i)
n   R
(j)
n j, the so-called Manhattan metric which
gives the smallest number of lattice steps between sites i and j.42 5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Real Materials
self-energy insertions; after the insertion according to the Dyson equation, one arrives
at a skeleton diagram, i.e. a diagram in terms of interacting Green's function lines with
three such interacting lines connecting i and j. Thus, we only need to consider diagrams
where i and j are connected by three (or more) Green's function lines. The scaling of
these diagrams goes at most like 1=
p
Zjji jjj
3 (or even less if there is another intermediate
site k on the path). Taking into account the summation over the Zjji jjj neighbors j of
site i {there are Zjji jjj such diagrams for every class (distance) of neighbors{ the total
contribution of these diagrams scales as 1=
p
Zjji jjj and is therefore suppressed in the limit
Zjji jjj ! 1, but only for i 6= j: local diagrams i = j are of order O(1) and there is no
summation, hence their contribution is nite.
In summary, all diagrams contributing to the self energy are purely local and so is the self
energy itself,
ij(!) ! ij(!): (5.11)
Accordingly, its Fourier transform becomes momentum-independent,
(k;!) ! (!): (5.12)
The derivation of the scaling of the Green's function above was limited to the noninteract-
ing case, but for the power counting of the skeleton diagrams we assumed the same scaling
for the (odiagonal i 6= j elements of the) interacting Green's function. In fact, it follows
from the momentum-independence of the self energy (5.12) together with the Dyson equa-
tion that Gij()  O
 
1=
p
Zjji jjj

also holds for the interacting Green's function[Held07].
The lattice problem is hence reduced to a local problem: an electron may still leave the
site i, interact on other sites {thereby being dressed by some self energy { and return to
site i at a later time, but this is fully described by the local interacting Green's function
containing the self energy. The other sites can thus be viewed as a bath which is described
by a propagator and a self energy without the need to distinguish the other sites anymore.
Only on the local site i, the full interacting many body problem has to be solved (which
then in turn determines the self energy: again, the problem is nonlinear and has to be
solved self-consistently).
The momentum-independence of the self energy has immediate consequences for the lattice
Green's function which then can be written as
G(k;i!n) =
1
i!n +    (k)   (i!n)
; (5.13)
with chemical potential ; the local Green's function, i.e. the local projection of the lattice
Green's function, takes the form
G(i!n) =
X
k
G(k;i!n) =
Z 1
 1
d
D()
i!n +       (i!n)
; (5.14)
with D() being the noninteracting density of states. Note that the lattice enters into the
local Green's function only via D().
Next, we turn to the actual calculation of (i!n). The considerations above already
indicate a relation of the Zjji jjj ! 1 limit with a (quantum) impurity problem. In fact,
the breakthrough for the actual numerical treatment of this limit was the insight of Georges
and Kotliar[Georges92a] that the solution of this local problem can be obtained from the
solution of an (auxiliary) Anderson impurity model subject to a selfconsistency condition.5.1. Dynamical Mean-Field Theory 43
To this end, the lattice model (1.5) is mapped to a local eld theory (in 0 space +
1 time dimension) whose action can be written in Grassmann variable representation
(cf. Ref. [Negele78]) as
Sloc =  
X

Z 
0
d1
Z 
0
d2 cy
(1)G 1
0 (1   2)c(2) + U
Z 
0
d n"()n#() ; (5.15)
with a time dependent Green's function G0() ( being imaginary time) and Grassmann
variables c
y
 (c) corresponding to the creation (annihilation) of an electron with the given
spin on the impurity site; n = c
y
 c is the corresponding occupation number. This
action is the formal analogy to the idea which underlies DMFT: G0 (or, more exactly, G 1
0 )
plays the role of a dynamical Weiss mean-eld3 which represents the retardation eect
of the bath described above (and thereby the dynamical information of all other sites of
the lattice). Note that G0 is the bare (noninteracting) Green's function of the (eective)
local problem; only the local interactions in the second term are considered explicitely.4
However, G0 in turn depends on the solution of the local problem and needs to be computed
self-consistently.
For conceptional (and practical, depending on the impurity solver) reasons, it is desirable
to relate this action back to a Hamiltonian formulation. For that purpose, we consider
the Anderson impurity model (AIM) which describes interacting, localized electrons on
a zero-dimensional \impurity" in a \bath" (collection) of uncorrelated states. Electrons
can propagate in the bath or stay on the impurity where they are subject to a Coulomb
repulsion. A coupling (hybridization) between the bath and the impurity allows electrons
to hop from the impurity to the bath and back. The Hamiltonian of the AIM is given by
HAIM =
X
k;
(k)a
y
k; ak;
| {z }
Hbath
+
X
k;
h
V (k)a
y
k; c + h.c.
i
| {z }
Hhyb
+U c
y
"c" c
y
#c#
| {z }
HU
 
 
c
y
"c" + c
y
#c#

| {z }
H0
;
(5.16)
where a
y
k; (ak;) are creation (annihilation) operators for a bath state with momentum
k which hybridizes with the localized electrons c
y
 (c) via V (k). Calculating the local
action of HAIM in the language of functional integrals,5 one nds[Georges96] that the AIM
in fact generates the action (5.15) if G0 is chosen such that
G 1
0 (i!n) = i!n + ~   
X
k
jV (k)j2
i!n   (k)
; (5.17)
where ~  =   
P
k (k) =    hi, and F(i!n) =
P
k jV (k)j2=(i!n   (k)) is called
hybridization function.6
3G0 is also called \bath Green's function" or \eective environment".
4In multiorbital problems, the interaction term must obviously have the same form as in the original
lattice Hamiltonian.
5This can be done exactly since the bath states in Eq. (5.16) enter only quadratically and hence can be
integrated out analytically.
6In the particle-hole symmetric case, e.g. on the Bethe lattice, one obtains ~  = . However, for
spectra which are not particle-hole symmetric {as routinely encountered in LDA+DMFT{ the chemical
potential must be shifted by hi to ensure the correct high-frequency behavior of the hybridization function,
lim!n!1 F(i!n) / 1=i!n. See Appendix A for details on the high-frequency behavior.44 5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Real Materials
We now have two interacting Green's functions with local character, the local Green's
function (5.13), and the impurity Green's function, i.e. the interacting Green's function of
the AIM,7 which formally can be written as
G(1   2) =  hT c(1)cy(2)iSloc : (5.18)
Without interactions, the impurity Green's function equals the Weiss eld, G = G0; in
the interacting case, an impurity solver needs to be employed. An impurity solver is
a numerical or analytical approach for solving the AIM, in particular for obtaining the
impurity Green's function (5.18) given the Weiss eld and the interaction parameters:
according to Eq. (5.15), these quantities completely dene the impurity problem. A solver
can proceed by e.g. a direct sampling of the impurity Green's function (5.18) like in
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), or by some diagonalization of the AIM (5.16) like in Exact
Diagonalization algorithms.
The impurity and the local Green's function are not independent from each other, though.
Formally, the mapping of the lattice model to the impurity problem is based on the topo-
logical identity of their respective irreducible diagrams. However, the obtained self energies
are only identical if the lines of the diagrams {the Green's functions{ coincide. For a self-
consistent solution, one therefore requires that the impurity Green's function equals the
local Green's function. Only in this case the correct impurity problem is solved, i.e. the
one which corresponds to the lattice model in innite dimensions with density of states
D().
In order to nd the corresponding impurity problem (the G0) to a given local Green's
function G, we can make use of the (local) Dyson equation that connects these (local)
quantities,
G 1
0 (i!n) = G 1(i!n) + (i!n) : (5.19)
Note that in Eq. (5.19), G denotes the impurity Green's function. Upon selfconsistency,
the local and the impurity Green's function are equal, and Eq. (5.19) also holds with G
being the local Green's function.
Based on these relations, the selfconsistency cycle can be formulated as follows:
1. Choose an initial self energy, e.g.  = 0 for the noninteracting limit, or the Hartree
expression m =
P
i6=m Umihnii for the self energy of orbital m.
2. Calculate the local Green's function (5.14).
3. Find a parameterization for the respective impurity problem: calculate the Weiss
eld G0 using Eq. (5.19) (with G being the local Green's function).
4. Solve the impurity problem, i.e. evaluate the impurity Green's function. This step
typically presents the major computational challenge in DMFT.
5. Obtain a new self energy from the Dyson equation (5.19) (with G being the impurity
Green's function).
6. Continue with step 2.
7The impurity Green's function is also called \dressed Green's function".5.2. LDA+DMFT 45
This prescription is iterated until convergence in any or all of the involved Green's func-
tions (self energy, impurity Green's function, Weiss eld) is attained. Depending on the
employed impurity solver, Fourier transforms might be necessary: e.g. the solver described
in Sec. 5.3 is parameterized in imaginary time and obtains the impurity Green's function
also in imaginary time, therefore Fourier transforms are to be performed between steps
3/4 and between steps 4/5, cf. Appendix A.
For QMC solvers operating in imaginary time/frequency, the calculation of dynamical
quantities like spectra or susceptibilites in addition requires an analytic continuation to
the real-frequency axis (outside the selfconsistency loop), see. Ch. 6.
In contrast to the Hubbard model, ecient solvers for the AIM have been developed
over decades and a number of dierent solvers is available. One can distinguish between
approximate solvers like the non-crossing approximation[Pruschke89] or iterated perturba-
tion theory[Zhang93, Kajueter96], and numerically exact solvers like exact diagonalization
[Caarel94, Si94], the numerical renormalization group[Sakai94, Bulla98], and QMC algo-
rithms. The QMC algorithm rst applied to the DMFT impurity problem[Georges92b,
Jarrell92, Rozenberg92] was the discrete-time Hirsch-Fye algorithm[Hirsch86]. Today,
the state of the art is represented by so-called continuous-time QMC (CTQMC) algo-
rithms. They can be formulated as weak-coupling[Rubtsov05, Gull08b] or strong-coupling
expansion[Werner06a, Werner06b], where the Monte Carlo sampling of the congura-
tion space is most eciently performed in the respective limit of weak or strong inter-
actions. In Sec. 5.3, we discuss the strong-coupling (hybridization expansion) CTQMC
solver[Werner06a] employed in this thesis.
It is obvious from the local nature of the DMFT approximation that it cannot describe
spatial 
uctuations in the system. This is equivalent to saying that short- or long-range
correlations are not considered, as necessary for e.g. quantum critical behavior or ordered
states like d-wave superconductivity. In order to reintroduce non-local correlations beyond
DMFT, two dierent approaches have been explored: the extension of single-site DMFT
to clusters, and diagrammatic expansions around the local DMFT solution.
Cluster DMFT extensions are the more widely used approach and can be formulated in real
space or in k space. Within the real space approach {termed cellular DMFT[Kotliar01,
Pottho03] (CDMFT){ non-local correlations within the cluster are taken into account,
i.e. the self energy acquires odiagonal elements ij(!) for two sites i 6= j within the clus-
ter, whereas correlations between dierent clusters are neglected. In contrast, the dynam-
ical cluster approximation[Hettler98] (DCA) operates in k space and lifts the momentum-
independence of the self energy by dividing the rst Brillouin zone (BZ) into patches,
where (!) is k-independent within each patch but varies between the patches.
Cluster approaches thereby interpolate between single-site DMFT and the full lattice prob-
lem as the size of the cluster increases. For nite (and {due to numerical limitations{ typi-
cally small) cluster sizes, they are restricted to relatively short-range correlations, however.
Diagrammatic extensions of DMFT like the dual fermion approach[Rubtsov08] or the dy-
namical vertex approximation[Toschi07, Rohringer11] (D A) are able to include also the
eect of long-range spatial correlations.
5.2 LDA+DMFT
As in LDA+U, in LDA+DMFT the electron density obtained from DFT is assigned to
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and treated by a many body interaction term (subject to a double counting correction),
while others are left as uncorrelated and handled within DFT. LDA+DMFT can thus be
assessed from two dierent points of view: either as an augmentation of the LDA Hamil-
tonian with an interaction term like in LDA+U, which is however solved in a dynamical
rather than static mean-eld manner; or {with respect to the correlated orbitals{ as a
DMFT approach, however considering the real lattice and band structure instead of a
simplied lattice model like the Bethe lattice.
5.2.1 Construction of a Localized Basis
While the notion of orbitals and the separation into correlated und uncorrelated states are
essential for the application of the method, the denition of these orbitals is not unique.
Note that for the transition from the continuum model (1.1) to the lattice model (1.2),
a basis of Wannier states centered at the atomic positions was assumed. These Wannier
states carry the information on the lattice and are localized. However, the actual con-
struction of a Wannier basis from the DFT Kohn-Sham states depends on the employed
DFT basis set as well as on conceptual considerations.
The denition of this localized basis is straightforward in DFT implementations which
already work in a localized basis, like linear mun-tin orbitals [Andersen75, Anisimov97,
Lichtenstein98] (LMTO) or Nth-order mun-tin orbitals[Andersen00, Pavarini04], where
the DFT basis functions can directly be identied with the local orbitals, possibly after an
orthogonalization procedure. Otherwise, a projection from the KS orbitals to the Wannier
basis has to be performed, with which the local Green's function (5.14) for atom  (the
atom with the correlated orbitals to be investigated in DMFT) reads8
G
mm0(i!n) =
X
k;0
P
m(k) G0(k;i!n) P 
0m0(k) ; (5.20)
where G0 is the lattice Green's function with band indices f;0g, fm;m0g label the
(correlated) orbitals, and P
m(k) is the matrix element
P
m(k) = hw
k;mj k;i (5.21)
of the projection operator
P(k) =
X
m2 C
jw
k;mihw
k;mj ; (5.22)
with Bloch states (KS orbitals)  k;, and Wannier states w
k;m that span the correlated
subset C.
In the same sense that the lattice Green's function is `downfolded' (projected) in Eq. (5.20)
to obtain the local Green's function, the (double-counting-corrected, see below) local self
energy 
mm0 can be `upfolded' to the Bloch basis,
0(k;i!n) =
X
;mm0
P 
m(k) 
mm0(i!n) P
0m0(k) ; (5.23)
with which the lattice Green's function is given by

G 1(k;i!n)

0 = (i!n + )0   H0
0(k)   0(k;i!n) ; (5.24)
8We omit the spin index here and in the following.5.2. LDA+DMFT 47
where the LDA Hamiltonian H0 is diagonal in the Bloch basis, H0
0(k) = 0 (k).
Like in LDA+U, the inclusion of interactions in LDA+DMFT requires a double counting
correction that accounts for the interactions already taken into account in the LDA for-
malism. The double counting correction is naturally expressed in terms of the occupations
of the correlated orbitals, i.e. in the localized basis, and the local quantity re
ecting the
eect of interactions is the impurity self energy. We therefore apply the double counting
correction directly to the impurity self energy 
;imp
mm0 ,

mm0(i!n) = 
;imp
mm0 (i!n)   dc
mm0 ; (5.25)
where dc
mm0 = mm0 V dc
m with V dc
m the orbital potential of the employed double counting
correction, e.g. V
dc;FLL
m from Eq. (2.37) or V
dc;AMF
m from Eq. (2.38). Note, however, that
the local Dyson equation (5.19) is written with the full impurity self energy,

G
0 (i!n) 1
mm0 =

G(i!n) 1
mm0 + 
;imp
mm0 (i!n): (5.26)
Regarding the actual form of the projection, dierent choices for the Wannier orbitals
(and hence the projection operators) are possible. In any case, however, the resulting
Wannier functions should be localized, orthogonal, and capture all (or most) of the spec-
tral weight of the correlated states. Here we follow Ref. [Aichhorn09] which presents
an approach based on the projection onto a set of atomiclike orbitals with subsequent
orthonormalization[Ku02, Anisimov05] within the LAPW/APW+lo basis.
Let fj
mig denote a set of atomiclike orbitals (to be identied later within the LAPW/
APW+lo basis) which can be expanded in the complete Bloch basis,
j
k;mi =
X

h k;j
mi j k;i: (5.27)
By choosing an energy window W and restricting the sum to Bloch states with KS energies
within W, the truncated expansion yields modied, non-orthogonal orbitals,
je 
k;mi =
X
 2 W
h k;j
mi j k;i: (5.28)
The matrix elements of the (auxiliary) projection operator for this truncated subset,
e P
m(k) = he 
k;mj k;i ;  2 W ; (5.29)
form a non-unitary and, in general, non-square (as the number of included bands does not
necessarily equal the number of correlated orbitals to be constructed) matrix at each k
point. The overlap is given by
O
;0
mm0(k) =
X
 2 W
e P
m(k) e P0 
m0(k) ; (5.30)
which is used to orthonormalize the orbitals je 
k;mi, giving a set of Wannier-type functions
fjw
k;mig,
jw
k;mi =
X
0;m0
h
O 1=2(k)
i0
mm0 je 0
k;m0i : (5.31)
The corresponding orthonormalized projectors read
P
m(k) =
X
0;m0
h
O 1=2(k)
i0
mm0
e P0
;m0(k) : (5.32)48 5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Real Materials
The atomiclike orbital j
mi that serves as a starting point for this approach can be chosen
in dierent ways. In the LAPW/APW+lo basis, a common choice {which we also employ
here{ is the solution of the Schr odinger equation within the MT sphere,
j
mi = ju
` (E
1;`) Y`;mi ; (5.33)
at the corresponding linearization energy E1;`. From the denition of the basis (2.20)-
(2.23) and using the orthonormality of the radial solutions and their energy derivatives,
hu
` (E
1;`) Y`;mju
`0(E
1;`0) Y`0;m0i = ``0mm0 ; (5.34)
hu
` (E
1;`) Y`;mj_ u
`0(E
1;`0) Y`0;m0i = 0 ; (5.35)
the matrix elements (5.29) of the auxiliary projection operator follow as
e P
m(k) =
NPW X
G
cG; A
;k+G
`;m +
Nlo X
nlo=1
clo
 A
;lo
`;m +
NLO X
nLO=1
cLO


A
;LO
`;m + C
;LO
`;m e O
`;m

: (5.36)
Here, the last contribution is due to the overlap of the radial solutions for dierent energies,
e O
`;m = hu
` (E
1;`) Y`;mju
` (E
2;`) Y`;mi 6= 1 : (5.37)
Note that the denition of j
mi in Eq. (5.33) neglects the contributions from the energy
derivate terms of the radial wave functions in the LAPW/APW+lo basis and hence misses
spectral weight[Haule10]. The charge deciency is typically very small, though.
Above we introduced the energy window W, thereby truncating the expansion of the
atomiclike local orbitals in the Bloch basis. The choice of this energy window is a basic
parameter aecting the shape and degree of localization of the resulting Wannier functions.
For instance, in the case of a small energy window {i.e. a window containing only bands
with dominant desired (correlated) orbital character{ and in the presence of hybridization
of the correlated orbitals with other atomic characters, the atomic character of interest
is not fully contained in the selected window. As a consequence, the atomic character
of neighboring ligand sites mixes in and the Wannier orbitals have signicant weight on
the neighboring sites (leakage): with the limited number of Bloch basis functions it is
not possible to include all of the correlated orbital character and cancel out the rest. A
small energy window hence tends to yield spatially extended Wannier functions with a
shape very dierent from atomic orbitals. Since the interaction parameters are the matrix
elements of a screened interaction between the Wannier states, the large spatial extension
must be re
ected by rather small values for the interaction parameters.
The opposite case of a large energy window in turn allows to closely resemble atomic
orbitals with well-dened orbital character but renders the Wannier functions highly lo-
calized; this requires unphysically large interaction parameters since the electrons are not
as localized as suggested by the narrow Wannier functions. The size of the energy win-
dow can thus be viewed as a compromise between localization in real space and in the
energy domain and a sensibly chosen window would typically include the bands with the
correlated orbital character and the neighboring hybridized bands.
We now brie
y mention two further technical aspects, namely the treatment of several
equivalent correlated atoms in the unit cell and the exploitation of symmetries for the
k-summation in Eq. (5.20).
Firstly, in the discussion above (Eqs. (5.20)-(5.37)), we referred to atom  as the single
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cannot be included in the single-site DMFT framework, the index  can label multiple
equivalent correlated atoms. In this case, the impurity problem has to be solved only once
{for one of the equivalent atoms, say 1{ and the impurity self energies 0
mm0; 0 6= 1 for
the other equivalent sites are obtained via the application of space group symmetries to

1
mm0. That way, all self energies in the sum over  in Eq. (5.23) are given with respect
to the same coordinate system (the local coordinate system of atom 1) and the sum can
be executed.
Secondly, in the presence of unit cell symmetries, the summation over the full BZ in
Eq. (5.20) can be restricted to a sum over the irreducible BZ supplemented by a sym-
metrization procedure. For a k-dependent matrix F(k) in orbital space, which commutes
with the space group symmetry operations, this is expressed as
F(i!n) =
BZ X
k
F(k;i!n) =
Ns X
s=1
IBZ X
k
Os Fs(k;i!n)Oy
s ; (5.38)
where Os are the space group symmetry operations in orbital space and Ns the number
of symmetry operations. Note that the symmetry operations in the sum require Fs to
be calculated for dierent equivalent atoms s although the projection is performed on a
particular atom .
5.2.2 Construction of a Molecular Wannier Basis
The construction method based on projecting Bloch states onto atomiclike orbitals with
subsequent orthonormalization as presented in Sec. 5.2.1 is fast and stable. In its standard
form the projection method is, by denition, not designed for molecular orbitals, however.
Here, we describe an extension in order to construct molecular Wannier functions using
atomic orbitals as a starting point. This extended scheme was developed by K. Foyevtsova
and used in the study on organic charge transfer salts in Ch. 9.
Its key element is the diagonalization of the occupation matrix written in the basis of
atomic orbitals within the subspace of correlated bands. It assumes that a basic molecular
unit is known and provides a linear combination of the orbitals of those atoms forming the
given molecular unit.
Starting from the atomic auxiliary projectors e P
m(k) in Eq. (5.29), we consider the oc-
cupation matrix for the narrow energy window W0 comprising correlated Bloch bands at
k = 0,
Q
;0
m;m0 =
X
 2 W0
e P
m(0) e P0 
m0(0) : (5.39)
Note that only the atoms that form a specic molecule are involved, e.g. for the case
of -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, we employed the 60 C 2p and 48 S 3p atomic orbitals on a
(BEDT-TTF) dimer and diagonalized the respective occupation matrix within the four-
band manifold at the Fermi level, cf. Ch. 9. The eigenvectors of Q
;0
m;m0 that correspond to
the largest eigenvalues dene the weights with which the atomic orbitals f;mg contribute
to the molecular orbitals of interest. Often, only one molecular orbital is thus obtained,
as in the case of -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl. This molecular orbital (orbitals) will have the
dominant weight in the states within the W0 interval. For this to hold at all k vectors,
in some cases care is needed to introduce due exponential Bloch factors for atoms located
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If U
mM is the eigenvector of the atomic orbital weights, then
e PM(k) =
X
;m
U
mM e P
m(k) (5.40)
are molecular auxiliary projectors, with M being the molecular orbital index. U
mM can
be so applied to all symmetry related molecules in the unit cell.
Finally, the projectors e PM(k) are orthonormalized within the DMFT energy window W
which can be much larger than W0, using
PM(k) =
X
M0
h
O 1=2(k)
i
M;M0
e PM(k) ; (5.41)
with
OM;M0(k) =
X
 2 W
e PM(k) e P
M0(k) : (5.42)
5.2.3 Selfconsistency
In most implementations of LDA+DMFT, the LDA band structure calculation and the in-
clusion of correlations in DMFT are performed sequentially, i.e. the DMFT selfconsistency
cycle is put on top of a converged LDA solution, but the DMFT solution is not fed back
to LDA. We call this approach `one-shot' scheme as opposed to full charge self-consistent
LDA+DMFT calculations described below in Sec. 5.2.4. However, also in the one-shot
scheme, the DMFT selfconsistency in LDA+DMFT diers from the pure model DMFT
selfconsistency, mainly for two reasons: the selfconsistency now also includes the double
counting correction, and the chemical potential has to be adapted in every iteration step
in order to preserve the total electron count of the crystal, compensating for a possible
charge transfer between correlated and uncorrelated states induced by the correlations.
The modied DMFT selfconsistency cycle for LDA+DMFT then consists of the follow-
ing steps (assuming a converged LDA solution from which a localized basis according to
Sec. 5.2.1 has been constructed):
1. Set the lattice self energy to zero, 0(k;i!n) = 0, and calculate the total (nonin-
teracting) charge within the energy window from the lattice Green's function (5.24),
NLDA
tot = 1=
P

P
k
P1
n= 1 ei!n0+
G(k;i!n).
2. Calculate the noninteracting charges of the correlated orbitals from the local Green's
function (5.20) in order to obtain an initial guess for the double counting correction
dc.
3. Choose an initial (double-counting-corrected) self energy (i!n) in Eq. (5.25), e.g.
(i!n) = 0 (corresponding to setting imp(i!n) to dc calculated in step 2).
4. Calculate the local Green's function (5.20).
5. Calculate the Weiss eld using Eq. (5.26) from the local Green's function and the
impurity self energy imp, where imp(i!n) = dc in the initial cycle (cf. step 3).
6. Solve the impurity problem.5.2. LDA+DMFT 51
7. Calculate a new double counting correction from the correlated charges returned by
the solver.
8. Obtain a new impurity self energy from the Dyson equation (5.26).
9. Calculate the total (interacting) charge Ntot in the energy window and adapt the
chemical potential, so that Ntot = NLDA
tot (by employing an appropriate root nding
algorithm, e.g. the false position method).
10. Continue with step 4.
This cycle is iterated until simultaneous convergence in the Green's functions, the double
counting, and the chemical potential is attained.
5.2.4 Full Charge Selfconsistency
The one-shot scheme from Sec. 5.2.3 can be made fully self-consistent in the charge den-
sity by feeding the modied DMFT charge density back into the LDA calculation and
closing the selfconsistency loop over both methods. This supposedly yields more accurate
results for e.g. the total energy as required by structure relaxations, or low-energy fea-
tures susceptible to small band shifts (like Fermi surfaces). While for many applications
the dierence between self-consistent and non-self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculations
has been observed to be small, it depends on the change of the number of electrons in
the dierent bands induced by the correlations: large charge transfers upon inclusion
of correlations might indicate a need for self-consistent calculations. Also, if the charge
transfer happens predominantly within the correlated band manifold, e.g. if the correlated
states are separated from the uncorrelated states by a considerable band gap, one can ex-
pect a qualitatively correct description by the one-shot scheme, whereas signicant charge
transfers between correlated and uncorrelated bands might require a charge self-consistent
treatment.
The LDA+DMFT charge density distribution in real space is given by
(r) =
X
 = 2 W
LDA
 (r) +
X
k
X
;0 2 W
hrj k;iN0(k)h k;0jri ; (5.43)
where
N0(k) =
1

1 X
n= 1
ei!n0+
G0(k;i!n) (5.44)
is the density matrix as obtained from the lattice Green's function. Note that G0(k;i!n)
and thus N0(k) are typically non-diagonal with complex-valued odiagonal elements
since the lattice self energy (5.23) is in general non-diagonal (the self energy is diagonal
in the orbital basis but not in the Bloch basis). In order to close the selfconsistency loop
from DMFT to LDA, the charge density (5.43) has to be expanded in the given LDA basis
set and passed to the DFT code; see Ref. [Aichhorn11] for details how to express (r) in
the LAPW/APW+lo basis set.
As the solution of the DMFT impurity problem is often computationally more expensive
than an LDA iteration, a self-consistent LDA+DMFT cycle may start from a converged
LDA solution. The number of internal LDA and DMFT iteration steps within one cycle
of the outer LDA+DMFT loop is typically chosen from practical considerations like speed
and stability of the convergence. Possible choices include e.g. one DMFT iteration after
every LDA iteration or a fully converged DMFT calculation on top of every LDA iteration;
the dierent iteration schemes should converge to the same 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5.3 CT-HYB Impurity Solver
In the following, we brie
y review the principles underlying the current method of choice
for the solution of quantum impurity models, the continuous-time Quantum Monte Carlo
(CTQMC) approach. While the basic idea is common to the dierent existing variants of
the method and will be presented in a generic way, for the further discussion we focus on
the strong-coupling (hybridization expansion) formulation (CT-HYB) which is the most
ecient in the case of multiple orbitals and intermediate interactions as encountered in
the systems discussed in this thesis. A review of CTQMC algorithms for quantum impu-
rity models is given in Ref. [Gull11] and pedagogical introductions can be found e.g. in
Ref. [Gull08a] and by P. Werner in Ref. [Vollhardt11]; we mainly follow the notation in
the latter reference.
In a quantum system with Hamiltonian H, the calculation of the expectation value of an
observable A requires the evaluation of an operator expression,
hAi =
1
Z
Tr
h
Ae H
i
; (5.45)
where Z is the partition function,
Z = Tr
h
e H
i
: (5.46)
The exponential can be expanded in a Taylor series and by inserting n sums over com-
plete sets of basis states fjiig for each order n, the partition function can be written
as[Sandvik91]
Z =
1 X
n=0
( )n
n!
Tr[Hn] =
1 X
n=0
X
i1;:::;in
( )n
n!
hi1jHji2ihi2jHji3ihinjHji1i

1 X
n=0
X
i1;:::;in
p(i1;:::;in) 
X
c2C
p(c) ; (5.47)
where the conguration space C consists of sequences of n basis states c = (i1;:::;in)
with weight p(c). Even after a possible truncation of the expansion, C is of a very high
dimension so that Monte Carlo techniques are the only practical way of evaluation. In a
Monte Carlo procedure, the average over the whole conguration space is approximated
by the average over a sample of M congurations, selected with probabilities p(ci)=Z
(importance sampling),
hAi =
1
Z
X
c2C
A(c)p(c)  hAiMC =
1
M
M X
i=1
A(ci) : (5.48)
For large M, the Monte Carlo estimate hAiMC is normally distributed around the exact
value hAi with a statistical error A =
p
VarA=M, where VarA is the variance of A.
In general, the probability density p(c)=Z is very complicated and the congurations are
best sampled by an ergodic and balanced Markov process for which the most prominent
algorithm is the Metropolis algorithm[Metropolis53].
The Metropolis algorithm splits the probability wc1!c2 for the transition between the
current conguration c1 and a new conguration c2 into a proposal and an acceptance
part, wc1!c2 = w
prop
c1!c2 wacc
c1!c2: rst, a new conguration c2 is proposed with probability5.3. CT-HYB Impurity Solver 53
w
prop
c1!c2 (e.g. w
prop
c1!c2 = 1=N for 
ipping the spin at a specic site i in an Ising model with
N spins), and subsequently c2 is accepted with probability
wacc
c1!c2 = min

1;
p(c2)w
prop
c2!c1
p(c1)w
prop
c1!c2

; (5.49)
and used as new conguration, or it is rejected and the current conguration c1 is used
again. Note that the acceptance probability (5.49) depends on the ratio p(c2)=p(c1) which
is typically a known quantity, whereas the absolute value of the probability density is
often unknown (here due to the unknown partition function Z); this is the reason for the
popularity of the Metropolis algorithm.
The CTQMC algorithms are variants of so-called path integral or diagrammatic Monte
Carlo algorithms. These methods are based on the stochastic sampling of a diagrammatic
perturbation theory for the partition function with the general form
Z =
1 X
k=0
X

 2 k
Z 
0
d1 
Z 
k 1
dk w(k;
;1;:::;k) ; (5.50)
where the congurations are labeled by (k;
;1;:::;k) with k the expansion or diagram
order and 1;:::;k 2 [0;) imaginary times of the vertices (this will become clearer
below); 
 includes all other (discrete) variables like spin or orbital indices. The weight of
a conguration is given by p(k;
;1;:::;k) = w(k;
;1;:::;k)d1 dk.
While, in principle, each order in the expansion (5.50) can be sampled separately by Monte
Carlo (after truncation of the series to some maximal expansion order), the idea of diagram-
matic Monte Carlo is to sample all expansion orders in the same MC process by employing
the Metropolis algorithm to traverse between one order and the next[Prokof'ev96]. Nor-
mally, only two types of updates are necessary and sucient to satisfy ergodicity {i.e. to
guarantee that any conguration can be reached from any other conguration in nite
time{, updates inserting an additional vertex at time  (thereby increasing the expansion
order by one), and updates removing an existing vertex (thereby reducing the expansion
order by one). The proposal rate for the insertion of a vertex is given by the probability
of picking an imaginary time location, w
prop
insert = d
 , while for the removal of a randomly
chosen vertex the probability is one over the number of available vertices at order k + 1,
w
prop
remove = 1
k+1. Thus, the acceptance ratio for the insertion reads
Rinsert =
w(k + 1;
;1;:::;;:::;k)d1 d dk
w(k;
;1;:::;k)d1 dk
1=(k + 1)
d=
=
w(k + 1;
;1;:::;;:::;k)
w(k;
;1;:::;k)

k + 1
; (5.51)
from which the acceptance rates follow,
wacc
insert = min(1;Rinsert) ; wacc
remove = min

1;
1
Rinsert

: (5.52)
In the CTQMC methods, the impurity Hamiltonian (5.16) is split into two parts, HAIM =
Ha + Hb. The partition function (5.46) is then expanded in powers of Hb and written in
an interaction representation with respect to Ha,
Z = Tr
h
e Ha T e 
R 
0 dHb()
i
=
=
1 X
k=0
( 1)k
Z 
0
d1 
Z 
k 1
dk Tr
h
e HaT Hb(k)Hb(k 1)Hb(1)
i
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where T is the time ordering operator. In the weak-coupling formulations[Rubtsov05,
Gull08b] Ha = H0 + Hbath + Hhyb, Hb = HU (interaction expansion), whereas in the
strong-coupling approach[Werner06a, Werner06b] Ha = H0 + HU + Hbath, Hb = Hhyb
(hybridization expansion); we concentrate on the latter in the following.
Since Hhyb =
P
p Vp a
y
p; c +
P
p0 V 
p0 c
y
 ap0; = ~ Hhyb + ~ H
y
hyb (we replaced the index k
for the lattice momentum by p to avoid confusion with the expansion order k) consists
of two terms corresponding to the annihilation and creation of electrons on the impurity,
respectively, only terms with an equal number of ~ Hhyb and ~ H
y
hyb in the expansion of Hhyb
yield a nonzero trace. This allows to write the partition function in terms of congurations
c = (1;:::;k;0
1;:::;0
k),
Z =
1 X
k=0
Z 
0
d1 
Z 
k 1
dk
Z 
0
d0
1 
Z 
k0 1
d0
k Tr
h
e Ha T ~ Hhyb(k) ~ H
y
hyb(0
k) ~ Hhyb(1) ~ H
y
hyb(0
1)
i
:
(5.54)
Since the time evolution as given by Ha does not rotate the spin (in the one-orbital im-
purity model that we are considering here for the derivation; we comment on the general
multiorbital case below), the contributions from each spin can be separated, and by in-
serting the explicit form of ~ Hhyb and ~ H
y
hyb one nds
Z =
1 X
k"=0
1 X
k#=0
Y

Z 
0
d1 
Z 
k 1
dk
Z 
0
d0
1 
Z 
k0 1
d0
k 
Y

X
p1;:::;pk
X
p0
1;:::;p0
k
Vp1 V 
p0
1 Vpk V 
p0
k
 Tr
"
e Ha T
Y

c(k)ay
pk;(k)ap0
k;(0
k)cy
(0
k)c(1)ay
p1;(1)ap0
1;(0
1)cy
(0
1)
#
;
(5.55)
where we omitted the spin index on the expansion order and the vertices for ease of
notation, e.g. k should read 
k in full, and the products over spins extend until the next
-operator. The bath and impurity operators in Eq. (5.55) can be separated because Ha
does not mix the impurity and the bath,
Z = Zbath
1 X
k"=0
1 X
k#=0
Y

Z 
0
d1 
Z 
k 1
dk
Z 
0
d0
1 
Z 
k0 1
d0
k
Trc
"
e (H0+HU) T
Y

c(k)cy
(0
k)c(1)cy
(0
1)
#

1
Zbath
Tra
"
e Hbath T
Y

X
p1;:::;pk
X
p0
1;:::;p0
k
Vp1 V 
p0
1 Vpk V 
p0
k
ay
pk;(k)ap0
k;(0
k)ay
p1;(1)ap0
1;(0
1)
#
; (5.56)
where Zbath is the bath partition function,
Zbath = Tr
h
e Hbath
i
=
Y

Y
p

1 + e p

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Importantly, as the bath is noninteracting, the trace over the bath states, Tra, can be
expressed as a determinant (of a k  k matrix) by employing the Wick theorem. The
lowest expansion order, i.e. k = 1, k  = 0, yields
1
Zbath
X
p1
X
p0
1
Vp1 V 
p0
1Tra
h
e HbathTay
p1;(1)ap0
1;(0
1)
i
=
X
p
jVpj2
1 + e p

e p( (1 0
1)) ; 1 > 0
1
 e p(0
1 1) ; 1 < 0
1
= F(1   0
1) ; (5.58)
with F() the Fourier transform of F( i!n), the hybridization function introduced in
Eq. (5.17). The hybridization function is therefore the natural input to the CT-HYB
solver and contains all necessary information from the band structure calculation. For
higher orders, one then obtains the determinant,
1
Zbath
Tra

e Hbath T
Y

X
p1;:::;pk
X
p0
1;:::;p0
k
Vp1 V 
p0
1 Vpk V 
p0
k
ay
pk;(k)ap0
k;(0
k)ay
p1;(1)ap0
1;(0
1)

=
Y

det F ; (5.59)
where the elements of the kk matrix F are F(i;j) = F(i j). The weight of a congu-
ration (now writing out all spin indices) c = (
"
1;:::;
"
k";
0"
1 ;:::;
0"
k";
#
1;:::;
#
k#;
0#
1 ;:::;
0#
k#)
is then given by
pc = ZbathTrc
"
e (H0+HU) T
Y

c(
k)cy
(0
k)c(
1 )cy
(0
1 )
#

Y

det F(
1 ;:::;
k;0
1 ;:::;0
k)(d)2k : (5.60)
The remaining trace here represents the contribution of the impurity whereas the determi-
nants collect all bath evolutions that are compatible with the sequence of hoppings from
and to the impurity in the given conguration. For a one-orbital model or in the case of
multiple orbitals restricted to density-density interactions, the time evolution governed by
H0 +HU commutes with the occupation number operator for each 
avor (a 
avor being a
combined spin-orbital index). This suggests representing the time evolution on the impu-
rity by a collection of time intervals (segments) for each 
avor during which an electron
of the respective 
avor resides on the impurity. By using the fact that this occupation
number representation is an eigenbasis of H0 + HU,
H0 + HU =
0
B B
@
0 0 0 0
0   0 0
0 0   0
0 0 0 U   2
1
C C
A in basis j0i; j "i; j #i; j "#i ; (5.61)
the trace in Eq. (5.60) can be evaluated analytically,
Trc
"
e (H0+HU) T
Y

c(
k)cy
(0
k)c(
1 )cy
(0
1 )
#
= e(l"+l#) Uloverlap ; (5.62)
with l the total length of the segments (i.e. the occupation) for 
avor (here: only spin) 
and loverlap the total length of the overlap (i.e. the double occupation) between the 
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From this, we can nally dene the transition rates for the Metropolis algorithm, where the
insertion and removal of a segment serve as an ergodic set of updates.9 A segment consists
of a pair of a creation and an annihilation operator for a given 
avor; for an insertion, rst
a random time  for the creation operator is selected with proposal probability d= (if the
location is not already part of a segment, otherwise the move is rejected), and subsequently
the annihilation operator is placed at a time 0 >  in the interval of length lmax between
the creation operator and the beginning of the following segment with proposal probability
d=lmax. The proposal probability for an insertion hence reads
w
prop
insert =
d2
lmax
; (5.63)
whereas the proposal rate for the removal of a given segment is just the probability of
selecting that given segment from the k + 1 segments at expansion order k + 1,
wprop
remove =
1
k + 1
: (5.64)
This yields the acceptance ratio for the insertion in analogy to Eq. (5.51),
Rinsert = el Uloverlap det F(k + 1)
det F(k)
lmax
k + 1
; (5.65)
where l is the length of the inserted segment and loverlap the resulting change in the
overlap.
These rates are everything that is needed for the stochastic sampling of the partition
function. With respect to the computational eort, the algorithm for the generation of
segment congurations mainly consists of the computation of the hybridization matrix
determinant and the calculation of the segment lengths and overlaps.
For the actual measurement of the impurity Green's function (5.18) (which constitutes the
solution of the impurity problem) the idea is to identify in a given conguration a pair
of a creation and an annihilation operator with distance  and remove the hybridization
between them, i.e. to decouple them from the bath. A conguration for the partition
function with order k and weight pZ
c is thus turned into a conguration for the Green's
function with order k   1 and weight pG
c . Calculating the Monte Carlo average of G(),
G() =
1
Z
X
c
pG
c =
1
Z
X
c
pZ
c
pG
c
pZ
c
; (5.66)
amounts to accumulating pG
c =pZ
c (the 1=Z
P
c pZ
c part is taken care of by the Monte Carlo
importance sampling of the partition function, cf. Eq. (5.48)). Note that the removal of
the hybridization leaves the local trace (5.62) invariant but the hybridization matrix now
contains one row (corresponding to the removed annihilation operator) and one column
(corresponding to the removed creation operator) less. The ratio of the weights then only
contains the respective determinants,
pG
c
pZ
c
=
det F(k   1)
det F(k)
: (5.67)
9Additional kinds of updates are possible and might increase the sampling eciency drastically, e.g. in
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This procedure is repeated for all pairs of creation and annihilation operators in each con-
guration (after appropriate thermalization, etc.). Recent improvements to the CT-HYB
algorithm make it also possible to sample the impurity self energy directly[Hafermann12]
or to accumulate the Green's function in other representations, e.g. in terms of expansion
coecients with respect to a basis of Legendre polynomials[Boehnke11].
If H0 + HU is not diagonal in the occupation number basis {as is the case for general
interaction terms including pair-hopping (B.6) and spin-
ip (B.7) terms{ the segment
picture is not applicable anymore and the computation of the trace (5.62) becomes much
more computationally expensive. In this thesis, we therefore restrict ourselves to density-
density interactions.
Many more details on the CT-HYB algorithm and its ecient implementation are given
in Ref. [Gull08a].
In our discussion, we did not cover the fermionic sign problem which arises if diagrams
contribute with negative weight to the sampling. While in general impurity models exhibit
a less severe sign problem than lattice models, in the CT-HYB code the sign problem is
further reduced by the combination of multiple diagrams into determinants and is in some
cases even absent. For the systems considered in this thesis, the sign problem is not a
major issue and will not be discussed here.58 5. LDA+DMFT { Dynamical Mean-Field Theory for Real Materials6. Analytic Continuation
Quantum Monte Carlo algorithms like the continuous-time QMC solver presented in
Sec. 5.3, while being able to provide accurate estimates for correlation functions like
Green's functions or self energies at nite temperatures, presently provide data only on
the imaginary time or imaginary frequency axis. While static expectation values like oc-
cupancies and energies are directly accessible, real-frequency quantities such as spectra or
response functions need to be extracted via an analytic continuation procedure. Mathe-
matically, the analytic continuation is well dened: the (e.g. retarded) correlation function
GR(!) on the real axis and G(!n) on the imaginary axis are analytic continuations of the
same analytic function G(z) (which is analytic everywhere except for the real line) with
GR(!) = G(! + i) and G(!n) = G(i!n), and if G(!n) is known at a countable innite
number of imaginary frequencies, G(z) and thus GR(!) are uniquely determined.
In the following, we rst treat the fermionic case, i.e. correlation functions dened on a
grid of fermionic Matsubara frequencies !n = (2n + 1)= with the inverse temperature
. The corresponding relations for bosons are stated in Sec. 6.4.
For fermions, we dene the main quantity of interest, the spectral function, as
A(!) =  
1

ImGR(!) : (6.1)
The spectral function is real-valued, positive denite, and satises a sum rule
R
d!A(!) =
N.
Provided that jG(!n)j falls o at least as fast as 1=j!nj for n ! 1, G(!n) and A(!) are
related by
G(!n) =  
1

Z 1
 1
d!
ImGR(!)
i!n   !
=
Z 1
 1
d!
A(!)
i!n   !
: (6.2)
Performing the discrete Fourier transform (A.1) and executing the Matsubara sum gives
the corresponding relation in imaginary time,
G() =
Z 1
 1
d!
e !
e ! + 1
A(!) : (6.3)
Analytic continuation is the inversion of Eq. (6.2), respectively Eq. (6.3), to obtain A(!)
given the (noisy and incomplete) input data G(!n) (G(), respectively). However, the60 6. Analytic Continuation
form of the kernel K(;!) = e !
e !+1 makes direct inversion impossible: K becomes ex-
ponentially small at large positive (e !  1) and negative (e !  e !) frequencies,
so that already at moderate temperatures only data values close to 0 and  of G() are
meaningfully sampled; due to the incompleteness, i.e. limited  resolution, of the Monte
Carlo data this impedes the calculation of A(!) away from the Fermi level. For all data
points except 0 and , the inversion of the kernel yields extremely large eigenvalues; this
would not only require a very high numerical precision, but also leads to an enormous
amplication of any statistical or numerical error in the input data. The same problems
occur for the imaginary frequency kernel 1
i!n !.
Another approach would be a least-square t minimizing the 2 estimate
2[A] =
X
i;j

 Gi  
Z
d! K(i;!)A(!)

[C 1]ij

 Gj  
Z
d! K(j;!)A(!))

; (6.4)
where  Gi is the QMC estimate for G( = i) and Cij = GiGj    Gi  Gj the covariance
matrix. However, due to the incompleteness of the QMC data, the uniqueness of the t is
not guaranteed and in practise a multitude of dierent spectra with the same 2 is obtained.
Also, this approach tends to overt the data, resulting in statistically insignicant structure
in A(!).
6.1 Maximum Entropy Method
The most widely used approach to this problem is the maximum entropy method (MEM)
[Jarrell96]. It selects the best solution (spectrum) consistent with the data, where the
selection is made on the basis of relative prior probabilities of the possible solutions. The
guiding principle of maximum entropy is that the prior probability of a given spectrum
depends on its entropy, with the most likely spectrum being the one with the highest
entropy. The entropy associated with a spectrum is given by
S[A] =  
Z
d! A(!) ln
A(!)
D(!)
(6.5)
relative to a default model D(!) (entropy is a relative function). The default model can
incorporate any known features (e.g. moments) of the true spectrum but otherwise should
be unbiased and featureless; in the simplest case, the default model is just a constant.
Importantly, the default model needs to have the same normalization N as A(!) which
means the normalization needs to be known in advance (see Secs. 6.3 and 6.4 for details
how to nd the normalization of A(!) for correlation functions other than the one-particle
Green's function). The entropy in Eq. (6.5) assumes its maximal value of zero if A(!) =
D(!). The prior probability P[A], i.e. the probability of a given A(!) in the absence of
input data  G, reads[Jarrell96]
P[A]  eS[A] ; (6.6)
with a scaling parameter  that will be discussed in detail below.
The posterior probability P[Aj  G], i.e. the conditional probability of A given  G, is related
to P[A] by Bayes' theorem,
P[Aj  G] =
P[  GjA]P[A]
P[  G]
; (6.7)6.2. Stochastic Analytic Continuation 61
where the probability P[  G] serves as a normalization constant; we will not give further
attention to it for the rest of the discussion. P[  GjA] is called likelikood function and
expresses the quality of the t,
P[  GjA]  e 2=2 : (6.8)
Thus, P[Aj  G]  eQ, where
Q = S  
1
2
2 : (6.9)
The MEM solution is given by the spectrum that maximizes Q. This can be viewed
as maximization of the entropy constrained by the least squares with Lagrange multiplier
 1, or equivalently by a minimization of the least squares constrained by the entropy with
Lagrange multiplier . The parameter  balances the competition of the goodness-of-t
measure 2 and the entropic prior S[A]: in the limit  ! 0, the least square t is recovered,
for  ! 1 the spectral function maximizing Q is the default model. Approximating the
exponentials in the probability distributions by Gaussians centered around the maximum
of their respective arguments, an ecient numerical treatment of the optimization problem
is possible, see Ref. [Jarrell96] for details.
The maximum entropy scheme introduced above is still ambiguous as long as no selection
for  has been made. Again using Bayesian arguments,  can be eliminated by calculating
a posterior probability for . Eq. (6.7) can be rewritten including ,
P[A;j  G] =
P[  GjA;]P[A;]
P[  G]
; (6.10)
where P[A;] = P[Aj]P[]. By integrating out A, one nds the marginal distribution,
i.e. the conditional probability of  given  G,
P[j  G]  P[]
Z
DA
P[  GjA;]P[Aj]
P[  G]
: (6.11)
Using P[  GjA;]  exp( 2=2) and P[A;]  exp(S) as above, all terms appearing in
this equation are known except for P[] which is taken as constant or Jereys prior 1=.
Intuitively, the most likely , i.e. the  that maximizes P[j  G], is the one that generates
the most likely spectra (for constant P[]). The so-called classic MEM[Jarrell96] presents
the spectrum at this optimal value  as solution to the analytic continuation problem.
In contrast, Bryan's[Bryan90] approach averages over all spectra, taking P[j  G] as weight
factor. In our calculations, the two methods would always yield very similar results since
P[j  G] is sharply peaked, see Fig. 6.1 (a),(c). There also exist other heuristic selection
rules for  like choosing it such that 2  N (N being the number of imaginary time bins)
in the so-called historical MEM[Jarrell96].
In principle, Bayesian inference could also be used to eliminate other nuisance parameters,
specically the default model; this is intractable, however, given the large number of
degrees of freedom. Also, empirically there is no sharp maximum in the probability density
for the identication of the best default model. Conversely, this means that the dependence
on the default model is in general weak.
6.2 Stochastic Analytic Continuation
While being based on a sound statistical rationale, the MEM often receives criticism due to
its bias towards high entropy spectra: since a Gaussian has the highest entropy, the MEM62 6. Analytic Continuation
typically yields Gaussian-like features whereas sharp peaks are washed out. Stochastic an-
alytic continuation[Sandvik98, Beach04] (also termed average spectrum method, stochastic
averaging, stochastic maximum entropy method, or stochastic analytic inference) is an al-
ternative to the MEM which mitigates this issue to some extent. We follow Ref. [Beach04]
for the discussion of this method.
The basic assumption of stochastic analytic continuation is that all spectra with the same
2, i.e. all spectra that t the data equally well, are equally likely. A thermal average over
all spectra, Boltzmann weighted according to 2=,
hA(!)i =
1
Z
Z
~ DA A(!) e 2= ; Z =
Z
~ DA e 2= ; (6.12)
with an integration measure that restricts the integration to spectra that are positive and
satisfy the norm rule,
~ DA = DA [A] 
Z 1
0
d!A(!)   N

; [A] =

1 if A(!)  0 8!
0 otherwise
; (6.13)
should therefore yield a smooth spectrum where only the statistically signicant features
are preserved.1 Compared to the posterior probability P[Aj  G] used in the MEM there is
no explicit reference to the entropy.
It can directly be seen that the limiting cases of this method are the same as for the MEM:
For  ! 0, only the ground state conguration contributes and the corresponding spectral
function is the least square t. For  ! 1, the average in Eq. (6.12) includes every
possible spectrum with the same weight. Thus, the averaged spectrum is independent of
the input data and the default model is recovered.
Furthermore, Beach showed that there is an even closer relationship between the two
methods. If 2 is taken as the Hamiltonian of a ctitious physical system, Eq. (6.12)
describes the thermal average of the corresponding canonical ensemble at temperature .
According to statistical mechanics, the average spectral function then minimizes the free
energy
F = 2   S ; (6.14)
with an entropy S, i.e. the averaging implicitely generates an entropy. In general, the
functional form of S[A] is unknown, but in a mean-eld treatment of the Hamiltonian
2 it equals the MEM entropy. Hence, stochastic analytic continuation is equivalent to
the MEM at the mean-eld level. In reality, the averaging also samples over spectra
away from the mean-eld solution, thereby including 
uctuations about this saddle point;
thus the stochastic analytic continuation can be viewed as a dynamic generalization of the
MEM. Technically, it can be implemented as Monte Carlo process using e.g. the Metropolis
algorithm.
In our experience, this method typically resolves more {respectively sharper{ features than
the MEM at the same value of , cf. Fig. 6.1 (c). Due to the Monte Carlo averaging, the
computational eort is 2-3 orders of magnitude larger, however, and is potentially even
increased by rening the method by e.g. parallel tempering[Beach04].
1For simplicity, we directly identify A(!) with the dimensionless eld n(x) introduced by Beach. The
general formalism allows for the introduction of the default model D(!) where n(x) describes the spectrum
in terms of the default model. Hence, the direct identication of A and n amounts to D(!)  1.6.3. Analytic Continuation of Self Energies 63
Again,  can be eliminated based on Bayesian inference[Fuchs10] by calculating its pos-
terior probability and taking the spectral function at the maximum , hAi, or by
averaging over all spectra,
R
dP[j  G]hAi. This, however, comes at the expense of an
even higher numerical eort required for the root nding or the calculation of an  grid,
respectively. Sandvik proposed to examine the entropy as a function of  and to identify
the optimal  at a maximum of the entropy right before a sharp drop (which is taken as
indication for the appearance of spurious peaks).
6.3 Analytic Continuation of Self Energies
Above we described the analytic continuation of the one-particle Green's function which
directly yields the spectral function. However, for quantities other than the spectral func-
tion, rather the (real-frequency) self energy than the full Green's function is required. If
the self energy is obtained from the Dyson equation (5.19), two alternatives are oered,
either the analytic continuation of both G0 and G followed by the application of the Dyson
equation in real frequencies, or the adoption of the Dyson equation in Matsubara fre-
quencies, followed by the analytic continuation of (i!n)[Wang09]. It is not a priori clear
which route is preferable: the high-frequency 
uctuations in  will always be large as
G;G0  1=! (1=(i!n), respectively) for ! ! 1 (!n ! 1) both in the real and imaginary
frequency domain, which makes the inverted Green's functions large and the result of the
subtraction noisy. If (i!n) is taken as input to the MEM, these 
uctuations are possibly
amplied in the maximum entropy procedure. On the other hand, rst continuing G0 and
G might even lead to an unphysical sign as Im(! +i) < 0 must hold for any causal self
energy; nothing guarantees G 1
0  G 1 to be negative denite if the QMC data comprising
G is noisy, however.
In our experience, the analytic continuation of the self energy often yields more reliable
results and we prefer it over the direct continuation of the Green's functions also for
the determination of the one-particle spectral function according to Eq. (C.1) or (C.2).
While the spectral function for multiband systems typically shows a lot of (possibly sharp)
features reminiscent of the noninteracting spectrum {which are hard to resolve in the
MEM{ the self energy possesses much less structure. Since the noninteracting spectrum
is known on the real axis, it is desirable not to include it in the analytic continuation
procedure but to continue only the self energy instead. Also, recent developments in
CTQMC make it possible to sample the self energy directly[Hafermann12], which makes
the problem of noisy Matsubara self energies due to the inversion in the Dyson equation
obsolete.
In order to apply the analytic continuation formalism laid out above, the self energy needs
to have the same analytic properties as the Green's function, namely it must be analytic
in the upper/lower half plane, even under re
ection on the real axis, vanishing for large
frequencies, and its norm must be a known constant. The former two conditions are fullled
as  is the dierence of two analytic functions which are even under re
ection on the real
axis. For the latter properties, we note that the self energy has the asymptotic behavior as
given in Eqs. (A.24) and (A.25). After subtraction of the Hartree term
P
i6=m Umihnii, the
remainder takes the form of a Green's function with normalization
P
i;l6=m UmiUml
 
hni nli 
hniihnli

. By dening a rescaled self energy,
e m(i!n) =
m(i!n)  
P
i6=m Umihnii
P
i;l6=m UmiUml
 
hni nli   hniihnli
 ; (6.15)64 6. Analytic Continuation
with normalization 1, we can thus directly use the kernel K(!n;!) = 1

1
i!n ! for the
analytic continuation e (i!n) ! Im e (!). After the analytic continuation (and application
of the Kramers-Kronig relations to obtain Re e (!) from Im e (!)), the rescaling from
Eq. (6.15) is reverted, e (!) ! (!).
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Figure 6.1: Results for the analytically continued Fe dz2 self energy from the calculations
discussed in Ch. 7 on LiFeAs,  = 160 eV 1, U = 4 eV, J = 0:8 eV . Panel (a): Probability
distribution P[j  G] as a function of . The probability is sharply peaked around the classic
MEM solution   0:22. Panel (b): The MEM spectral function for all values of  shown
in Panel (a). Panel (c): Comparison of classic MEM, Bryan's method, and stochastic
analytic continuation. For Bryan's method, the spectra in panel (b) were averaged with
the probabilities in panel (a) as weight factors. The resulting averaged spectrum lies on
top of the classic MEM solution. The spectrum from stochastic analytic continuation was
calculated at the optimum  as obtained in classic MEM; it shows more pronounced
features and a shift in frequency of the peak at positive energies. In order to suppress the
high-frequency tails of the self energy, a Gaussian default model with  = 10 eV has been
employed for the spectra obtained from classic MEM and Bryan's method; the eect can
be clearly recognized from the comparison with the stochastic analytic continuation result
where a constant default model was used. The inset of panel (c) presents a close-up of
the classic MEM results in the region around EF for all orbital self energies. The analytic
continuation results for the dxz and dyz orbitals are identical, re
ecting the degeneracy
due to the tetragonal structure. This allows to exclude the existence of spurious features
which would be random and dierent between the orbitals and thus validates the used
parameters.
For the one-particle spectral functions presented in this thesis, we performed analytic
continuation of the self energy using classic MEM. In many cases, particulary in the iron6.4. Analytic Continuation of Bosonic Response Functions 65
pnictides, the continued self energies extend over a large range in energy, possibly even
diverging at the boundaries of the chosen output energy interval,2 cf. Fig. 6.1 (c). This is
problematic as in the MEM the normalization of the spectral function (here: Im ~ (!)) is
enforced in the given energy interval. Therefore, one needs to make sure that the whole
spectral weight is in fact contained in the chosen energy interval, otherwise the spectral
function will be distorted in order to attain the given normalization. For very slowly
decaying or even diverging tails this can be achieved with an appropriate default model.
We employed a Gaussian default model in our calculations, albeit with a width large
enough not to introduce a substantial bias into the resulting spectrum (e.g.  = 10 eV).
6.4 Analytic Continuation of Bosonic Response Functions
For bosonic response functions, we note that not ImGR(!) but  sgn(!)ImGR(!) is pos-
itive denite and we may therefore dene the spectral function as
A(!) =  
1

ImGR(!)
!
: (6.16)
Inserting this into Eq. (6.2) yields the corresponding bosonic relation,
G(
n) =
Z 1
 1
d!
!
i
n   !
A(!) ; (6.17)
with bosonic Matsubara frequencies 
n = 2n=. This can be cast into a purely real form
by making use of the symmetry of A(!) on the real axis, A(!) = A( !) [Gunnarsson10],
G(
n) =
Z 1
 1
d!
!
i
n   !
i
n + !
i
n + !
A(!) =  
Z 1
 1
d!

i
n!

2
n + !2 +
!2

2
n + !2

A(!)
=  
Z 1
 1
d!
!2

2
n + !2 A(!) : (6.18)
Note that the bosonic kernel K(
n;!) =   !2

2
n+!2 is singular at ! = 0 since 
n = 0 for
n = 0. Importantly, from Eq. (6.18) one can read o G(0) =  
R 1
 1 d! A(!), i.e. the
normalization of A(!) is given by  G(0).
If the desired response function is the optical conductivity (!), one can directly relate
(!) / A(!), with the generic Green's function G(
n) in Eq. (6.18) taken as e (
n)
from Eq. (A.32). For the optical conductivities presented in this thesis, we performed the
analytic continuation in Eq. (6.18) using the stochastic maximum entropy method with a
constant default model.
2Note that this energy interval is only a parameter in the analytic continuation and not related to the
energy window chosen for the construction of the localized correlated basis, cf. Sec. 5.2.1. Even though
the analytically continued self energy often shows signicant spectral weight outside the energy window
of the correlated states, this spectral weight is projected out when calculating the respective lattice self
energy (5.23).66 6. Analytic Continuation7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs
J. Ferber, K. Foyevtsova, R. Valent , and H. O. Jeschke,
Phys. Rev. B. 85, 094505 (2012)
In Ch. 4, we discussed an eective description of the band structure and the optical
properties of iron pnictides in the framework of density functional theory augmented with
a frequency-independent renormalization of the kinetic energy. In this chapter and the
next, we go beyond this approximation and apply the LDA+DMFT methodology laid
out in Ch. 5 to some selected iron pnictides, namely LiFeAs, LiFeP, and LaFePO, and
study the eects of correlations on the Fermi surface of these materials. In contrast to a
mere renormalization of the kinetic energy which, by denition, does not change the Fermi
surface, we nd that electronic correlations in these systems induce distinctive changes in
the Fermi surface; in the case of LiFeP and LaFePO we even predict a change in the Fermi
surface topology.
In this chapter, we rst discuss the role of electronic correlations in LiFeAs by studying
the eects on band structure, mass enhancements, and Fermi surface. We conclude that
LiFeAs shows characteristics of a moderately correlated metal, and that the strength of
correlations is mainly controlled by the value of the Hund's rule coupling J. The hole
pockets of the Fermi surface show a distinctive change in form and size with implications
for the nesting properties. Our calculations are in good agreement with a number of
recent experiments, including photoemission spectroscopy, de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA)
measurements, and quasiparticle scattering interference.
7.1 Introduction
Among the various known iron pnictide classes, the 111 family comprising LiFeAs and
LiFeP shows especially interesting features compared with the other families. Whereas su-
perconductivity in many iron pnictide compounds develops in the vicinity of an SDW state
upon doping or application of external pressure, LiFeAs and LiFeP (and LaFePO from the
1111 family) are non-magnetic and superconductivity evolves without additional doping
or applied pressure. Of special relevance is LiFeAs where Tc  18 K [Tapp08, Pitcher08]68 7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs
compared to Tc  6 K [Deng09] in LiFeP and Tc  4 K [Kamihara06] in LaFePO. In the
1111 and 122 family compounds (with LaFeAsO and BaFe2As2 as typical examples), the
SDW order is generally attributed to sizable nesting of the electron and hole Fermi pock-
ets, see Ch. 1. For LiFeAs, the situation is not quite as clear: band structure calculations
using DFT predict an AF ground state with stripe-like order as in the other pnictides, al-
beit in a shallow energy minimum compared to the non-magnetic state[Singh08, Zhang10].
In contrast, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements report
only poor nesting[Borisenko10]. In fact, recent neutron scattering measurements nd
strong SDW 
uctuations[Taylor11, Qureshi12], with an incommensurate vector[Qureshi12]
slightly shifted from the commensurate order observed in the other iron pnictide supercon-
ductors. Also functional renormalization group calculations[Platt11] predict SDW 
uctu-
ations to be the dominant instability. On the other side, recent dHvA experiments claim
to be in good agreement with DFT regarding the topology of the Fermi surface[Putzke12].
It is of particular interest to identify the role of electronic correlations in this context.
The band structure of LiFeAs features two shallow hole pockets around the Gamma point
which generate a large density of states, and it has been suggested that this is essential
for the way superconductivity emerges in this compound[Borisenko10, Brydon11]. These
features of the electronic structure can also be expected to be rather susceptible to changes
induced by correlations. Thus, this thesis aims to single out the eects of correlations on
the Fermi surface and the low-energy properties of LiFeAs.
7.2 Methods and Interaction Parameters
We performed paramagnetic calculations using the `one-shot' LDA+DMFT scheme de-
scribed in Sec. 5.2.3 based on electronic structure calculations in WIEN2K. The LDA
selfconsistency cycle employed 1080 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone, using LDA
for the exchange-correlation potential in the parameterization of Ref. [Perdew92]. We base
our calculations on the experimental crystal structure as obtained from X-ray diraction
data[Morozov10] with space group P 4=nmm. For comparison, we also performed calcu-
lations on the structure given in Ref. [Tapp08] for which we list mass enhancements in
Tab. 7.1.
For the construction of the localized Wannier-like orbitals for DMFT, an energy window
ranging from  5:5 eV to 2.85 eV was chosen, comprising the Fe 3d and As 4p bands. For
the solution of the DMFT impurity problem in the CT-HYB QMC solver (cf. Sec. 5.3),
we used 1107 Monte Carlo sweeps throughout our calculations. Unless stated otherwise,
the Monte Carlo sampling was done at a temperature T = 72:5 K ( = 160 eV 1).
For the interaction parameters, we use the denitions of U = F0 and J = (F2 + F4)=14
in terms of Slater integrals (B.13) and the FLL double counting correction (2.37).
There is considerable disagreement in the literature about the size of the interaction param-
eters in the iron pnictides; in particular, the Coulomb interaction U strongly depends on
the estimation method, whereas J is only moderately reduced from its atomic value. Self-
consistent GW determination yields rather large numbers (e.g. U = 4:9 eV, J = 0:76 eV for
BaFe2As2[Kutepov10]), with lower values being reported by constrained LDA (e.g. U = 3:1
eV, J = 0:81 eV for LaFeAsO[Anisimov09]) and constrained random-phase approximation
(cRPA) (e.g. U = 2:9 eV, J = 0:79 eV for LaFeAsO[Aichhorn09]). For LiFeAs, interaction
parameters obtained from cRPA have been reported in Ref. [Miyake10] for two low-energy7.3. Results 69
models, one constructed for the Fe 3d bands only, the other one for a manifold containing
Fe 3d and As 4p states. The choice of the model aects the value of the interaction pa-
rameters in two ways: a model with more bands renders the associated Wannier functions
more localized and thereby increases the value of the matrix elements of the interaction.
Also, since the interaction strength is derived as a partially screened Coulomb interaction
where screening channels within the low-energy space are subtracted, the exclusion of more
screening channels in a model with more bands increases the interactions. This is re
ected
by very dierent interaction parameters for the two models, U = 2:45 eV and J = 0:61 eV
for the d model compared with U = 4:95 eV and J = 0:87 eV for the dp model.
However, as pointed out in Ref. [Miyake08], the appropriate model for our LDA+DMFT
approach is a hybrid model where the Wannier functions are constructed from a dp model,
but only d{d transitions are excluded from the screening since we only treat the d states as
correlated in our DMFT procedure. This means that the d model systematically underes-
timates the interactions for our setup whereas the dp model systematically overestimates
them. In light of these uncertainties we report in the following results for U = 4 eV,
J = 0:8 eV, and include a discussion about the sensitivity of our results to the choice of
interaction parameters in Sec. 7.3.1.
In the following, orbital characters are labeled in a coordinate system which is 45 rotated
with respect to the crystallographic axes, i.e. x and y point to nearest Fe neighbors in the
Fe-As plane.
7.3 Results
In Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, we compare the momentum-integrated and momentum-resolved
spectral function for LiFeAs obtained within LDA+DMFT with their LDA counterparts,
namely the density of states (Fig. 7.1) and the LDA band energies (Fig. 7.2). Note that
the LDA bands in Fig. 7.2 were renormalized by a factor of 2.17 corresponding to the
orbitally averaged value of the mass renormalization.
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Figure 7.1: Orbital-resolved comparison between LDA density of states (red dotted lines)
and the LDA+DMFT spectral function A(!) (black full lines). The interaction parameters
used were U = 4 eV, J = 0:8 eV.70 7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs
The momentum-integrated spectral function A(!) shows a band width reduction but no
substantial spectral weight transfer, i.e. no formation of Hubbard bands. The momentum-
resolved spectral function A(k;!) in Fig. 7.2 displays well-dened excitations around the
Fermi level and stronger correlation-induced broadening of the states at higher binding
energies. The broadening aects the states below the Fermi level more strongly where
coherent quasiparticles can be identied down to approx. 0.3 eV below EF. For the states
above EF, the crossover to rather diuse structures occurs at approx. 0.7 eV. On a quan-
titative level, at temperature T = 72:5 K, the scattering rates (or, equivalently, inverse
lifetimes)  Im(i0+) are small, see Tab. 7.1, supporting the picture of well-dened, long-
lived quasiparticles. The renormalized LDA bands give a good approximation only close
to the Fermi level (the mass enhancement in Eq. (C.3) holds strictly only at ! = 0); states
away from EF are less renormalized.
Figure 7.2: Momentum-resolved spectral function A(k;!) together with LDA bands. For
comparison, the LDA band energies are divided by the orbitally averaged value of the mass
renormalization. The interaction parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.1.
For the previously specied interaction parameters, the self energy and spectral function
thus show the characteristics of a Fermi liquid state in a metal with moderate correlations,
a picture which also has been promoted for the 1111 and 122 family of iron pnictides in
a number of previous publications[Anisimov09, Aichhorn09, Skornyakov09, Skornyakov10,
Hansmann10]. Note that for multiorbital systems with suciently strong J, the absence
of the rotationally invariant Hund's coupling in the calculation (i.e. the consideration of
the density-density terms in J only) can lead to qualitatively wrong results by suppressing
coherence and driving the system from a Fermi liquid into a non-Fermi liquid state[Haule09,
Ishida10, Aichhorn10]. This is not observed here, indicating that the restriction to density-
density terms in the Hund's coupling is not detrimental. However, coherence is quickly
lost at temperatures & 100 K, see Sec. 7.3.2.
The mass enhancements as given in Tab. 7.1 exhibit pronounced orbital dependence, with
stronger mass enhancement in the t2g orbitals dxy and dxz/dyz. As can be seen from
Fig. 7.1, the band width W of the t2g orbitals is smaller, leading to a larger ratio U=W
and to increased correlations in these orbitals. Analysis of a low-energy Fe d tight-binding
model, obtained by considering the localized Wannier orbitals, shows that the diagonal
nearest neighbor hopping tNN(xy;xy) for the dxy orbital almost vanishes as the direct7.3. Results 71
hopping from the iron-iron overlap and the indirect hopping from the iron-pnictogen-
iron overlap have opposite signs and almost cancel. Additionally, the diagonal hoppings
to further iron neighbors for dxy are small; this contributes to the localization of the
dxy quasiparticles and a stronger mass enhancement than in the other orbitals[Yin11].
The table lists the mass enhancements for both investigated structures, showing some
quantitative but no qualitative dierences. In particular, we checked that Fermi surfaces
are practically not aected, though; we therefore continue to report results only for the
structure from Ref. [Morozov10].
Table 7.1: Orbital-resolved quasiparticle weights Z, mass enhancements m=mLDA, and
scattering rates  Im(i0+) for interaction parameters U = 4 eV, J = 0:8 eV. The
rst (second) number in each cell refers to calculations performed on the structure from
Ref. [Morozov10] (Ref. [Tapp08]).
Orbital dz2 dx2 y2 dxy dxz=yz
Z 0.57 / 0.53 0.64 / 0.60 0.36 / 0.31 0.42 / 0.36
m=mLDA 1.74 / 1.88 1.57 / 1.67 2.78 / 3.24 2.39 / 2.78
 Im(i0+) (meV) 0.1 / 0.3 -1.0 / -0.7 2.4 / 5.2 1.7 / 3.8
For a comparison with ARPES measurements, Fig. 7.3 shows some cuts of the momentum-
resolved spectral function A(k;!) along the paths given in Fig. 2e in Ref. [Borisenko10].
Qualitatively, we nd good agreement; quantitatively, the mass enhancement extracted
from the cuts in Ref. [Borisenko10] is 3.1. This value should be compared to the mass
enhancements of the orbitals that contribute most to the spectral weight at low energy.
As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, these are the t2g orbitals (the eg orbitals show a dip around
the Fermi level) with calculated mass enhancements of 2:4   2:8 (2:8   3:2, respectively).
Thus, the mass enhancements are in good agreement, with ARPES pointing to moderately
larger interactions. We will come back to this point further below.
Figure 7.3: LDA+DMFT momentum-resolved spectral function A(k;!) for LiFeAs along
the paths in the Brillouin zone given in Ref. [Borisenko10], Fig. 2e. Interaction parameters
as in Fig. 7.1.
In summary, we consider LiFeAs a metal in an intermediate range of interactions without
signicant spectral weight transfer; mass renormalizations are close to what has been
calculated and measured in the 1111 and 122 systems.
We now turn our attention to the correlation eects on the Fermi surfaces of LiFeAs
which have been experimentally accessed by ARPES[Borisenko10, Umezawa12] and dHvA
[Putzke12] measurements. Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 show the Fermi surfaces in the kz = 0 and72 7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs
kz =  plane obtained within LDA and LDA+DMFT. The pockets around (kx;ky) = (0;0)
are hole pockets, while the ones around (kx;ky) = (;) are electron pockets (compare
Fig. 7.2). The most prominent eects of correlations are the shrinking of the middle
dxz/dyz hole pocket which takes on a butter
y shape at kz = 0, and the increase of the
outer dxy pocket, whereas the electron pockets almost do not change in size or form. This
observation is in agreement with previous calculations[Yin11] and would support ARPES
results. This analysis shows that correlations tend to weaken {if not suppress{ nesting in
this material.
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Figure 7.4: Fermi surface for kz = 0. Interaction parameters as in Fig. 7.1.
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For the discussion of the electron pockets, we describe the Fermi surface in terms of an
inner and outer pocket rather than by two crossed ellipsis-like pockets of equal size. This
is motivated by the fact that spin-orbit (SO) coupling lifts the degeneracy between the
ellipses and splits the electron pockets into an inner and outer sheet[Putzke12].1 Note,
however, that no SO coupling is taken into account in the present calculations. As can
be seen from the comparison of Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, the thus dened outer pocket displays
strong kz dispersion, whereas the inner sheet depends only weakly on kz.
In order to facilitate a quantitative comparison with experiment, we show in Fig. 7.6
dHvA frequencies calculated with respect to magnetic eld angle as reported in Fig. 2c
1We performed fully relativistic calculations in FPLO[Koepernik99] of the Fermi surface of LiFeAs to
conrm the avoided crossing of the electron sheets.7.3. Results 73
of Ref. [Putzke12], along with the data from the dHvA measurements and pocket sizes
obtained from ARPES and quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI). The dHvA fre-
quencies correspond to extremal pocket sizes (orbits) that are observed at a given angle
 with respect to the kz axis. The labeling of the orbits follows Ref. [Putzke12]: orbits
1, 2, and 3 refer to the inner, middle, and outer hole pocket, and orbits 4 and 5 to the
outer and inner electron pocket (see Fig. 7.6 (a)), respectively. In order to dene pocket
sizes within LDA+DMFT (Fig. 7.6 (b)) in view of the nite broadening induced by the
correlations, we track the maximum of A(! = 0) through the Brillouin zone.
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Figure 7.6: dHvA frequencies with respect to the magnetic eld angle obtained within (a)
LDA and (b) LDA+DMFT along with experimental data from the indicated references.
The orbits refer to extremal pocket sizes (kT denotes kilotesla), where the pockets are iden-
tied as discussed in the text. We observe a shrinking of the middle hole pocket 2 and an in-
crease of the outer hole pocket size 3 in agreement with ARPES[Borisenko10, Umezawa12]
and QPI[Allan12]. This suggests an interpretation of the lowest dHvA frequency in terms
of the electron pocket 5 rather than the hole pocket 2 (see text). Interaction parameters
as in Fig. 7.1.
Compared to the calculated dHvA frequencies in Ref. [Putzke12] small dierences are
already visible on the LDA level (Fig. 7.6 (a)), e.g. the minima of orbit 2 and orbit 5 for
small angles are not degenerate anymore. This is probably an eect of dierences in the
determination of the Fermi surface (e.g. due to eects of a nite k-mesh) and illustrates
the high sensitivity of the orbits to details of the calculation.
As already seen in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, the eect of correlations on the Fermi surface manifests
itself mainly in a shrinking of the middle hole pocket, and, preserving the electron count,
an increase of the outer hole pocket size. This is re
ected by a shift downwards of orbit 2
and a shift upwards of orbit 3 in Fig. 7.6 (b); orbits 4 and 5 remain essentially unchanged,
in agreement with ARPES[Borisenko10, Umezawa12].
Analyzing the curvature and the size of the orbits, the authors of Ref. [Putzke12] attribute
the experimentally measured frequencies to the electron Fermi surface sheets, where the74 7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs
two higher frequencies are assigned to orbits 5b and 4a, and the lowest frequency is sus-
pected to originate from orbit 5a. Our results support this interpretation: whereas the
orbits 2a/5a and 2b/4a are of similar size in the LDA calculation, the correlations af-
fect mainly the hole pockets and lift this (near-)degeneracy. As a result, the electron
orbits 2a and 2b are unlikely to give rise to the measured frequencies as their sizes are
rather dierent from the measured data. This oers a reconciliation of the dHvA and
ARPES experiments: the shrunk middle hole pocket is only seen in ARPES which nds
a correlated metal with poor nesting along with sizable mass renormalization. In con-
trast, the dHvA measurements resolve the (lighter) electron pocket sizes in LiFeAs that
almost do not change under inclusion of correlation and therefore report good agreement
with LDA. The large mass renormalizations (up to a factor 5) that are also measured
in Ref. [Putzke12] suggest {even under consideration of a non-negligible electron-phonon
contribution{ a scenario of important electronic correlations which are accounted for cor-
rectly within LDA+DMFT.
7.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis
We analyze the sensitivity of our results to our choice of interaction parameters by applying
some variation to U and J while keeping the respective other parameter xed.
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action parameters.
Fig. 7.7 shows the evolution of the mass enhancements m=mLDA with the interaction
parameters. A moderate dependence on U and a very strong dependence on J are observed
(note that the applied variations of U and J are dierent in size). Whereas a change in U
aects all orbitals roughly equally, a change in J leads to an immense mass enhancement
particulary of the t2g orbitals.
The decisive role of the Hund's coupling for the physical properties of the iron pnictides has
been discussed previously[Haule09]. For the dierent behavior of the eg and t2g orbitals it
is important that the eg states in LiFeAs lie energetically lower than the t2g states. In the
atomic limit, the energy gain from Hund's rule exceeds the crystal eld splitting already
for rather small J and the ground state is a high spin state with the conguration e3
gt3
2g,
where the t2g orbitals are occupied by three electrons of the same spin. In the atomic
limit, this prevents mixing of the orbitals due to the Pauli principle; in the crystal, it still
impedes inter-orbital 
uctuations within the t2g manifold[Medici11, Yin11]. This eect
contributes to the high sensitivity of the t2g eective masses with respect to J.7.3. Results 75
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Accordingly, the Fermi surface is rather stable with respect to variation of U, but strongly
depends on J, shown for kz = 0 in Fig. 7.8 and for kz =  in Fig. 7.9. Following the trend
discussed above, larger values of J promote a more pronounced shrinking (increase) of the
middle (outer) hole pocket. Values as large as 0.9 eV for the Hund's coupling render the
system rather incoherent, however, with signicant scattering rates  Im(i0+) around 14
meV on the t2g orbitals.
Regarding the robustness of our calculations we present in Fig. 7.10 the comparison to
LDA+DMFT calculations with the full Hund's rule coupling from Ref. [Lee12a] that ap-
peared after our publication. No substantial dierence between the consideration of the
rotationally invariant Hund's rule coupling and only density-density terms is visible: both
predict a shrinking of the middle hole pocket and an extension of the outer hole pocket at
 =Z of almost the same magnitude compared to LDA. Note, however, the dierent inter-
action parameters which suggest that neglecting spin-
ip and pair-hopping terms in the
density-density calculation has to be compensated via a slightly larger value of J compared
to the consideration of the full Hund's rule terms.
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7.3.2 Coherence-Incoherence Crossover
As mentioned above, the coherence of the quasiparticles in LiFeAs is quickly lost when
going to higher temperatures or larger interaction values than considered here, in particular
when increasing the value of J. Besides the inspection of scattering rates, an analysis of
the coherence-incoherence crossover can be based on the temperature evolution of the
(dynamical) local spin susceptibility,
() = hSz()Sz(0)i =
1
N2
orb
X
mm0
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z () Sm0
z (0)
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.2 In Fig. 7.11, ()
is plotted for dierent temperatures. In a Fermi liquid, () / (T=sin(T))2, and thus
2p
( = 0) (the instantaneous magnetic moment) and (! = 0) =
R 
0 d () are related to the
formation of magnetic moments, see Ref. [Hansmann10].7.4. Conclusions 77
(=2) / T2. The inset of Fig. 7.11 shows the temperature dependence of 2(=2) taking
on a constant value only below 100 K, the temperature below which coherent quasipar-
ticles form in LiFeAs. This is dierent from e.g. LaFeAsO[Aichhorn11] and also LiFeP and
LaFePO in the next chapter which are found to be coherent up to room temperature.
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7.4 Conclusions
We demonstrated that within the considered range of interaction parameters LiFeAs be-
haves as a Fermi liquid and that correlation eects are very sensitive to the value of the
Hund's rule coupling, in particular for the t2g orbitals. The strong mass enhancements
measured in both ARPES and dHvA experiments suggest sizable correlations of the size
considered in this work. While electron-phonon eects have been reported[Kordyuk11]
to be signicant and contribute to the slightly higher mass enhancements measured ex-
perimentally, they alone cannot account for the large values observed. As for the Fermi
surface, the correlations mainly aect the hole pockets that signicantly change in size.
We propose this as the source of the seeming discrepancy of the ARPES and dHvA ex-
periments: whereas dHvA presumably observes only electron orbits with sizes close to
their LDA values, ARPES nds the reduced size of the middle hole pocket as the most
prominent feature. This way, the two experiments can be reconciled. The selective size
reduction of the middle hole pocket also renders nesting less ecient.78 7. Correlation Eects in LiFeAs8. Fermi Surface Topology of LaFePO
and LiFeP
J. Ferber, H. O. Jeschke, and R. Valent ,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 236403 (2012)
In this chapter, we study correlation eects on the Fermi surfaces of two more iron pnic-
tides, LaFePO and LiFeP. We nd a distinctive change in the topology of the Fermi surface
in both compounds where a hole pocket with Fe dz2 orbital character changes its geometry
from a closed shape in LDA to an open shape upon inclusion of correlations. The opening
of the pocket occurs in the vicinity of the   (Z) point in LaFePO (LiFeP). We discuss
the relevance of these ndings for the low superconducting transition temperature and the
nodal gap observed in these materials.
8.1 Introduction
LaFePO is the iron pnictide in which superconductivity was reported for the rst time at a
critical temperature of about 6 K [Kamihara06]. In LaFePO superconductivity arises with-
out doping or application of pressure, there is no long-range magnetic order[McQueen08],
and the superconducting gap is nodal[Yamashita09, Fletcher09, Hicks09]. As a measure
of electronic correlations, mass enhancement values have been reported by a number of
dierent experiments including photoemission spectroscopy[Lu08], optical conductivity
[Qazilbash09], dHvA[Coldea08], and specic heat measurements[Suzuki09]; all point to a
range m=mLDA1:7-2.2, consistent also with existing LDA+DMFT studies[Skornyakov10,
Yin11].
Like LaFePO, LiFeAs exhibits superconductivity without doping or pressure at Tc = 18 K
and is nonmagnetic, see Sec. 7.1; furthermore, it cleaves between adjacent Li layers mitigat-
ing the issue of polar surfaces for surface-sensitive probes. LiFeP shares these properties,
yet its lower superconducting transition temperature of 5 K [Deng09] did not trigger as
much research. LiFeP shows contrasting behavior to LiFeAs in some respects, however.
Most importantly, its superconducting order parameter is nodal[Hashimoto12] compared80 8. Fermi Surface Topology of LaFePO and LiFeP
to the nodeless gap in LiFeAs. This is unexpected as previous works suggested a rela-
tion between the lack of a third hole pocket at the   point and the formation of gap
nodes[Kuroki09, Ikeda10, Thomale11, Hirschfeld11], but both LiFeAs and LiFeP show
three hole sheets at  . Eective masses in LiFeP were extracted from resistivity and up-
per critical eld measurements[Kasahara12], where the mass enhancements are estimated
to be smaller by a factor of 2 compared to LiFeAs; this corresponds to a mass enhance-
ment of 1.5-2 over the LDA value. De Haas-van Alphen experiments[Putzke12] report
values 1.6-3.3 for the mass enhancements. So far no theoretical studies investigating the
eects of correlations on LiFeP have been reported, though.
Thus, both compounds are considered rather weakly correlated. However, we argue in
the following that the inclusion of correlations has a profound impact on the Fermi sur-
face topology of both materials which in the case of LaFePO agrees with ARPES[Lu08]
observations; for LiFeP, ARPES measurements are not yet reported and the available
dHvA[Putzke12] data do not allow to decide unambiguously on the kz extension of the
Fermi surface sheets as will be discussed below. The features presented here have not been
touched upon in the reported LDA+DMFT calculations on LaFePO[Skornyakov10, Yin11];
for LiFeP we present, to our knowledge, the rst LDA+DMFT study in the literature.
8.2 Computational Details
As methodological improvement over the calculations presented in Ch. 7, we performed full
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculations as described in Sec. 5.2.4. We performed
calculations on all available experimental structures as reported in Refs. [Kamihara06,
McQueen08] (LaFePO) and Refs. [Deng09, Putzke12] (LiFeP) with space group P 4=nmm.
Results are shown for the structures from Ref. [Kamihara06] (LaFePO) and Ref. [Deng09]
(LiFeP). The energy window for the construction of a localized Wannier basis was chosen
to range from  5:4 eV to 2.7 eV ( 6 eV to 3.15 eV) with respect to the Fermi energy for
LaFePO (LiFeP). For an ecient and accurate determination of the impurity self energy
we made use of recent improvements to the CT-HYB algorithm, namely the polynomial
representation of the Green's functions[Boehnke11] and the improved estimators for the
self energy[Hafermann12]. The Monte Carlo sampling was done at an inverse temperature
 = 40 eV 1 with 3  106 sweeps.
For the interaction parameters, we again use the denitions of U and J in terms of Slater
integrals (B.13) with U = 4 eV, J = 0:8 eV, and the AMF double counting correc-
tion (2.38). Some low-energy features, in particular the size and shape of the Fermi hole
pockets, which are of central interest here, turn out to be rather sensitive to details of the
LDA+DMFT calculation like the choice of the double counting correction; however, we
tested variations in these technical aspects and found the reported features {while being
aected quantitatively{ qualitatively consistent with calculations using the FLL double
counting correction (2.37), as well as among dierent interaction parameters and reported
crystal structures, see Sec. 8.3.1.
As in Chs. 4 and 7, orbital characters are labeled in a coordinate system which is 45
rotated with respect to the crystallographic axes.
8.3 Results
In Table 8.1 we list the orbital-resolved mass enhancements for both compounds. The mass
enhancements for LaFePO are in line with the measured values 1:7-2.2 from the various8.3. Results 81
experiments[Lu08, Qazilbash09, Coldea08, Suzuki09] as well as previous LDA+DMFT
studies where mass enhancements 1:6-2.2 were calculated[Skornyakov10, Yin11]. Note
that for LaFePO the eective masses are higher for the eg orbitals whereas in LiFeP,
LiFeAs, and most other iron pnictides the t2g orbitals show stronger renormalization. This
is because of the crystal eld splitting which in LaFePO puts the t2g orbitals below the
eg orbitals, thereby promoting a ground state with conguration e2
gt4
2g in the atomic limit.
This suppresses inter-orbital 
uctuations among the eg states, rendering these orbitals
more correlated in eect, cf. the discussion for LiFeAs in Sec. 7.3.1. As a consequence, the
dz2 orbital is the most strongly correlated one in LaFePO.
The values for LiFeP range between 1.4 and 1.7 which is roughly a factor of 2 smaller
than in LiFeAs where ARPES[Borisenko10] and dHvA[Putzke12] experiments yield mass
enhancements of 3-4. This is in agreement with resistivity and upper critical eld mea-
surements [Kasahara12] which also give a factor 2 reduction with respect to LiFeAs.
Table 8.1: Orbital-resolved mass enhancements m=mLDA.
Orbital dz2 dx2 y2 dxy dxz=yz
LaFePO: m
mLDA 1.85 1.70 1.54 1.69
LiFeP: m
mLDA 1.52 1.39 1.71 1.62
The momentum-resolved spectral function of the two materials is presented in Fig. 8.1 in
comparison with the LDA band energies. The excitations around the Fermi energy are
well-dened, revealing the Fermi liquid nature in accordance with resistivity measurements
[Kasahara12]. Most importantly, both compounds feature a band placed just below the
Fermi energy in LDA which gets shifted above EF upon inclusion of correlations in the
vicinity of the   (Z) point in LaFePO (LiFeP). In both compounds this band has dz2 orbital
character around EF for the path shown in Fig. 8.1 and originates from the hybridization
with phosphorus p states.
Figure 8.1: Momentum-resolved spectral function A(k;!) together with LDA bands in the
vicinity of the Fermi surface topology change.
As shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, this crossing of the Fermi energy is naturally accompanied
by the appearance of a hole pocket at the Fermi surface, an outer hole pocket centered
at   in LaFePO (see Fig. 8.2(b)), and an inner hole pocket centered at Z in LiFeP (see
Fig. 8.3(b)). As has been suggested[Kemper10] for the iron pnictides, the appearance of a
pocket with dz2 character may alter the superconducting pairing function to a nodal state82 8. Fermi Surface Topology of LaFePO and LiFeP
and reduce the strength of the pairing as it is observed in LaFePO and LiFeP in contrast
to their arsenic counterparts LaFeAsO and LiFeAs.
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Due to the hybridization with the phosphorus states, the position of the crossing band in
LDA is sensitive to the phosphorus z position and doping. Therefore, although the large
outer hole pocket appearing in LaFePO has been observed in ARPES[Lu08], it has been
suspected[Lu08, Coldea08] that the appearance of this pocket is caused by surface doping
indicated by a too small electron count obtained in ARPES. In contrast, our calculations
yield the change in the Fermi surface topology as a result of electronic correlations only.
Note that the total charge in the crystal is conserved in our calculations and the opening of
the pocket (i.e. increase of the Fermi surface volume) merely amounts to a charge transfer
from the dz2 orbital to the t2g orbitals. Despite the sensitivity of the band position in
LDA (for LaFePO the band energies dier by approx. 12 meV between the two published
structures[Kamihara06, McQueen08]) we found the opening of the pocket in both struc-
tures and with very similar pocket sizes. As for the electron deciency in ARPES, the huge
size of the measured pocket (>12 kT (kilotesla) as compared to <5 kT in our calculations,
cf. orbit 3a in Fig. 8.4(a)) probably still results from a charge eect.
As a result, the calculated dHvA frequencies for LaFePO experience signicant shifts as
shown in Fig. 8.4(a). The outer hole pocket experiences a large increase compared to LDA
and the opening at Z adds a new frequency 3a for the minimal orbit. Because of charge
conservation, the outer electron pocket 4a/b is also blown up. The enlargement of the
electron pocket seen in our calculations is not observed in the dHvA experiment[Coldea08].
The hole pocket itself is not measured in dHvA (7 out of the 10 predicted frequencies are
present in the measurements). In LDA, inclusion of spin-orbit (SO) coupling reduces the
size of the inner hole pocket 1a/b but SO coupling is not included in our LDA+DMFT
calculations. It is therefore likely that this pocket shrinks even more than predicted by us,
thereby reducing the total Fermi surface volume enclosed by the hole pockets; this could
approximately compensate for the added volume from the opened hole pocket without
enlargement of the electron pocket.
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For LiFeP, the inclusion of interactions induces only moderate changes in the sizes of the
Fermi surface sheets, see Fig. 8.4(b). The frequency shifts with respect to LDA are in
qualitative agreement with the experimental dHvA data from Ref. [Putzke12]: the middle
hole pocket 2a/b shifts most and shrinks in size by approx. 0.39 kT (compared to approx.
0.95 kT in the experiment), and the other sheets are less aected (orbit 4b also shrinks
substantially but it is not measured in dHvA). For comparison, in LiFeAs the inclusion of
correlations leads to shifts up to 0.51 kT in LDA+DMFT (cf. orbit 2b in Fig. 7.6). This is
another indication that LiFeP is less correlated than LiFeAs. However, due to the details
of the band structure, the band generating the topology change in LiFeP stays below EF
in LiFeAs.
The opening of the inner hole pocket in LDA+DMFT has almost no eect on the dHvA
frequencies: also in LDA, two frequencies for the inner hole pocket are expected due to a
weak peanut-like distortion which gives a minimal orbit around   and a maximal orbit at
kz  =2. In LDA+DMFT, the size of the pocket at Z (the new maximal orbit) essentially
equals the maximal orbit size from LDA, thereby mimicking the LDA orbits. Since the
position of the orbits in the BZ cannot be determined from dHvA, no clear distinction
between the predictions from LDA and LDA+DMFT can be made from the published
data. Measurements up to  = 90 which, in principle, allow to dierentiate between open
and closed pockets (F cos drops to zero for a closed pocket) have been performed and
indicate a tendency of F cos going towards small values but are not conclusive because
of the very weak signal[C. Putzke, private communication].
While a good qualitative agreement is reached between our results and dHvA observa-
tions, our calculations do not lead to a sucient shift to attain complete agreement with
the experimental frequencies in LiFeP, in particular the calculated reduction of the middle
hole pocket is not pronounced enough. Note that spin-orbit coupling helps with the size
reduction of this pocket, but its eect is comparatively small here (about 0.2 kT). Limita-
tions of our approach are also revealed by a comparison of the eective masses in LiFeP.
The eective masses obtained from the dHvA measurements are rather uniform among all
orbits except for the orbits 2a/b which show only half the mass enhancement of the other
orbits. Since these mass enhancements refer to the Fermi surface orbits rather than the
localized orbitals, we calculated the LDA+DMFT mass enhancements in the same basis
by projecting the self energy in the localized Wannier basis jwk;mi, mm, to the basis of
Bloch states j k;i, 0(k), according to Eq. (5.23),
0(k;i!n) =
X
mm0
P
m(k) mm0(i!n) P0m0(k) ; (8.1)
where Pm(k) = hwk;mj k;i. From the diagonal elements  we obtain the mass en-
hancements of the respective Fermi surface pocket at the k-points indicated in Fig. 8.3;
the values are given in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Mass enhancements of the maximal/minimal Fermi surface orbits in LiFeP. The
mass enhancements are measured at the k-points indicated in Fig. 8.3.
orbit 1a/b 2a/b 3a/b 4a/b 5a/b
pocket inner middle outer outer inner
hole hole hole electron electron
m
mLDA 1.47 / 1.34 1.48 / 1.47 1.69 / 1.70 1.49 / 1.46 1.52 / 1.378.4. Conclusions 85
The signicantly smaller mass enhancements of the middle hole pocket (orbit 2) measured
in the quantum oscillation experiments are not seen in LDA+DMFT. This suggests that
this pocket is dierently aected by the coupling to some scattering channel like spin

uctuations or nonlocal correlations which are not captured by our LDA+DMFT approach.
8.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to stress the robustness of our results with respect to variations in the computa-
tional details, we present in Fig. 8.5 results for dierent interaction parameters and dierent
double counting corrections along the cuts where the predicted topological change occurs,
i.e. kz = 0 (kz = ) for LaFePO (LiFeP). Smaller interactions as well as the change from
AMF to FLL double counting both tend to reduce the opening of the respective pocket in
both materials but only to a minor degree: the changes in the pocket sizes are small and
the topology change is consistent among all calculations.
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8.4 Conclusions
In summary, we reported LDA+DMFT calculations on LaFePO and LiFeP and nd a
change of the Fermi surface topology upon inclusion of correlations in both compounds,
namely the opening of an outer hole pocket at   in LaFePO and the opening of an inner
hole pocket at Z in LiFeP, both with Fe dz2 orbital character. As discussed by Kemper
et al. [Kemper10], this might promote the nodal gap and weak pairing strength, i.e. low Tc,
in these materials. Whereas this pocket has been observed in ARPES[Lu08] for LaFePO,
the current experimental situation for LiFeP does not allow for a conclusive testing of our
predictions and further experimental work is desired. Also we nd that the pecularities
of the middle hole pocket in LiFeP observed in dHvA experiments but not reproduced
in our LDA+DMFT approach reveal the importance of scattering channels beyond local
correlations.86 8. Fermi Surface Topology of LaFePO and LiFeP9. LDA+DMFT for molecular crystals:
spectral and optical properties of
-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
J. Ferber, K. Foyevtsova, H. O. Jeschke, and R. Valent ,
arXiv:1209.4466
In this chapter, we study correlation eects in an organic molecular crystal considering full
molecular Wannier functions. For that purpose, we propose a scheme to construct molecu-
lar Wannier functions using atomic orbitals as a starting point. We compute spectral and
optical properties of the layered charge-transfer (CT) salt -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
and demonstrate from rst principles that interdimer transitions are strongly aected by
correlations {leading to a Hubbard peak in the optical conductivity{ while intradimer
transitions are uncorrelated, giving rise to a peak consistent with LDA predictions. We
discuss our results in the context of reported infrared re
ection measurements.
9.1 Introduction
An extensively studied class of CT salts (cf. Sec. 1.3) are based on the molecules bis-
(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF, or shorter ET) crystallized in the  phase.
In these -(ET)2X salts, electron donors (ET) and electron acceptors (X) form alternating
layers, with two ET molecules facing each other in ET dimers; these dimers are arranged
in a triangular lattice. For monovalent anions X one electron is transferred from each
dimer (ET)2 to each anion formula unit. In eect, the dimer layers possess one hole
per dimer and their highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) give rise to a half-lled
conduction band. Hence, band structure calculations[Kandpal09, Nakamura09b] predict
the dimer layers to be metallic. However, the experimentally observed ground state de-
pends on the choice of the anion: even for the example of the isostructural compounds
-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl (in short -Cl) and -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br (-Br), the ground state88 9. LDA+DMFT for molecular crystals: -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
can be as dierent as a Mott insulator for -Cl and a Fermi liquid for -Br at low temper-
atures and ambient pressure.1 In fact, -Cl can be driven through the insulator-to-metal
transition (MIT) by the gradual substitution of Cl for isovalent Br, which changes the
volume of the system and thereby decreases the ratio U=W of the Hubbard U to the band
width W. Being close to the MIT, -Br is a `good' (coherent) metal with a Drude peak
only below a coherence temperature T  50 K. At higher temperatures -Cl is a semicon-
ductor with a gap of Eg = 800 K [Yasin11], while -Br shows `bad metal' behavior with
strong scattering preventing coherent transport and suppressing the Drude peak. Theo-
retically, this crossover from a Fermi liquid at low T to the `bad' metal state at higher
temperatures in -Br is obtained from DMFT calculations where gradual destruction of
coherent quasiparticles occurs with increasing temperature[Merino00], albeit at higher T
than observed experimentally.
The fact that small chemical modications lead to qualitative changes in the behavior
together with the importance of electronic correlations in these materials make it clear that
a realistic description requires both (i) details of the band structure as well as (ii) a proper
treatment of strong correlations. However, many body studies of the -(ET)2X salts have
so far been limited to minimal model calculations[Merino00, Parcollet04, Merino08] of the
Hubbard or extended Hubbard Hamiltonian on an anisotropic triangular lattice[Powell06].
In this study, we go beyond model calculations, employing the LDA+DMFT framework
introduced in Ch. 5 (in the `one-shot' scheme). With this approach, the above requirements
for a realistic description of these systems are fullled to a large extent. To our knowledge,
this is the rst LDA+DMFT calculation on an organic crystal considering full molecular
HOMO Wannier functions. Specically, we focus on the spectral and optical properties of
-Cl at room temperature. While the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian is described with
full DFT precision, we use a few values of the Hubbard interaction strength U in order to
illuminate the eects of dierent U=W ratios. We will show that, whereas it is well known
that the DMFT method does not yield a perfect description of the underlying Hubbard
Hamiltonian on a triangular lattice in two dimensions, this approach provides insight into
the contributions to the optical conductivity at an unprecedented level. Our calculations
demonstrate that interdimer and intradimer transitions are responsible for two principal
features observed in optical conductivity measurements at low temperatures and identify
the interdimer feature to be related to correlations. These results corroborate previous
conjectures based on phenomenological and minimal model assumptions[Faltermeier07,
Dumm09].
9.2 Computational Details
While recent LDA+DMFT calculations on organic molecular crystals employed Wannier
functions with a single atomic character[Weber12], the electronic structure of the CT salts
requires the construction of localized Wannier functions from the full molecular HOMO
orbital as presented in Sec. 5.2.2. The energy window W for -Cl was chosen to range
from  1:4 eV to 1.5 eV with respect to the Fermi energy EF, encompassing 44 bands in
total. The real space representation of the resulting dimer HOMO Wannier function of -
Cl (based on the crystal structure reported in Ref. [Williams90] with space group P nma)
is shown in Fig. 9.1.
1Below 35 K, -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl develops a weak magnetic order[Miyagawa95, Kanoda97] whereas
-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br enters a superconducting state at Tc = 12 K [Kini90]. We are not considering these
very low temperature phases here.9.3. Results 89
Figure 9.1: Structure of -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl seen along the c axis with a Wannier
function corresponding to the bands crossing the Fermi level.
For solving the impurity problem we again employed the CT-HYB QMC solver described
in Sec. 5.3, where we used 2  107 Monte Carlo sweeps throughout our calculations at an
inverse temperature  = 40 eV 1, corresponding to room temperature. Note that in the
crystallographic unit cell, there is a manifold of four bands around EF as the crystallo-
graphic unit cell contains two organic layers with a total of four dimers due to the presence
of the anion. The dimers are equivalent, though, so that only one dimer HOMO has to be
considered in our single-site DMFT; the other three orbitals are related by symmetry. Since
the QMC algorithm operates on the imaginary frequency axis, the calculation of dynamical
quantities like spectral functions and optical conductivity requires analytic continuation
to the real axis. We performed stochastic analytic continuation on the self energy for
obtaining the spectral functions and directly on the optical conductivity (i
) for the cal-
culation of optical properties.2 Concerning appropriate interaction parameters for these
systems, considerably distinct values for the Hubbard U have been reported. In this work
we analyze the eect of the values U = 0:5=0:6=0:7=0:84 eV. This range is guided by two
estimates: U = 0:85 eV obtained for a similar but arguably more strongly correlated com-
pound -(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 from constrained random phase approximation[Nakamura09b],
and U  0:27 eV extracted from optical conductivity measurements[Faltermeier07] and
model considerations[Merino08].
9.3 Results
In Fig. 9.2 we show the calculated band structure of -Cl in form of the momentum-resolved
spectral function for U = 0:6 eV along with the LDA band energies. The bands at the
2While we could have used the analytically continued self energy also for the calculation of (!) on the
real axis, we chose to calculate (i
) on the imaginary frequency axis and proceed with a subsequent ana-
lytic continuation for performance reasons: the summation over all elements of the four-index conductivity
tensor along with the frequency convolution involved in the calculation of  scales as N
4
b  N
2
f where Nb is
the number of bands (Nb = 44) and Nf the number of frequencies. While in imaginary frequencies Nf can
be of the order of 100 at the temperature we considered, an accurate determination on the real frequency
axis would require Nf  1000. Due to the large number of bands involved in our calculations, this would
make the direct real-frequency calculation of (!) rather expensive.90 9. LDA+DMFT for molecular crystals: -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
Fermi energy EF = 0 originate from the interdimer hopping, in particular hopping between
dimers on the same layer; the interlayer hopping is very small, so that the four bands are
composed of two almost degenerate pairs of bands. The correlation in band space acts
almost exclusively on these bands, splitting them into renormalized excitations of (mass-
enhanced) quasiparticles and a spectral weight transfer to an upper and lower Hubbard
band which manifests itself as blurry background. On the other hand, the charge transfer
between the ET molecules within a dimer (intradimer) induces the splitting between the
bands right below the correlated manifold and the correlated bands. For the uncorrelated
states, the excitations basically lie on top of the respective LDA energies which validates
the accuracy of our analytic continuation.
Figure 9.2: Momentum-resolved spectral function for U = 0:6 eV.
The development of the Hubbard bands with U is visible from the momentum-integrated
spectral functions in Fig. 9.3. At EF, the spectral functions are suppressed compared to
LDA, and Hubbard bands are formed for all values of U, getting more pronounced as U
is increased; the maxima of the Hubbard peaks are located at !  U=2, as expected.
However, a quasiparticle peak at EF remains present up to U = 0:7 eV; the largest value of
U shown, U = 0:84 eV, is just on the verge of opening a gap at EF. It is known, however,
that the critical value of U for the MIT, Uc, is signicantly overestimated by DMFT in
low dimensions: for the triangular latice in two dimensions as in our case, DMFT yields9.3. Results 91
Uc  15jtj [Merino08] whereas extrapolated cluster approximations[Sahebsara08] yield
Uc  7jtj.
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Figure 9.3: LDA density of states and the LDA+DMFT spectral functions for dierent
values of U.
Next, we investigate the optical properties of -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, where, like in pre-
vious works[Faltermeier07, Dumm09], we concentrate on the polarization Ekc, i.e. along
the linear chains in the triangular lattice. The authors of Ref. [Faltermeier07] performed
a comprehensive study on the evolution of the optical conductivity spectra from infrared
re
ection measurements on -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl1 xBrx tuned through the MIT by in-
creasing the Br concentration x. At room temperature, they observed a broad mid-infrared
absorption peak between 1600 cm 1 and 4200 cm 1, in agreement with previous optical
studies on -Cl and -Br (see Ref. [Faltermeier07] and references therein). At low temper-
ature, a Drude peak evolves for the compounds with high Br concentration which marks
the onset of metallicity at x  0:7, whereas no Drude peak is visible for lower Br content,
indicating an insulating state without coherent quasiparticles.
Importantly, at low temperatures the broad mid-infrared peak splits into two peaks in the
pure Cl and low Br concentration compounds, tted by two Lorentzians at 2200 cm 1
and 3200 cm 1; for high Br content this splitting is very weak. From this doping depen-
dence, it was concluded[Faltermeier07] that the rst peak is a correlation-induced feature
due to electron transitions between the lower and upper Hubbard bands, while the second
`dimer peak' was assigned to the intradimer charge transfer. For the metallic Br rich com-
pounds, the spectral weight transfer from the Drude peak to the Hubbard peak is small and
the Hubbard peak is suppressed or less pronounced. Since the Hubbard peak is expected
to appear at !  U, this would determine the eective U as U  2200 cm 1 = 0:27 eV.
Our method allows us to test this interpretation; as the energy window of our LDA+DMFT
calculation contains both the correlated manifold at the Fermi energy as well as uncorre-
lated bands away from EF, all transitions can be inspected on equal footing. As mentioned
above, the symmetry of the organic layers is higher than the symmetry of the crystal; there-
fore the four bands around EF can be considered to originate from one band which is folded
due to the unit cell that is twice as large as required by the ET layer symmetry. These
bands thus create the intraband contribution to the optical conductivity discussed in the92 9. LDA+DMFT for molecular crystals: -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
following; physically they correspond to the interdimer hopping. All other transitions
are termed interband transitions; among others, these contain transitions related to the
intradimer charge transfer.
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Figure 9.4: Calculated LDA+DMFT optical conductivity for U = 0:6 eV together with
the LDA result and the experimental curve at T = 300 K.
The LDA+DMFT calculated optical conductivity for U = 0:6 eV together with the ex-
perimentally measured spectrum of -Cl at T = 300 K is shown in Fig. 9.4. Overall,
the calculated total optical conductivity tot features one dominant peak at approxi-
mately 3450 cm 1, i.e. close to the experimental peak position (we do not consider vi-
bronic modes)[Faltermeier07], and a second higher-frequency peak between 8000 cm 1
and 17000 cm 1. The peak at higher frequencies originates from interband transitions
between uncorrelated states and hence corresponds in frequency with LDA (also shown
in the gure); the analytic continuation smears out the ne structure of this peak. The
position of the low-frequency peak of tot is roughly centered at the same position as the
LDA results, but it is strongly enhanced in spectral weight, in accordance with experi-
ment. While our calculations are at room temperature, they already capture the eects
of correlation observed more pronounced in measurements at low T. Decomposed into
intra- and interband contributions, we nd that interband roughly coincides with the LDA
results in position and spectral weight. In addition, we nd an intraband absorption at
!  3550cm 1  0:75U which we identify as intraband Hubbard transitions. While one
expects a peak at !U from transitions between the Hubbard bands, a U=2 peak mixes
in since a quasiparticle peak is still present in our calculations (for the chosen U = 0:6
eV) and allows for transitions between the quasiparticle peak and the Hubbard bands.
Accordingly, our data show a remnant of the Drude peak not observed experimentally for
the pure Cl compound. The previously mentioned limitations of DMFT here force us in
our choice of U values to make a compromise between the correct semiconducting phase
(favored by a large U) and the correct Hubbard peak position (favored by a moderate U).9.3. Results 93
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Figure 9.5: Optical conductivities for dierent values of U. The peak positions of
the intraband (interband) contribution are: !  3000(3200) cm 1 for U = 0:5 eV,
!  3550(3200) cm 1 for U = 0:6 eV, and !  4250(3500) cm 1 for U = 0:7 eV. The
arrows show the respective peak positions.
As for the nature of the absorption peaks, Fig. 9.5 shows their evolution with U. The
intraband contribution to the conductivity moves in frequency proportional to U, with
the peak position consistently corresponding to 0:75U while the interband absorption is
largely insensitive to U. This analysis demonstrates the correlated nature of intraband and
uncorrelated nature of interband. In all cases, the two peaks are too close to each other to
be individually resolved from the total optical conductivity alone. Furthermore, Fig. 9.5
shows how the Drude peak develops for decreasing U values; Fig. 9.5 (a) with U = 0:5 eV
is actually similar to the case of -Br as analyzed in Fig. 8 of Ref. [Faltermeier07].
Quantitatively, the suppression of the Drude peak as a function of U and the redistribution
of the intraband spectral weight is presented in Fig. 9.6, where we follow Ref. [Merino08]
and plot the integrated spectral weight
R !
0 intraband(!0)d!0 representing the eective num-
ber of charge carriers Ne. In this representation, the number of charge carriers in LDA
by denition equals the number of conduction electrons, i.e. one, and all the weight is
concentrated in the (innitesimally narrow) coherent Drude peak which is only broadened
by temperature. Upon inclusion of correlations, the kinetic energy of the electrons is di-
minished, which corresponds to mass enhancement (in Fermi liquid theory) or a reduction
of the number of eective charge carriers.94 9. LDA+DMFT for molecular crystals: -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
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Figure 9.6: Distribution of the intraband spectral weight in terms of the eective number
of charge carriers.
9.4 Conclusions
Summarizing the analysis of the optical conductivity calculations, we nd agreement with
the principal assessment of Ref. [Faltermeier07], namely that the two nite-frequency peaks
in the experimental optical conductivity of -Cl at low temperatures originate, respectively,
from correlation-induced intraband (interdimer) contributions (`Hubbard peak'), scaling
with U, and interband (intradimer) transitions which are unaected by correlations (`dimer
peak'). The fact that DMFT overestimates the critical U of the triangular lattice in two
dimensions forces us to describe -Cl with a somewhat high interaction strength of U =
0:6 eV, suggesting that future studies combining LDA with many body techniques beyond
DMFT like cluster extensions of DMFT[Lee12b] may further improve the quantitative
agreement with experimental measurements. This is beyond the scope of the present
work.
In conclusion, we presented the rst LDA+DMFT study on the spectral and optical prop-
erties of the organic CT salt -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl. Our results provide an ab initio-based
theoretical evidence for the double-natured origin of the infrared peak in the optical con-
ductivity of -(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl. We could identify intraband transitions within the
correlated manifold and interband transitions due to charge-transfer within an ET dimer.
The proposed projection method for constructing non-atom-centered Wannier functions
in the LAPW framework is computationally ecient and can be applied to a great variety
of correlated organic as well as inorganic systems with (quasi-)molecular orbitals.10. Summary and Outlook
The eects of electronic correlations in real materials are multifaceted and often unanticipa-
ted. In this thesis, we have studied a range of correlated systems using dierent theoretical
methods. While we found in Ch. 4 the optical and magnetic properties of dierent iron
pnictides to be well reproduced within DFT {however at the cost of introducing a negative
U parameter without intuitive physical meaning{ the Fermi surfaces in the same family
of materials can be subject to strong changes upon inclusion of correlations as discussed
in Chs. 7 and 8. In fact, due to the interplay of dierent degrees of freedom in real
materials, the details of the crystal structure and the numerical calculation matter, and
even more so in the multiorbital systems investigated in this thesis. We therefore make
the case for a transparent and careful analysis of the results and a routine test of their
robustness with respect to computational details {like interaction parameters, the double
counting correction, etc.{, as we have provided in Secs. 7.3.1 and 8.3.1. After all, while
LDA+DMFT is a great conceptional leap forward from DFT, it misses some of the ab-
initio character of DFT and thereby introduces some new potential pitfalls; this will likely
become less of an issue as DMFT grows and matures.
For the iron pnictides, there exists moreover a great variability of the physical properties
within the same family of materials. Sizable dierences in the superconducting transition
temperatures, nodal and nodeless superconductivity, presence and absence of magnetic
ordering, and very dierent degrees of electronic correlation manifest this heterogeneity.
In our studies, this is re
ected e.g. by qualitative dierences in the Fermi surface properties
of LiFeAs and LiFeP: in both systems, the hole pockets of the Fermi surface are susceptible
to correlations, but the topological change in the Fermi surface of LiFeP {as given by the
opening of a hole pocket at the Z point in LDA+DMFT{ is absent in LiFeAs.
We have also presented an LDA+DMFT calculation in the realm of molecular crystal
systems, a eld which has so far been accessible only by pure DFT or model calculations.
This allowed us to perform a decomposition of the dominant mid-infrared peak in the
optical spectrum into a correlation peak and a feature consistent with DFT predictions;
the nature and assignment of this mid-infrared peak have been subject to discussion for
many years.
For the future, we expect LDA+DMFT to be extended to even more classes of materials
and to improve in terms of robustness, ease of use, and predictive power for the systems96 10. Summary and Outlook
to which it is already applied today. To that end, (i) controlled methods to account for
screening eects in realistic settings have to be improved further to yield reliable estimates
for the interaction parameters; (ii) DMFT extensions which (partially) reintroduce the k
dependence into the correlated problem have to make their way from the world of models
to real materials; (iii) the form of the double counting correction, which is a source of
ambiguity, may have to be reexamined; and (iv) other eects like spin-orbit coupling have
to be incorporated consistently into the formalism. With these and other improvements,
LDA+DMFT might one day take the role of the standard approach to electronic structure
calculations that DFT constitutes today.A. Fourier Transforms and Expansion
Coecients
The representation of the impurity problem in the CT-HYB approach is formulated in
imaginary time, i.e. the hybridization function F() is a function of . The Dyson equa-
tion (5.19), however, is expressed (and is local) in the frequency domain. Therefore, a
(discrete) Fourier transform is required,
G() =
1

1 X
n= 1
e i!n G(i!n) ; (A.1)
which we write here in the general form with an arbitrary Green's function G() =
 hTc()cy(0)i. This type of Fourier transform, which takes the form of a Matsubara
sum, will be referred to as backward transform hereafter. From the fermionic commuta-
tion relations it follows that G() is antiperiodic, G( ) =  G(   ) (which is re
ected
by e i!n =  1), and discontinuous at  = 0.
The opposite direction, i.e. the Fourier transform from imaginary time to Matsubara
frequencies,
G(i!n) =
Z 
0
d ei!nG() ; (A.2)
can be avoided e.g. by the direct sampling of the Green's function[Haule07] or the self
energy[Hafermann12] in frequency space or in another orthogonal basis which can be ex-
panded into Matsubara frequencies[Boehnke11]. These recent techniques thereby avoid
issues related to the discretization of the integral (A.2): although CTQMC is continuous
in time conceptionally, in practice the sampled estimates for G() are binned into N bins
on a discrete imaginary time grid (although the method allows for much larger N than
e.g. Hirsch-Fye QMC due to dierent scaling with N), which denes the Nyquist frequency
N= as the maximal frequency that can be represented unambiguously by the binned
samples. As !n approaches (or exceeds) the Nyquist frequency, large aliasing errors in
G(i!n) arise which do not correspond to information contained in G(). In practice, this
problem can be circumvented with good success by e.g. a spline interpolation of G(), ex-
ploiting the smoothness of G(). The integration is then done on the spline approximation,
see Ref. [Bl umer02] for details.98 A. Fourier Transforms and Expansion Coecients
In contrast, an accurate evaluation of the backward transform (A.1) is essential not only
for closing the selfconsistency equations but also for the calculation of occupations, hni =
hT cy(0)c(0)i = 1 + G( = 0+), or convolutions of Green's functions as needed for the
optical conductivity (3.37).
However, whereas the Matsubara sum, in principle, extends up to innitely large frequen-
cies, the numerical data is only given up to some nite frequency. In order to accurately
reproduce e.g. the discrete jump of G() at  = 0 (and thus the occupation), the inclusion
of the high-frequency behavior is crucial.
The solution to this problem is to subtract the high-frequency tail {whose Fourier transform
can be calculated exactly{ from the Green's functions, and perform the numerical Fourier
transform only on the remainder which falls o very quickly for large frequencies, so that
the integration over the nite frequency range includes practically all the weight. After
that, the analytically calculated Fourier transform of the tail and the result of the numerical
Fourier transform of the remainder are combined again. To that end, G(i!n) is expressed
by a high-frequency expansion, starting from Eq. (A.2) and using integration by parts,
G(i!n) =
Z 
0
d ei!nG() =
X
k1
ck
(i!n)k ; (A.3)
with
ck = ( 1)k

G(k 1)(0) + G(k 1)()

; (A.4)
where G(k) denotes the k-th derivative of G() with respect to . In order to obtain
expressions for the expansion coecients ck, one can employ the equations of motion
technique to infer the derivatives in Eq. (A.4) from commutators and anticommutators
of c and cy with the Hamiltonian governing the time evolution, in our case the Hubbard
Hamiltonian; results are stated below.
Following the rules for the evaluation of fermionic Matsubara sums (see e.g. Ref. [Bruus04]),
the Fourier transform of the basis functions 1
(i!n)k of the high-frequency expansion can be
evaluated analytically, with the rst four orders being
1

1 X
n= 1
1
i!n
e i!n =  
1
2
; (A.5)
1

1 X
n= 1
1
(i!n)2e i!n =
2   
4
; (A.6)
1

1 X
n= 1
1
(i!n)3e i!n =
(   )
4
; (A.7)
1

1 X
n= 1
1
(i!n)4e i!n =
(   2)(2 + 2   22)
48
: (A.8)
In principle, higher orders can be calculated, but the corresponding expansion coecients
are typically not readily available, and the inclusion of higher order terms is quickly limited
by machine precision; we will discuss these issues in the following.99
Assuming known expansion coecients ck, the remainder which is to be Fourier trans-
formed numerically is given by e G(i!n) = G(i!n)  
Pkmax
k=1
ck
(i!n)k, and the total Fourier
transform including the tails reads, e.g. for kmax = 3,
G()   
c1
2
+
c2(2   )
4
+
c3(   )
4
+
1

Nmax X
n= Nmax

G(i!n) 
c1
i!n
 
c2
(i!n)2  
c3
(i!n)3
| {z }
e G(i!n)

e i!n : (A.9)
By subtracting the rst three terms of the high-frequency expansion, the remainder is
guaranteed to fall o faster than 1
(i!n)3, and a highly accurate Fourier transform can
be computed even for moderate values of the cuto Nmax. Note, however, that at low
frequencies, e G(i!n) potentially takes on large absolute values with increasing tail expansion
order: the k-th term in the high-frequency expansion at the lowest Matsubara frequency
!n = 
 reads
ck
(i)kk which for low temperatures (e.g.  = 100) is large already for
expansion order k  6 (in addition, ck typically also gets bigger with increasing order).
Hence, a new source for numerical errors is introduced when taking into account too many
expansion orders; in our experience kmax =4-6 has proven to be a good compromise.
In practice, one only stores positive Matsubara frequencies of G(i!n) and exploits its sym-
metry properties. For diagonal elements, i.e. if creation and annihilation operator act
on the same 
avor m, the real (imaginary) part of Gmm(i!n) is symmetric (antisymmet-
ric): Re

Gmm(i!n)

= Re

Gmm( i!n)

and Im

Gmm(i!n)

=  Im

Gmm( i!n)

. The
backward transform (A.1) hence reads
Gmm() =
1

1 X
n= 1
e i!n Gmm(i!n)
=
2

1 X
n=0

Re

Gmm(i!n)

cos!n + Im

Gmm(i!n)

sin!n

; (A.10)
from which follows that Gmm() is purely real. This is a special case of the general
relation Gmm0( i!n) = G
m0m(i!n) which allows the contraction of the summation to
positive frequencies also for odiagonal elements m 6= m0,
Gmm0() =
1

1 X
n=0

Gmm0(i!n)e i!n + G
m0m(i!n)ei!n

: (A.11)
For odiagonal elements, Gmm0() is in general complex-valued.
In the following, we give results for the expansion coecients of dierent objects on which
Fourier transforms are performed in this work.100 A. Fourier Transforms and Expansion Coecients
A.1 Impurity Green's Function
For density-density interactions, the impurity Green's function Gmm0 (m;m0 being 
a-
vors, i.e. combined spin-orbital indices) is diagonal, Gmm0 = Gmmm0, and the rst three
expansion coecients for 
avor m read
cm
1 =1 ; (A.12)
cm
2 =
X
i6=m
Umihnii   ~ m ; (A.13)
cm
3 =
X
i;l6=m
UmiUml

hni nli   hniihnli

+
 
cm
2
2 + h2
mi   hmi2 ; (A.14)
with ~ m according to Eq. (5.17),
~ m =    hmi ; (A.15)
and
hmi = htmmi =
X
k;0
Pm(k)H0
0(k)P
0m(k) ; h2
mi =
X
k;0

Pm(k)H0
0(k)P
0m(k)
2
;
(A.16)
being calculated from the LDA Hamiltonian H0. These expansion coecients are obtained
using equations of motion with a Hubbard Hamiltonian including only density-density
interactions[Comanac07]. The use of a Hubbard Hamiltonian is justied as in DMFT it can
be identied with the corresponding (self-consistently determined) impurity Hamiltonian.
The occupations hnii and occupation correlations hni nli can be sampled directly in the
QMC procedure. Higher order expansion coecients require higher order correlations
(starting with terms of the form hni nl nmi for c4 etc.) which becomes exponentially ex-
pensive for multiorbital systems, however.
Note that for the special case of particle-hole symmetry, e.g. in the Bethe lattice, only the
even moments of the energy are non-vanishing, and therefore hi = 0. In the Bethe lattice,
the second moment is moreover related to the hopping, h2i = t2.
A.2 Impurity Self Energy
Upon selfconsistency, the impurity Green's function equals the local Green's function (5.20),
Gm(i!n)=
X
k;0
Pm(k)
"
 
i!n + 

0   H0
0(k)  
X
m0
P
m0(k)m0(i!n)P0m0(k)
# 1
0
P
0m(k);
(A.17)
where we again only consider diagonal elements. This expression can be used to establish
a relation between the expansion coecients of the impurity self energy,
m(i!n) = cm
0; +
cm
1;
i!n
+ O

1
(i!n)2

; (A.18)
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To that end we employ a recursion formula that relates the expansion coecients of a
function to the expansion coecients of its inverse,
c0
inv;k =
8
<
:
 
ckmin
 1
0 for k =  kmin
 
P
ij
 
ckmin
 1
i
Pk 1
p= kmin c
ij
inv;p c
j0
k p+kmin for k >  kmin
; (A.19)
where we identify ck with the expansion coecients of the denominator [:::] in Eq. (A.17)
and cinv;k with the expansion coecients of its inverse (the lattice Green's function), start-
ing with kmin =  1 (since the leading order of the denominator is i!n). The expansion of
the local Green's function then reads
Gm(i!n) =
1
i!n
 
~ m  
P
k;0 Pm(k) c0
0; P
0m(k)
(i!n)2
+
P
k;0 Pm(k)

c0
1; +

0   H0
0(k)   c0
0;
2
P
0m(k)
(i!n)3 + O

1
(i!n)4

;
(A.20)
with the expansion coecients of the lattice self energy
c0
k; =
X
m
P
m(k) cm
k; P0m(k) : (A.21)
Using the orthogonality of the projectors in orbital and band space,
P
 Pm(k)P
m0(k) =
mm0 and
P
m Pm(k)P
0m(k) = 0, we obtain
X
0
Pm(k) c0
k; P
0m(k) = cm
k; ; (A.22)
therefore
Gm(i!n) =
1
i!n
 
~ m   cm
0;
(i!n)2
+
cm
1; + 2   2hmi + h2
mi   2cm
0; +
P
k;0
Pm(k)

2H0
0(k)c0
0; +
 
c0
0;
2
P
0m(k)
(i!n)3
+ O

1
(i!n)4

; (A.23)
which relates cm
0; to cm
2 as
cm
0; = cm
2 + ~ m =
X
i6=m
Umihnii : (A.24)
Hence, the frequency-independent term of the self energy is simply the Hartree contribu-
tion. For equal orbitals, the relation for the next order is given by
cm
1; = cm
3  
 
cm
2
2   h2
mi + hmi2 =
X
i;l6=m
UmiUml

hni nli   hniihnli

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A.3 Hybridization Function
For the hybridization function,
Fm(i!n) = i!n + ~ m  

G 1
0 (i!n)

m = i!n + ~ m   m(i!n)  

G 1(i!n)

m ; (A.26)
the expansion coecients are obtained using the recursion formula (A.19) on the coe-
cients of the local Green's function (A.23), starting with kmin = 1,
Fm(i!n) = i!n + ~ m   cm
0;  
cm
1;
i!n
 
(
i!n
cm
1
 
cm
2
(cm
1 )2 +
 
cm
2
2   cm
1 cm
3
(cm
1 )3 i!n
)
+ O

1
(i!n)2

=
 cm
1;  
 
cm
2
2 + cm
3
i!n
+ O

1
(i!n)2

=
h2
mi   hmi2  
 
cm
0;
2   2hmicm
0; +
P
k;0 Pm(k)

2H0
0 c0
0; +
 
c0
0;
2
P
0m(k)
i!n
+ O

1
(i!n)2

; (A.27)
which for equal orbitals simplies to
Fm(i!n) =
h2
mi   hmi2
i!n
+ O

1
(i!n)2

: (A.28)
A.4 Lattice Green's Function
A backward Fourier transform of the lattice Green's function is required e.g. for the cal-
culation of the charge density (5.44) to be fed back to the DFT code when performing
full charge self-consistent calculations or for the determination of the total charge in the
energy window W, see Sec. 5.2.3.
The expansion coecients for the lattice Green's function can be directly read o from
Eq. (A.23) by upfolding to the band space, cf. Eq. (A.21), and are given in terms of the
expansion coecients of the impurity self energy (A.24)-(A.25) as
c0
1 (k) = 0 ; (A.29)
c0
2 (k) =  0 + H0
0(k) +
X
m
P
m(k) cm
0; P0m(k) ; (A.30)
c0
3 (k) =
X
m
P
m(k) cm
1; P0m(k) +
 
c0
2 (k)
2 : (A.31)
Note that in contrast to the diagonal cases above, the expansion coecients (and Fourier
transforms, e.g. charges) for odiagonal elements  6= 0 are, in general, complex-valued.
A.5 Convolution of Lattice Green's Functions
Eq. (3.42) can be cast into the form of a Fourier backward transform (A.1) with summation
over a fermionic Matsubara frequency !n and  ! 0,
e 0
00000(k;
) =
1

X
!n
e 0
00000(k;i!n;
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where
e 0
00000(k;i!n;
) = lim
q!0
G000
k+q(i!n + i
)G000
k (i!n)
=

c000
1 (k)
i!n+i

+
c000
2 (k)
(i!n+i
)2 +
c000
3 (k)
(i!n+i
)3 +:::

c000
1 (k)
i!n
+
c000
2 (k)
(i!)2 +
c000
3 (k)
(i!n)3 +:::

:
(A.33)
For the high-frequency expansion of e (i!n), a Taylor expansion in x  1
i!n of the product
of the two lattice Green's functions' expansions is performed and evaluated at x = 0; 
 is
treated as a parameter.
As can be seen directly, the leading order in the expansion of e (i!n) is 1
(i!n)2. The rst
four orders are given by
c000000
1; (k) = 0 ; (A.34)
c000000
2; (k) = c000
1 (k)c000
1 (k) ; (A.35)
c000000
3; (k;n) = c000
1 (k)c000
2 (k) + c000
1 (k)

c000
2 (k)   i
c000
1 (k)

; (A.36)
c000000
4; (k;n) = c000
1 (k)

 c000
1 (k)
2   2i
c000
2 (k) + c000
3 (k)

+ c000
2 (k)

c000
2 (k)   i
c000
1 (k)

+ c000
1 (k)c000
3 (k) : (A.37)
Note that when including e.g. the rst three orders for the lattice Green's functions as in
Eq. (A.33), the rst four expansion orders of e (i!n) can be expressed exactly, whereas
e.g. for the fth order, terms like c000
1 c000
4 etc. enter.104 A. Fourier Transforms and Expansion CoecientsB. Interaction Matrix Elements for
Multiorbital Systems
Both LDA+U and LDA+DMFT operate on a set of localized orbitals for which Coulomb
interactions V ee are to be taken into account beyond the local density approximation.
Since V ee is a symmetric and spin-independent two-particle operator, its matrix elements
V ee
mm00m0m000 = hm;m00jV eejm0;m000i in general depend on four (orbital) indices,
V ee =
1
2
2`+1 X
mm0m00m000
X
;0
hm;m00jV eejm0;m000i cy
m; cm0; c
y
m00;0 cm000;0 : (B.1)
For a one-orbital system like in Ch. 9, this contracts to
V ee =
U
2
(n# + n") + Un#n" ; (B.2)
with U = V ee
1111; for multiorbital systems, one often distinguishes between terms with
density-type interactions and the pair-hopping and spin-
ip contributions. Density-type
interactions occur between electrons on the same orbital,
Hd d
intra =
1
2
X
m;
V ee
mmmm nm; +
X
m
V ee
mmmm nm;# nm;" ; (B.3)
and between electrons on dierent orbitals with the same spin,
Hd d
inter;ss =
X
m>m0;
(V ee
mm0mm0   V ee
mm0m0m)nm; nm0; +
X
m>m0;
V ee
mm0m0m nm; ; (B.4)
and dierent spin,
Hd d
inter;ds =
X
m>m0;
V ee
mm0mm0 nm; nm0;  : (B.5)
The pair-hopping terms have the form
Hph =  
X
m6=m0;
V ee
mmm0m0 cy
m; c
y
m;  cm0; cm0;  ; (B.6)106 B. Interaction Matrix Elements for Multiorbital Systems
and the spin-
ip terms read
Hsf =  
X
m6=m0;
V ee
mm0m0m cy
m; c
y
m0;  cm0; cm;  : (B.7)
Note that the matrix element V ee
mm0m0m appears both in Eqs. (B.4) and (B.7). Comparing
Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5), V ee
mm0m0m gives the energy dierence between a conguration with
parallel spins {which is favored for positive V ee
mm0m0m{ and a conguration with antiparallel
spins. Similarly, the spin-
ip term can be rewritten to
Hsf =  2
X
m6=m0
V ee
mm0m0m
 
^ Sm^ Sm0 +
1
4
X

nm;
X
0
nm0;0
!
; (B.8)
with spin operators ^ S = (^ Sx; ^ Sy; ^ Sz)T. Also the spin-
ip term thus induces a ferromag-
netic coupling. The physical origin is the exchange coupling: with parallel alignment of
the spins, the spin part of the two-electron state is symmetric. To enforce the antisym-
metry of the state, the orbital wavefunctions are antisymmetric, minimizing the poten-
tial energy from the Coulomb interaction. In atomic physics, this manifests as Hund's
rule, therefore V ee
mm0m0m is called exchange or Hund's rule coupling and labeled with J,
Jm;m0  V ee
mm0m0m. Also, we set Um  V ee
mmmm, in analogy to the one-orbital case. Typ-
ically, one imposes rotational invariance of the interaction Hamiltonian in orbital and
spin space which eliminates the need for orbital-dependent double counting for which a
reliable scheme has not been proposed yet. For degenerate orbitals, this xes the pa-
rameters as Um = U; Jm;m0 = J 8m 6= m0, and V ee
mm0mm0 = U   2J; V ee
mmm0m0 = J
8m 6= m0[Kanamori63]; terms with three of four dierent orbital indices vanish. This
so-called Kanamori scheme is often also used for non-degenerate orbitals.
In the Kanamori scheme, the interaction Hamiltonian has thus been parameterized by
two numbers U and J. For our LDA+DMFT calculations, however, we choose a dierent
parameterization in terms of Slater integrals Fk which re
ects the symmetries of the
orbitals, as outlined in the following where we follow Ref. [Liechtenstein95]. Eventually,
we will again identify only two parameters U and J, albeit with a dierent denition. The
two notations should not be confused.
To this end, we write the Coulomb interaction
hm;m00jV eejm0;m000i =
Z
dr1
Z
dr2  
m(r1) 
m00(r2)
1
jr1   r2j
 m000(r2) m0(r1) (B.9)
as multipole expansion (ri = ri(sin#i cos'i; sin#i sin'i; cos#i)),
1
jr1   r2j
=
1 X
k=0
rk
<
rk+1
>
4
2k + 1
k X
q= k
Yk;q(#2;'2)Y 
k;q(#1;'1) ; (B.10)
where r< (r>) is the smaller (larger) of r1 and r2.
Assuming a quasiatomic nature of the correlated orbitals,1 the multipole functions (the
complex spherical harmonics Yk;q dened in Eq. (D.1)) are evaluated within an atomic
1Note that the denition of the correlated orbitals used in this work has pure angular momentum
character (in the mun tin sphere), cf. Eq. (5.33).107
basis jn;`;mi (n denoting the main quantum number, ` the orbital quantum number, and
m the magnetic quantum number), and one obtains
hm;m00jV eejm0;m000i =
2` X
k=0
ak(m;m0;m00;m000) Fk ; (B.11)
where
ak(m;m0;m00;m000) =
4
2k + 1
k X
q= k
hn;`;mjYk;qjn;`;m0i hn;`;m00jY 
k;qjn;`;m000i
=
4
2k + 1
k X
q= k
hn;`;mjYk;qjn;`;m0i hn;`;m000jYk;qjn;`;m00i ; (B.12)
with the Slater integrals
Fk =
Z
dr1 r2
1
Z
dr2 r2
2 R2
n`(r1)
rk
<
rk+1
>
R2
n`(r2) : (B.13)
The radial functions are
Rn`(r) =
s
2
na0
3 (n   `   1)!
2n[(n + `)!]3 e =2 ` L2`+1
n ` 1() ; (B.14)
with the Bohr radius a0, renormalized radial coordinate  = 2r
na0, and generalized Laguerre
polynomial L.
The atomic orbitals read
hrjn;`;mi = Rn`(r) Y real
`;m (#;') : (B.15)
Here we use the real form of the spherical harmonics, Y real
`;m in Eq. (D.4), which allows us to
identify the m quantum number directly with the real (not complex) atomic orbitals. For
the evaluation of the matrix elements in Eq. (B.12) only the angular part of the integrals
needs to be calculated, since the radial part does not depend on m and is normalized,
hn;`;mjYk;qjn;`;m0i =
Z =2
 =2
d#
Z 2
0
d' sin# Y real
`;m (#;') Yk;q(#;') Y real
`;m0(#;') : (B.16)
This can be separated into an integration over ', which is a sum over integrals of the form
Z 2
0
d'e im' eiq' eim0' = 2q;m m0 ; (B.17)
and an integration over #,
C(`;m)C(k;q)C(`;m0)
Z =2
 =2
d# sin# Pm
` (cos#)P
q
k(cos#)Pm0
` (cos#)
= C(`;m)C(k;q)C(`;m0)
Z 1
 1
dxPm
` (x)P
q
k(x)Pm0
` (x) ; (B.18)
which can be evaluated using the Gaunt formula.108 B. Interaction Matrix Elements for Multiorbital Systems
That way, the interaction operator is parameterized in terms of the Fk and is by con-
struction rotationally invariant. For d electrons, ` = 2, and one needs F0 (monopole),
F2 (quadrupole), and F4 (octupole). The denitions of U and J in terms of Fk vary; we
adopt the most common denitions U = F0 and J = F2+F4
14 , while the ratio F4
F2 = 0:625 is
taken to be constant.
In our LDA+DMFT calculations, only the density-type terms are considered due to the
design of the employed solver, cf. Sec. 5.3. The interaction Hamiltonian then takes the
form
Hd d =
X
m>m0;
U
;
mm0 nm; nm0; +
1
2
X
m;m0;
U
; 
mm0 nm; nm0;  ; (B.19)
where U
;
mm0 = V ee
mm0mm0 V ee
mm0m0m and U
; 
mm0 = Vmm0mm0 from comparison with Eqs. (B.4)
and (B.5). For the d shell,
V ee
mm0mm0 = b0 F0 + b2 F2 + b4 F4 ; (B.20)
V ee
mm0m0m = c0 F0 + c2 F2 + c4 F4 ; (B.21)
where the coecients are obtained from Eq. (B.18) using the Gaunt formula (order of
orbitals dz2, dx2 y2, dxy, dxz, dyz),
b0 =
0
B
B B
B
@
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1
C
C C
C
A
b2 =
1
49
0
B
B B
B
@
4  4  4 2 2
 4 4 4  2  2
 4 4 4  2  2
2  2  2 4  2
2  2  2  2 4
1
C
C C
C
A
b4 =
1
499
0
B
B B
B
@
36 6 6  24  24
6 36  34  4  4
6  34 36  4  4
 24  4  4 36  4
 24  4  4  4 36
1
C
C C
C
A
(B.22)
c0 =
0
B B
B B
@
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1
C C
C C
A
c2 =
1
49
0
B B
B B
@
4 4 4 1 1
4 4 0 3 3
4 0 4 3 3
1 3 3 4 3
1 3 3 3 4
1
C C
C C
A
c4 =
1
499
0
B B
B B
@
36 15 15 30 30
15 36 35 20 20
15 35 36 20 20
30 20 20 36 20
30 20 20 20 36
1
C C
C C
A
:
(B.23)
The Slater U and J can be recovered from these reduced matrices U
;
mm0 and U
; 
mm0 via
U =
1
(2` + 1)2
X
mm0
U
; 
mm0 ; J = U  
1
2`(2` + 1)
X
m6=m0
U
;
mm0 ; (B.24)
thus U (J) is just the spherically averaged (i.e. averaged over all possible pairs m;m0)
matrix element V ee
mm0mm0 (V ee
mm0m0m). This allows to nd a parameterization for interaction
matrices reported e.g. from constrained RPA which are in general not spherically averaged.
By following the procedure outlined above, the values for U and J obtained from Eq. (B.24)
should be used to calculate the corresponding spherically averaged interactions, thereby
avoiding orbital-dependent double counting.C. Calculation of Observables in
LDA+DMFT
LDA+DMFT is a complex method which {besides its known assumptions and approxima-
tions{ involves many little tweaks and modications. As a consequence, the results of
dierent LDA+DMFT calculations with the same setup, despite being intended to deliver
identical results, typically show dierences on a quantitative level. For the sake of trans-
parency, we brie
y summarize our method of calculating the observables discussed in this
thesis. We expect convergence in the treatment of these technical details as LDA+DMFT
matures and gets more established as the method of choice for many materials.
C.1 Spectral Functions
For the spectral functions, we chose the analytic continuation of the self energy rather than
the direct analytic continuation of the Green's function, see Sec. 6.3 for details. Following
the analytic continuation and the determination of the real part using Kramers-Kronig
analysis, the self energy mm0(!) is projected onto the band (Bloch) basis to obtain the
(retarded) lattice Green's function in the real frequency domain,

GR(k;!) 1
0 = (! + i + )0   H0
0(k)  
X
mm0
P
m(k) mm0(!) P0m0(k) ; (C.1)
where we used Wick rotation i!n ! ! +i compared to Eq. (5.24). The spectral function
as obtained from Eq. (C.1), A(k;!) =   1

P
 ImGR
(k;!), is used directly for plots of
the interacting band structure as e.g. in Fig. 9.2, or (after k summation) as interacting
equivalent to the total density of states, cf. Fig. 9.3.
For plots of (integrated) orbital-resolved quantities, e.g. Fig. 7.1, the spectral function of
the respective local Green's function is presented,
GR
mm(!) =
X
k;0
Pm(k)GR
0(k;!)P
0m(k) : (C.2)110 C. Calculation of Observables in LDA+DMFT
C.2 Mass Enhancements
The mass enhancements are inferred from the self energy on the Matsubara axis,
m=mLDA = 1  
@Im(i!)
@!

 

!!0+
; (C.3)
where the derivative is extracted by tting a fourth-order polynomial to the data for the
lowest six Matsubara frequencies. This avoids uncertainties from the analytic continuation
to the real frequency domain.
C.3 Fermi Surfaces and de Haas-van Alphen Frequencies
The same polynomial as for the mass enhancements is used for the determination of the
Fermi surfaces where we make use of the fact that the imaginary and real axes meet at
zero, (! = 0)  (i! = 0). Inserting (! = 0) into Eq. (C.1), A(k;! = 0) is determined
which {assuming Im(! = 0)=0 for a Fermi liquid{ diverges if k lies on the Fermi surface
and is zero otherwise. In practice, a nite imaginary part of the self energy, i.e. a nite
broadening, is applied, re
ecting the nite resolution of the k mesh. The maximum of the
resulting smooth spectral function is tracked through the Brillouin zone and denes the
Fermi surface. The dominating orbital character at the respective k points is taken from
the comparison of the respective orbital-resolved spectral functions.
For the determination of the dHvA frequencies, the projections of the Fermi surface pockets
along a given vector in the BZ are searched for the maximal cross-sectional area with a
maximization algorithm based on the golden section search, where the area is approximated
as the area of a polygon which has the k points of the respective Fermi surface as corners.
A ne k mesh is required for the accurate determination of Fermi surfaces and dHvA
frequencies: we use a square lattice with 162,408 (20,301 in the irreducible wedge) k
points for plots in the kx=ky plane as e.g. in Fig. 7.4, and a cubic lattice with {depending
on the actual crystal structure{ 1,000,000 (100,000 in the irreducible wedge) k points
for the determination of dHvA frequencies.
C.4 Optical Conductivities
For the calculation of the optical conductivities presented in Ch. 9, we perform the convo-
lution of the one-particle Green's functions in Matsubara frequencies as given in Eq. (3.42)
where the optical matrix elements are taken from WIEN2K.
As Eqs. (3.37) and (3.42) take the canonical form of a Fourier backward transform (A.1)
with summation over a fermionic Matsubara frequency !n and  ! 0, the same techniques
for the tail approximation can be applied, see Sec. A.5.
For the analytic continuation of the optical conductivity in imaginary (bosonic) frequencies,
we used the stochastic maximum entropy method, see Secs. 6.2 and 6.4 for details.
In practice, the summation over momenta in Eq. (3.42) is performed in the irreducible
Brillouin zone only and therefore needs to be supplemented by a symmetrization procedureC.4. Optical Conductivities 111
akin to Eq. (5.38). For the optical conductivity, the symmetrization acts on the product
of the optical matrix elements v0
 v00000
 (for brevity, we drop the momentum and spin
index in the following).
Let Oi (i = 1;:::;Ns) denote the real-space symmetry operation matrices (as opposed to
symmetrization matrices O in orbital space). Then, in terms of v0
;i ,
0
B B
@
v0
x;i
v0
y;i
v0
z;i
1
C C
A = Oi
0
B B
@
v0
x
v0
y
v0
z
1
C C
A; (C.4)
the symmetrized products are given as
fv0
 v00000
 gsymm =
1
Ns
X
i
v0
;i v00000
;i ; (C.5)
and
fv0
 v00000
 gsymm =
1
Ns
X
i
8
<
:
v0
;i v00000
;i if det(Oi) = 1
(v0
;i v00000
;i ) if det(Oi) =  1
(C.6)
for dierent  and . Note that unlike in Eq. (5.38), the symmetrization cannot be
performed after the k summation because of the complex conjugation in Eq. (C.6).112 C. Calculation of Observables in LDA+DMFTD. Spherical Harmonics
In this appendix, we collect some useful relations for the evaluation of expressions con-
taining spherical harmonics.
The complex spherical harmonics are given by
Y`;m(#;') = C(`;m)Pm
` (cos#)eim' ; (D.1)
with the associated Legendre polynomials Pm
` and a normalization constant
C(`;m) =
s
2` + 1
4
(`   m)!
(` + m)!
: (D.2)
The spherical harmonics are orthonormal,
Z 
#=0
Z 2
'=0
Y`;m Y 
`0;m0 d
 = ``0 mm0 : (D.3)
A real form can be dened by
Y real
`;m =
8
> <
> :
1 p
2 (Y`;m + ( 1)m Y`; m) =
p
2 C(`;m) Pm
` (cos#) cos(m') if m > 0
Y`;0 if m = 0
1
i
p
2 (Y`; m   ( 1)m Y`;m) =
p
2 C(`; m) P m
` (cos#) sin(m') if m < 0
:
(D.4)
For the evaluation of optical matrix elements in the LAPW basis, the following relations
are useful:
e+i' sin# Y`;m = F
(1)
`;m Y`+1;m+1 + F
(2)
`;m Y` 1;m+1 ; (D.5)
e i' sin# Y`;m = F
(3)
`;m Y`+1;m 1 + F
(4)
`;m Y` 1;m 1 ; (D.6)
cos# Y`;m = F
(5)
`;m Y`+1;m + F
(6)
`;m Y` 1;m ; (D.7)
e+i'

cos#
@
@#
+
i
sin#
@
@'

Y`;m =   lF
(1)
`;m Y`+1;m+1 + (l + 1)F
(2)
`;m Y` 1;m+1 ; (D.8)
e i'

cos#
@
@#
 
i
sin#
@
@'

Y`;m =   lF
(3)
`;m Y`+1;m 1 + (l + 1)F
(2)
`;m Y` 1;m 1 ; (D.9)
 sin#
@
@#
Y`;m =   lF
(5)
`;m Y`+1;m + (l + 1)F
(6)
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where the F's are given by:
F
(1)
`;m =  
s
(` + m + 1)(` + m + 2)
(2` + 1)(2` + 3)
; (D.11)
F
(2)
`;m =
s
(`   m)(`   m   1)
(2`   1)(2` + 1)
; (D.12)
F
(3)
`;m =
s
(`   m + 1)(`   m + 2)
(2` + 1)(2` + 3)
; (D.13)
F
(4)
`;m =  
s
(` + m)(` + m   1)
(2`   1)(2` + 1)
; (D.14)
F
(5)
`;m =
s
(`   m + 1)(` + m + 1)
(2` + 1)(2` + 3)
; (D.15)
F
(6)
`;m =
s
(`   m)(` + m)
(2`   1)(2` + 1)
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